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News In Brief
Harrisburg man gets three years
for false report in Gotlib case
HARRISBURG. Pa. (AP) — A Harrisburg man has been
sentenced to three years in prison for trying to sell a Louisville,
Ky., couple bogus information about the location of their
daughter, who has been missing since she was kidnapped more
than two years ago.
U.S. District Judge William Caldwell imposed the sentence
Monday on Robert Lee, 21, who pleaded guilty last month to one
count of wire fraud.
Lee telephoned Lyudmila and Anatoly Gotlib, claiming their
daughter, Ann, was working at a pornography shop in New York
City and could be located•for $3,000, Assistant U.S. Attorney Gordon Zubrod said Tuesday.
Lee actually knew nothing about the youngster except what he
had read about her, Zubrod said. Lee met with a state police
trooper who posed as Mrs. Gotlib and was arrested, Zubrod said.
"It was a scheme to get money by playing on the emotions of
the parents." Zybrod said. He said the parents were "devastated" by the incident.
The Gotlibs emigrated from the Soviet Union so their daughter,
a promising pianist, could fully develop her musical skills.
Zubrod said. The youngster, who is still missing, was 12 years old
when she was kidnapped from Bashford Manor Mall oon June 1,
1983..
Lee was indicted in May on three counts of wire fraud,Zubro.d._
'said.' He'ehind have -faced a maximum penalty of 15 years in
prison and $750,000 in fine8 for Convictions on all three counts,
Zubrod said.

Battles rage in and around Beirut;
death toll in latest bout at 264
BEIRUT,Lebanon (API — Artillery and rocket exchanges between Christian and Moslem militiamen shook Beirut and surrounding towns for -a third day today, and police said the death
toll in the latest bout of the civil war was 264 killed and 775
wounded.'
. Druse gunners pounded Christian east Beirut and the coastal
highway north of the .capital with renewed barrages of Sovietmade grad and katyustia rockets today. Christian radio stations
reported.
Police said two women, aged 23 and 27. were killed from the
renewed bombardment in the scenic Christian mountain resort
town of Brummana. Nineteen other civilians were killed a1tl 65
wounded in overnight artillery exchanges in and around Be t.
Police said that 264 people have been killed in 10 days of shelling and car bombings. More than 2,500 houses sustained considrable damage and 1.138 cars were destroyed in the shelling
duels between Moslem and Christian gunners in Beirut and hills
overlooking the capital.

Elsewhere...
By The Associated Press

SAN GM R. India — Tens of thousands of peopleare expected
to attend the funeral of the Sikhs' top political leader, Harchand
Singh Longowal, who was assassinated by militants opposed
to
his pact with the government to end violence in Punjab.
WASHINGTON — The Reagan administration's criticism of
Bishop Desmond Tultu for refusing to meet With President
P.W.
Botha underscores the administration's frustration with the
course of events in South Africa.
LOS ANGELES — The Reagan administration contends that
putting an anti-satellite weapon in space will not ignite a new
arms race but will instead prove an "incentive" for the Soviets
to
agree to a ban on such weapons.
TRENTON. N.J. — A 15-year-oId girl who won a court decision
allowing her to try out for high school football says she kept
fighting the school district's rules against girls on the gridiron
because "it wouldn't be fair if I just gave up."
ATLANTA — The ongetrig cola war has gotten a little hotter
and more confusing as Coke insists there's a -new Pepsi" on
the
market. Pepsi insists there isn't and a federal judge orders Coke
to reveal its secret formula. .
ATLANTIC CITY N.J. — Farmer Benny Sorbello took a tractor and rolled over 22 acres of "beautiful quality tomatoes,"
and
says he will probably destroy another 20 acres because of the
problems faced by growers of New Jersey's most famous crop.
PHILADELPHIA — One recent rainy morning, six women sat
in the living room of a country estate discussing why women risk
health and even life to shed unwanted weight. The six were patients at the first private residential treatment facility in the
nation established exclusively for people suffering from anorexia
nervosa and bulimia.
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First day
figures are
released by
school board
A total of 2,917 students have
enrolled in the Calloway County
School System today, school
reports say.
With the exception of
kindergarten classes, all grades
in the county school system went
back to the books after summer
vacation today. Kindergarten
courses, now required by the
state for all five-year-olds, will
open in the county schools
tomorrow.
Calloway County High School
reported a first-day enrollment
of 934, while Calloway County
Middle School reported registering 459 students, with 37 noshqws.
North Calloway Elementary
School, with 556 students, had
the highest nithiber to regiaterin
the county's elementary
schools. East Calloway Elementary, had 516 to register, and
Southwest Callowak listed 452.
Kindergarten registration for
the county school system totaled
232 today, but more are expected to register tomorrow
when kindergarten classes
begin, school officials say.
Last year, 2 3 5
kindergarteners attended
classes in the Calloway County
School System.
The Calloway County school
calendar for the immediate
future calls for classes to be
dismissed on September 2 in
observance of the Labor Day
holiday.
Parent-teacher conferences
are scheduled for September 8
and 15 and the Thanksgiving Southwest Elementary teacher Gwyn Key gets
to know her new
holiday will be observed third-graders.
Staff photo by David Tuck
November 28-29.

available through state government, said Capt. John Lile, chief
public information leer for
the agency.
"We hope to changr that.
That's the crux of our new program — trying to make the victim of a crime or accident more
informed of his rights and letting him know avenues of
recourse that are open after the
initial, hectic moment," Lite
said.
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YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers wha havee not
received their home-delivered
copy of Thil Murray Lodger &
Times -by 5:30' P.m. MondayFriday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
are ur9ed to coil 733-1916 bittween 5:30 p.m: and 6. p.m.„
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays. Office Hours — S a.m.-1
p.m. Monday thro Friday, II
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday

Keith Hays, one of the oUrners
of the property, said they are
trying to liquidate the property
- and need-thefull deed'of The pro,
perty, which was sold at auction
on May 25.
"We were unaware of the problem until about three- weeks
ago."

((ont'd on page?)
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Old paper
signed by
president
donated to
university

\`1`SUNNY
Clear and cool tonight with
a low near 60 and light wind.
Sunny Thursday with highs
in the lower 80s and
southeasterly winds 5 to 10
mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for a chance- of showers
Saturday and Sunday, 'with
overnight lows in the mid to
upper 508 Friday and in the
66s Satbiday and Sunday.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake •
357.2
Barkley Lake
356.6

By MELINDA WIGGIN TON
Staff Writer
A loosely -enforced 1971 ordinance put Murray Planning
Commission members in a difficult position Tuesday evening.
They were reviewing a minor
subdivision plat located just.
before Midway on U.S. 641
South. Though conveyed in 1977
and a title search was conducted, it was not approved as a
minor subdivision as required
by city ordinance.

The program is a joint effort
by state police, the attorney
general's office and the state
Crime Victim Compensation
Board.
Anytime one of the agency's
900 uniformed officers investigates a crime or accident,a
pamphlet with information
about how to seek further
assistance is given to the victim
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Board OKs
subdivision
after some
discussion

The 1971 ordinance at issue
says that any plat 'that is less
than five acres, that is not
agricultural, must be a minor
subivision for approval of the
planning commission.
It held that a deed is void if the
minor subdivision plat is not
prepared and presented to the
planning commission.
F.T. "Butch" Seargent. director of Murray's Department of
Planning and Engineering, said
the reason this was presented is
that from 1977 to 1980, the minor
subdivision law was not enforced well. Lawyers and surveyors
were not,very much aware of the
ordinance.
Without the minor subdivision
approval, there is a flaw in the
title, according to Seargent.
In 1977 the property would not
have been approved, he added,
because it does not meet the requirement of fronting 75 feet on
a public road.
'Charles Adams agreed with
the statement that people didn't
abide by the ordinance. "It's
hard to abide by if you don't
understand it. But.4hat should
not give lawyers an excuse.
since they do title searches.
Whoever did the search was in
violation of the ordinance."
City attorney Don Overbey,
said, "If you don't approve the
plat, you're hurting innocent

State Police start new program aimed at
helping victims of crimes and accidents
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Police agencies are required to
inform crime suspects of their
rights, and now state police
troopers are trying to do the
same for those on the other side
of the fence.
The program to aid victims of
crimes and accidents was
started this summerby the state
police.
Victims aren't always aware
of the services and assistance

25 CENTS

Bill Furgerson, brother-in-law of Col. (ret.) Oliver C. Hood, Joseph Cartwright. Chairman of the
Department of History, and Keith 'NI. Heim, head of the Mst. Special Collections, examine a document bearing the signature. of President Andrew Jackson, which Col. Hood recently donated to
MStrs•Pogue library in memory of his late wife. Marion Sharhorough Fall Hoed. '
•

A document dated Jan. 3, 1684
and signed by President Andrew
Jackson was donated recently to
Special Collections at the Pogue
Library at Murray State University by Col(ret.)Oliver C. Hood.
M.D. The document appoints
Morgan Brown to a federal
judgeship in Tennessee, and was
donated in memory of Colonel
Hood's wife, Marion Sharborough Fall Hood. Also diurated
was•alpedigree of the Stewart
Family.
According to William :W. Furgerson, Colonel Hood's
brother-in-law.- the documents
have been handed down through
Mrs: Hood's family. Both Colonel and Mrs. Hood graduated
from Murray State University.
Dr. Keith M. Heirn, Head of
Special Collections, says that
the documents are significant
additions to the library's collections and are Row on diltgay in
the lobby ortba Pogue Library.
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Ricky Skaggs leading CMA nominations
go.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. ( AP ) —
Ricky Skaggs, reaping the success of his hit song "Country
Boy," is a finalist for. five individual honors in the 19th annual Country Music Association
awards.
Skaggs, a 31-year-old high
school dropout, is a finalist for
entertainer of the year, top male
vocalist, No. 1 video, album of
the year and single of the year.
The latter three are for his tune
"Country Boy."
"It was such a high-energy
tune," Skaggs said Tuesday in a
telephone interview after being
told of the nominations, which
were announced moments
earlier
You don't hear country songs
that fast," he said. ''Plus I am a
country boy who can go to New
York or Los Angeles or London,
ngland, and bring what I consider first-quality- music and

entertainment to those people
and still be myself; it sums up
the story of Ricky Skaggs."
His band also is a finalist for
top instrumental group, giving
Skaggs a part in six
nominations.
The four-piece band Alabama
was voted a finalist for four
awards, as were romantic
stylist Lee Greenwood and Texan George Strait.
Alabama, which has sold
more than 20 million records, is
a finalist for an unprecedented
fourth straight honor as entertainer of the year.
Their three previous awards
as top entertainer already are
one more than anyone else since
the awards were established in
19674
The group also is a finalist for
top vocal group, No. 1 instrumental group and album of
the year for ,-'40 Hour Week."

"We've won a lot of awards,
and if we win again it will be
more exciting than the first
time," said Alabama lead singer
Randy Owen. "I guess we have
slightly come of age, but I hope
we stay young and get excited
when things happen. I_hope we
never go into these awards like
they owe us one."
Greenwood, a former dealer is
Las Vegas casinos, is a finalist
for entertainer of the year, male
vocalist of the year. duet of the
year wit!) Barbara Mandrell and
song of the year for writing the
patriotic "God Bless the USA."
Strait, the former foreman of
a 1,000-head cattle ranch in
Texas, is a finalist for entertainer of the year, top male
vocalist, single of the year for
"Does Fort Worth Ever Cross
Your Mind?" and album of the
year by the same name.
Winners- in - 12-categoties - will

be announced on a national
television special Oct. 14.
Finalists and winners are
chosen by 7,500 CMA members
‘
who are singers, songwriters,
musicians, disc jockeys and
others who make their living
through a country-music related
job.
Reba McEntire filled out the
finalists for entertainer of the
year and also is nominated for
top female vocalist along with
Rosanne Cash, two-time winner
Janie Fricke, Emmylou Harris
and Anne Murray. Miss McEntire was voted top female singer
a year ago.
Joining Greenwood, Skaggs
and Strait as finalists for male
vocalist of the year were Gary
Morris and Hank Williams Jr.
Some of the biggest names in
country music received no
ncminations this year: Loretta
Lynn, Merle--Haggard, Ronnie
Milsap, the Statlers, George
Jones, Charley Pride and Tammy Wynette.
Skaggs, who is married to
Sharon White of the country
group the Whites, got bluegrass
pioneer Bill Monroe and New
York City Mayor Ed Koch to appear in his "Country Boy"
video.
"The video was done so well,"
Skaggs said. "I'd especially like
to win the video award."
"I had no idea we'd get so
many nominations," he said.
"No early predictions, but I'd
like to win 'em all."

Victims...

COUNCILMEN SWORN IN "— Mayor Holmes Ellis officially swore Mike Outland and Chuck Foster
onto the Murray City Council during informal ceremonies Tuesday afternoon. Outland (pictured above
between Ellis and Foster-) and Foster will assume seats on the city council, fulfilling the unexpired
terms of Mac Fitts and Marshall Jones.

McDonald s lawyer to investigate
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP —
State school Superintendent
Alice McDonald .has asked her
private attorney to look into
allegations that a state-owned
print shop produced materials
for her personal benefit.
McDonald's attorney. William
Johnson, said he would investigate at McDonald's request, not the Department of
Education.
'Alice is my client, and that'
who I'm doing it for," Johnson
said. "Whatever my findings
are, I'll advise her."
Franklin Commonwealth's Attorney 'Morris Burton said he
also will investigate the
allegations.
"I'm just going to nose around
and see what's going on," Burton said. "I want to see if it's a
major item. If it's a minor item,
I won't be too concerned about
it.
The State Journal, in its Sunday edition, quoted two unidentified Department of Education
employees as saying they had

seen the printing done at the
agency's shop.
The materials allegedly
printed were a brochure
descriping rental opportunities
at a Florida condominium owned by McDonald and her husband, Glenn, and invitations to
his birthday party in May.
The superintendent, speaking
through her spokeswoman, Barbara McDaniel, denied the
charges, calling them "absolutely false."
Burton said he would try to
determine how much, if any.
state funds were used and how
widespread the activity may be.
A spokeswoman for state Attorney General David Armstrong said no decision has been
made on whether a state probe
is necessary.
"It would be completely inappropriate to comment at this
time." said spokeswoman Vicki
Dennis.
The newspaper also alleged
that McDonald and her
secretary gave out information
during working hours about the

Florida rental property.
McDonald "flatly denies doing
business over the phone," her
spokeswoman said.
On the original brochure, the
telephone number to contact
during the day for rental information on the condominium was
the same as that for McDonald's
office at the Department of
Education, the newspaper said.

Pot crop found
in Calloway
A weekend marijuana raid on
a patch about five miles east of
Murray netted a total of about 15
plants, according to the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
The plants ranged in height
from about seven to eight feet
tall, according to Deputy Scott
Barrow, who explained that the
plants were worth about $10,000.
No arrests have been made,
but an ongoing investigation into
the raid is being conducted.

AVE sl.
WHEN YOU BUY SIX CANISTERS OF

City.council
plans meeting

Heinz Instant Baby Food

Murray City Council members
will meet Thursday, Aug. 22, at
the city hall building at 7:30 p.m.
Items on,the agenda include a
second reading of the ordinance
levying an ad valorem tax in the
city for 1985 and Mayor Holmes
Ellis' recommendations for appointment of city councilman
Chuck Foster as council
representative to the Murray
Planning Commission and as
member of the public works
committee, and city councilman
Mike Outland as public safety
committee member. A resolution will be presented in
memory of Marshall P. Jones.
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(Cont'd from page 1)
or victims.
It began after Capt. John
Bryant, chief of the state police
crime prevention unit, read a
newspaper article about an
elderly woman4who sat in a
Frankfort courtroom all day,
unaware her case had been continued, Lile said.
"Some people mistakenly
think the court takes care of
their, case the next day after a
crime," Lile said.
Trooper Dennis Stockton of
the Frankfort post has seen pain
on the faces of crime and accident victims for the past seven
years.
"It can be pure devastation,"
he said. "I've seen many people
involved in such situations just
lose control. I've seen some so
traumatic they don't even know
where they are.
"We've been trying to help at
the scene, but now we are going
a step further."
Sgt. Robert Brown,
spokesman for the state police
post in West Viola, said "The
system (to help victims) has
been there for some time, but it
wasn't sufficiently supported."
"Since we're the-first ones victims come into contact with
(after a crime), we've made it
police policy to see that they are
informed."
Included in the pamphlet is
the investigating officer's name,
the number of the post handling
the case, telephone numbers and
suggestions the brochure says
might help victims "resolve this
difficult period."
For accident victims, the
pamphlet recommends that insurance companies be called
and that complete accident
claim forms be filed.
For crime victims, it suggests
contacting the appropriate
trooper if additional information
Is recalled or new evidence is
discovered. The pamphlet notes
that financial assistance can be
sought from the Crime Victim
Compensation Board.

2
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Correction
Because of incorrect information supplied, four Calloway
Countians were rtported as
treated and released at Lourdes
Hospital following a weekend
accident in Grand Rivers. New
information shows that Debris
Boggess, 41, Jerry Boggess, 44,
Qurtis Mohler, 73 and Ruthie
Mohler, 71, all of Kirksey were
admitted. However, no information was available from the
hospital today on their
conditions.

03
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Lee Ann Rayburn

Murray's Lee Ann Rayburn,
Calloway countyjunior,
captures lakeland title
Lee Ann Rayburn, the
daughter of David and Wanda
Rayburn of Murray, was named
the 1985-86 Miss Kentucky Lake
Vacationland Friday evening,
Aug. 9, beating out 15 other contestants for the coveted title.
The competition was held at the
convention center at the Kentucky Dam State Park, with contestants ranging froT 14 to
21-years-old.
Rayburn, a 16-year-old junior
at Calloway County High School,
Is the granddaughter of Mrs. Joe
Rayburn, Mr. and Mrs. Lubie
Roberts, Murray, and Mr. and
Mrs. H.C. Tanksley, Nashville,
Tenn.
Rayburn is a varsity
cheerleader at CCHS. She was
sponsored in the weekend competition by Corn-Austin.
In addition to the bestowing of
the Miss Kentucky Lake Vaca-

tionland title Friday, Amber
Owen, Calvert City, was crowned Jr. Miss Kentucky Lake
Vacationland and Amanda
Capps, Calvert City, was crowned Little Miss Kentucky Lake
Vacationland, Lindsey Cavitt of
Hardin was named first runnerup in Jr. Miss Kentucky Lake
Vacationland. Kalista Cunningham, Dexter, was named
first-runner-up and Courtney
Cavitt of Hardin was named
second-runner-up in the Little
Miss Kentucky Lake Vacationland contest.
The Miss Kentucky Lake
Vacationland Pageant is sponsored annually by the Calvert
City Jaycettes and Jaycees,
with all proceeds going to the
Marshall County School for Exceptional Children. A total of
more than $1,000 was reportedly
raised during this year's event.

Bipartisan commission to
recommend replacement for
judge's seat; Travis in group
FRANKFORT, Ky.. ( AP ) — A
bipartisan commission appointed by Kentucky's two U.S.
senators will recommend three
to five people to fill a vacancy on
the federal district court bench
when Judge Charles M. Allen
assumes senior status in
October.
A news release from the Kentucky Bar Association said the
Federal Judicial Selection Corn.
mission of Kentucky will accept
nominations until Sept. 3.,
Recommendations for the post
in the western district court will
be made within 30 days.
The commission was appointed by Sens. Wendell Ford, a
Democrat, and Mitch McConnell, a Republican, to take
recommendations to fill federal
judicial posts in Kentucky.
Although the appointments are

Board...
(Cont'd from page 1)
third parties.
"It's fashionable and maybe
even correct to punish lawyers,
... but in the meantime, these
people are hurting."
Adams said, "It is not my intent to hurt innocent people, but
the guilty person should be
answerable. What's in my mind
is the precedent that we're
setting."
,Bob Dunn summed up the
crux of the issue. "If we don't
clean up the mess, we're going
to have a bigger mess. It seems
to me, that's part of our
function."
Chuck Foster moved to approve the plat as a minor subdivision, and the commission
agreed.
Another minor subdivision
was approved for Mitch Ward,
who was dedicating property to
the city for a future frontage
road.
Plans for the Mallard Group's
renovation of the National Hotel
were presented by Joe Bolin. He
proposed that the first floor be
kept in its present state and the
second and third floors be made
into 16 apartment units. The
first floor will be used as office
rental space.
In addressing the commission's concern about adequate
parking, Bonn said that the

made by the president, he traditionally takes recommendations
from state senators of his own
political party.
Allen,. the chief judge in the
western district, will be leaving'
his full-time job in October,
although he will be only semiretired and can still take as
many cases as he wishes.
Elected chairman of the commission was Robert J. Turley of
Lexington. Other officers are
Robert I. Cusick Jr. of
Louisville, vice chairman, and
George Joplin of Somerset.
secretary.
Other members are Vickie C.
Travis, Murray: Carl Timothy
Cone. Lexington: David Huber,
Louisville: William E. Rummage. Owensboro; John T.
Smith. Lexington, and Mary K.
Tachau. Louisville
group intends to have at least
one space per unit, aside from
the present cost-free parking on
the street.
Mallard Group's plans were
given the okay for this stage of
development.
The commission held a public
hearing for the Boyd Auto
Center project, 514 South 12 St.,
developed by owners Gersrald
Boyd and Earl Ferguson.
Contributing to the discussion
were the auto center's
neighbors, Eva Thurman, 515
SOuth 13 St. and fr.enon Hall, 517
South 13 St.
Ms. Thurman said, "If it's run
quiet, WU be fine if they can
keep the water off us."
Hall was mainly concerned
about security.
Boyd and Ferguson assured
them that the best possible
water drainage and security
would be provided.
The commission gave their
okay to the plans with the condition that designations for sign
locations and screening for the
property be left to the Board of
Zoning Adjustments.
Clarification
The Steve Bell named in a
report from the Marshall County
Sherifrs Office in Tuesday's
Ledger Sr Times is not the same
Steve Bell of Panorama Shores,
owner of Sunset' Blvd. Music,
Murray.
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PERSPECTIVE
Can Reagan compel
budget reform?
At his press conference,
President Reagan said he intends to launch a fall offensive
to achieve tax reform, as well
as budget reform. The President said he would intensify
his effort to obtain the lineitem veto and a balancedbudget amendment so that he
could bear down on spending
"with a rod of discipline."
At one time we would have
believed that the chances
were good that the President
could win the battle for a lineitem veto and a balancedbudget amendment. But after
what has happened so far this
year and observing how little
effect the President had on
persuading even the Republican-controlled Senate to approve a line-item veto, our
confidence in the President's
ability to persuade Congress
to approve either of these two
spending reforms has been seriously undermined.
A good line-item veto bill
sponsored by Sen. Mack Mattingly, R-Ga., was filibustered
to death by a coalition of liberal Republicans and Democrats led by GOP Sens.
Charles McC. Mathias of
Maryland and Mark 0. Hatfield of Oregon. If President
Reagan had strong support
from Republicans in the Senate, isn't it fiasonable to assume that his forces could
have overcome this veto?
Well, they lost because they
couldn't muster the necessary
three-fifths vote to cut off the
filibuster.
It has been apparent in the
session so far that Democratic

royko says

leaders in the House have
been maneuvering to put the
Republicans on the defensive
in the 1986 election by making
it appear that the Republicans
were anxious to cut Social Security benefits while Democrats fought this approach all
the way. They are hoping that
those on Social Security or
workers looking forward to
retiring before long will focus
on this issue and not consider
the fact that the House
refused to make more than
cosmetic cuts in the swollen
federal budget.
The idea appears to be to
mkke Republicans look like
hard-hearted pinch pennies
who would cut aid to the poor
and the elderly while protecting programs for the middle
class and the rich. The fact
that there was no serious
budget cutting of any kind apparently won't interfere with
this tactic.
The President's best option
when he returns to Washington after Labor Day is to take
his case for budget reform to
the people. Congress, particularly the House, has shown it
isn't too interested in budget
reform even though the average taxpayer is strongly in
favor of bringing the federal
budget under control. In this
campaign, the President
should cite the record and tell
Americans how their senators
and representatives voted
against spending cuts and for
higher spending on key spending bills. That is the way to
get the message across in a
way that it will be heard in
Washington.

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Everyone is familiar with
"Murphy's Law," which states
that "anything that can go wrong
will go wrong, and at the worst
possible moment."
Here are several corollaries on
"Murphy's Law," devised, no
doubt, by some congenital
pessimist:
The chance of a piece of

bread landing buttered side
down is directly proportional to the cost of the
carpet.
a 41 •

No matter how long and
hard you shop for an item,
after you've bought it, it
will appear on sale cheaper
at the nearest store.
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by mike royko

Bo ncing back toward a record
For those who are fascinated
by record -setting athletic
achievements, a Chicagoan may
have set a new national record
for bouncing. Or at least I'm going to claim it for him until someone can prove they've done it
better.
•
The record was set a few evenings ago by Sam Sianis, when be
bounced the same drunken
brawler out of his tavern six
times in the same night.
Actually, the record should be
shared by the man who was
bounced, but he was too busy to
introduce himself.
The event began when two
friends sat at a table in the Billy
Goat Tavern, quarreling over
the divisive issue of whether
Bobby Douglass of the Bears
should be a quarterback, tight
end, or the Frankenstein
monster.
Suddenly, they were swinging
and rolling around on the floor.
It wasn't much of a fight, so
Sam was calm as he came
around the bar. Sam,37, is only 5
feet 7, but he works out by lifting
bar stools with his teeth.
Sam believes in using as little
force as necessary when resolving a dispute. So he said,
"Hokay, break eet up," and
gave one of them a kick.
"You keek dem," he later explained, "an' you don't sprain
your back."
The kick brought one man to
his feet with a yelp and he stepped back peacefully.
But the other man came up
with his arms flailing. Sam spun
him around, pinned his arms to
his side, lifted him and carried
him out the door.
It is a little harder to do that in
Sam's tavern because it is in a
basement. "I don't mind the
stairs," Sam says. "Keeps the

legs in shape when you got to
carry them outside."
The door soon opened and the
battler was back, stumbling
down the stairs and heading for
his former friend, who was sitting at the end of the bar looking
morose.
A moment,later, he was again
being flung through the
doorway.
"You nuts," Sam shouted
after him. "Go home!"
•The other cuitomers gave him
scattered applause.
Two minutes later, the door
opened and the brawler ran in
and leaped from the landing to
the middle of the room.
"Put 'em up," he said to an
elderly bridgetender who was
drowsing at a table.
"Don't be goofy, kid," the
bridgetender said. "I'm a
precinct captain. You could get
In big trouble."
Sam reached for him, but he
crouched and grabbed for an
ankle. Sam abandoned his
bearhug-lift technique. Instead,
he grabbed him by a wrist and
dragged him like a sack of
potatoes up the stairs and onto
the sidewalk.
The applause was more
enthusiastic.
Now, Sam sat at the bar, near
the stairs. "I'll get him before he
gets halfway down," he said.
"Watch."
But the brawler was clever.
The place is divided by a hamburger grill into two rooms. And
there is a door into the other
morn, too.
That's where he came from.
And, fists up, he headed for
Sam's cousin, who works behind
the grill.
The cousin speaks very little
English, so he silently raised a
meat cleaver over his head.
Sam reached the man before

he could be cleaved. This time
"When I hees," Sam has exhe used a headlock with a bit of
plained to me. "eet scare hell
ear-grinding to haul him out.
out of people. I donno why, but
The customers sensed a
eet scare 'em bad."
record in the making. "How
Maybe it is simply because
many times is that?" the
nobody expects a squat Greek to
bridgetender said.
suddenly sound like a broken
"Four," said Big Warren, the
steam pipe.
bartender.
But I once heard a 230-pound
"Yeah, but he's pretty skincirculation- driver- --from Tenny." the bridgettender said.
nessee shout in terror and flee
The brawler's friends and
when Sam hissed. He later exformer adversary looked up
plained that he has a deep fear
from his beer and siad, "Maybe,
of Snakes.
but he wiry."
While hissing, Sam went into a
The door opened. Sam ped.
karate crouch and raised his
But it was only two regular
hand for a chopping blow.
customers.'Sam relaxed.
The sneak-puncher staggered
Suddenly, he was there. He
backWard and fell over a chair
had come in behind them, walkflat on his back.
ing in a crouch.
Sam put a foot on his Adam's
This time, Sam chased him inapple, leaned down and hissed
to the men's room. When they
some more. The man's eyes
emerged. Sianis was dragging
bulged.
him by both ankles.
After about 30 seconds, Big
"Dees works good" Sam later
Warren said: "Better quit, Sam,
said of the ankle-drag technique.
or he'll die of fright."
"When the head bumps on the
Sam let him up and gently
steps. eet makes them more
walked him up the stairs and out
sober."
the door.
Now everyone watched the
"He won't be back," said Big
door. It was something like
Warren. "The hissing always
following a no-hitter into the -does it."
ninth inning.
Everybody congratulated
He came back. But he walked
Sam for his achievement. "It
in quietly and slowly, with both
ranks with the time Gale Sayers
hands held open in a gesture of
scored six touchdowns." said
peace toward Sianis.
the bridgetender.'
"I lost my watach in here," he
Sam smiled .modestly and
said.
said: "Eat was a muddy field
Sam glanced around at the
when Sayers did eet."
floor. "Where?"
Through it all, the brawler's
Pow! The guy landed a sneak
friend sat brooding in his beer.
punch to Sam's forehead. It
He finally got up and went up the
wasn't much of a punch, and
stairs.
Sam hardly blinked. But, neverAs he went out the door, he
theless, it was a punch.
turned and pointed a finger at
Sam finally hissed.
Sam, saying:
It always begins softly, then it
"You just lost me as a
gets louder and louder until it
customer, Sam. I ain't coming in
sounds like a broken steam pipe.
a joint where my friends are
Everyone in the place froze, inpushed around."
cluding the prawler.

looking back
11V3FER ONE NW?
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How to reach your elected officials
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell
Room 118
Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford
Room 363
Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard Jr.
2182 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
All U.S. Senators and Representatives nttay be reached by phone by dialing (202) 224-3121 where a U.S. Capitol
operator will connect you with the official of your choice.
State Sen. Greg Higdon
State Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
Or

Rt. 2, Fancy Farm, Ky. 42039
StateRep. Lloyd C. Clapp
State Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
r

P.O. Box 85
Wingo, Ky. 42088
State Rep. Freed Curd
St. Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky.
or
1607 Sycamore
Murray, Ky. 42071
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business mirror
NEW YORK (AP) — Pacer
listed its shares on the London
Systems is a small company,
Stock Exchange, raising $3
highly specialized, not well
million.
known and still controlled by the
The reasons were strictly
three men who have guided its
economic, said Rennie, a Naval
steady, unspectacular growth
Academy graduate and former
since it was founded 17 years
pilot. The British, he said, ofago.
fered lower underwriting costs,
From the beginning the
and they issued the stock at a
founders entertained the idea of
higher price than might occur in
going public, the better to raise
the United States.
capital for research and expanPacer, which earned $313,000
sion, and perhaps regain for perlast year making helicopter
sonal use some of the money
parts and developing software
they invested in its founding.
for military equipment. was reThey thought about it in 1981,
quired to give up less of the cornbut the recession obliterated the
pany to raise the $3 million.
public market for new com"It wag an opportunistic thing
panies. As they were about to
to some extent." said Rennie.
make their move again in 1983.
While American underwriters
the failure of Osborne Computer
and investors seemed lukewarm
soured the market for small,
to small, high-tech stocks, he
high-technology ftrms.
said the attitude in England was
Last December they ap./
14
more enthusiastic.
proached underwriters again.
but excited none. The highest
He also found the procedure
multiple of earnings offered by
faster. There was less to do.
any underwriter was about six
Costs were lower for printers,
or seven, said John Rennie.
brokers, lawyers and accounpresident. He walked away. He
tants. In all, expenses consumed
wanted more.
10 percent to 12 percent of the
A few weeks ago, the BurlIssue, vs. 18 percent to 22 perington, Mass:, defense contraccent in the United States
tor, based amid one of the naBefore the financing. Rennie
tion's most vital venture capital
and two others held 81 percent of
areas, finally made Its move. It
shares.' Now they own 57 per-

by john cunniff
cent,with 30 percent held publicly and 13 percent by insiders.
Critics respond that while the
initial savings were great. the
procedure lands the company on
a stock exchange 3,000 miles
away from its U.S. markets.
Rennie agrees. but he points out
the company got its money at a
discount and can still list in the
United States when it feels the
'time is opportune.
Rennie saw still another advantage to London. Author of
"Exportise," a handbook for
small-business exporters (Small
Business Foundation of
America, 20 Park Plaza,
postori), he sees the listing as
bringing in foreign customers.
Pacer's trading is specifically
on the Unlisted Securities
Market, a component of the London Exchange created five
years ago to help small, fastgrowing companies make the
transition to broader ownership.
It has drawbacks, Rennie concedes, one being that shares of
American companies — six at
the latest count — aren't
available for purchase or sale by
Americans for the first six months. After that, they can be
ought and sold freely.

Ten years ago
John M. Robertson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Flavil Robertson of
Murray, has been assigned to
duty at Shaw Air Force Base,
South Carolina. He has been stationed at Korat Royal Thai AFB.
Thailand.
David Hill, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Hill. reporter and
photographer for the Murray
Ledger & Times, made his first
solo flight as a student pilot on
Aug. 8 at Murray-Calloway
County Airport. He is a student
of Thorobred Flying Service.
Laura Parker used a five-iron
to sink a hole-in-one on No. 8 at
Oaks Country Club. Playing in
her group were J.P. Parker.
Karl Hussung and Steve
Hussung.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruble Cope will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Aug. 24.
Twenty years ago
Ronald Jones. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Milton Jones, and Jimmy
Williams. son Of Mr. and 'Mrs.
Burt Williams, are serving
aboard USS Coral Sea with U.S.
Navy in Viet Nam area.
Mr. and Mrs. Emanuel
Rowlett will observe their 50th
wedding anniversary on Aug. 22.
William Jeffrey, instructor at
Murray High School, spoke
about the new Distributive
Education Program at the
school at a meeting of Murray
Rotary Club at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Miss Anita Josephine Colley.
daughter of Dr. and ,Mrs.
Richard Lindsey Colley of
Mayfield, and John Woodfin
Hutson, son of Dr. and Mrs.
kVoodfin Hutson Jr. of Murray,
were married at First Methodist
Church. Mayfield;
-4 Thirty years ago
Capt. Otis H. Erwin of Murray
who is on duty with Air Rescue
Service in Korea recently was
awarded a Commendation Ribbon for meritorious service.
A total of $20.629 was paid to
recipients of public assistance
for the month of July 1955 in
Calloway County. according to a
report made to Calloway County
Social service Advisory Committee meeting.on Aug. 17.
Miss Bettee Wiggins.
daughter -of Mr. and Mrs.
Clrence Wiggins. and Sgt.
Charles E. Houston, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Marvin'Hou.Stori, were
married Aug. 13 at Corinth,
Miss., •,
M-Sgt. and Mrs. Talmadge P.
Jones and son, Joey, of Fort
Monmouth. N.J.. are the guests
of their parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Less Jones and Cecil Thurmond.
—.4
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Multi-Age Preschool plans opening ,t
Multi-Age Preschool
will welcome its
students back for their
first day of classes star:
ting Wednesday, Aug.

N

udents asked to
report to Group A Orientation on Aug. 28 are
Ashley McKendree,
Jessica McKendree,
Jason Owens, Kenneth
Hills. Fulton Hart and
Jonathan Graves.
Students asked to attend Group B Orientation on Thursday. Aug..
29, a're Elizabeth Allen,
Robert Anderson,
Brooke Boggess. Blair
Boggess, Eric Clark.
Adam Doss and "Ryan
Geib.
Complimentary
school bags along with
school directories will
be delivered to each student by Multi-Age
teacher, Joan Weber,
during home visits
scheduled for Aug. 19
through Aug. 26.
Multi-Age ,Preschool
is, a nonprofit parent
DAILY
Bargain Matinees
Cheri 8. Cine
All Seats S2.00
I :Ni. 315 Ott t

CINE 1 & 2
it5. 9:1X1 thil•

The night of your life

FRIGHT
!NIGHTIA

MULTI-AGE PRESCHOOL — Ashles NIcKendree, daughter of Roy and
Melissa NIcKendree. and returning studept at Multi-Age Preschool, reminds
all new and returning students that classes begin Aug. 28. limited openings
are still available and for information call 759-4428 or 153-6878.
cooperative located in
the Early Childhood
Center on North 16th
Street on the campus of
Murray State
University.
It operates a half dayfive day a week program,for"children three
to five years of age. The
teacher, Joan Weber,
holds full teaching
credentials and will be
assisted by Ruth Oetlinger and Lora Turner.
both returning education majors at Murray
State University. - Within a center oriented room. MultiAge,students are provided through large and
small group activities a

choice of opportunities
for the young child.
They are designed to
(11 build and nurture a
positive self concept,(2)
develop an awareness of
others and ways to
relate positively to
them, and 131 contribute
to continued development of skills, insights
and creativity.
Readiness activities
are provided in areas of
language arts, math,
science, art, music,
physical development
and social diving.
Children are encouraged to participte
only at their individual
level of development
and interest. Each stu-

dent receives a weekly
newsletter which contains an overview of the
learning theme for the
following week together
with daily scheduled
activities.
There are a limited
number of openings still
available for the 1985-86
school year and for information call 759-4428
or 753-6878.
The Multi -Age
Preschool Board of
Directors for the 1985-86
school year include
Melanie Clark, president; Alida Graves, vice
president:, Pam Boggess, secretary treasurer; and Donna
Whitfield, advisor.

Erik Estrada, Peggy RoTI-cReturn Of T e
Living Dead(R)
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YARDS OF THE MONTH — The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club has selected
the
Aug-us; Yards of the month. Selected as residential yard was that of Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Barrell, 801
Doran Rd., top photo. Selected as business yard of the month was the firm of Briggs A:
Stratton. Main
and Second Streets.
staff photon

by David Tuck

Mariled-

LOS ANGELES (API
— Actor Erik Estrada
and actress Peggy
Rowe. who share billing
central center 753-3314
in a soon-to-be-released
movie "Light Blast:"
will be co-starring in a
honeymoon this week in

Rome, where they were mother, and Jackie
married.
Loria, a spokeswoman
Estrada. 35, and Ms. for the rugged leading
Rowe. 29. were married man from TV's
in a church service Mon- "CHiPs."
day in Rome. said
"This is so exciting. I
Charlene Rowe of Long. think it's great. He's
Beach, the bride's gorgeous," Mrs. Rowe
said.
Estrada and her
daughter met two years
ago at a party and have
lived together for about
e Os
fiteot,,
a year, she said.
‘o
"They've talked about
it, but I didn't know they
cfr
VI)
•
e'<
ic
el)
A
ost ko
were going to get married
today."
f0.
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from 5-8 p.m.
you can choose
from four selections
of fish with all the
extras for only

WE!CP)
SCIrjvCE
I

4.1

R?Every
Thursday night
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$5995

$595

SESAME STREET

vosirTs
f01.4.0W
TWAT SIRDIO

Vivitar 2800
Affordably priced
Auto-Thyristor " Flash

ifewrs 7€7

,

IDEO TAPE •
VCR RENTALS

'Sion Sat

Smothermon reunion held

Vivitar
_
28mm f 2.8
Wide-Angle Lens

Children 12 and under only

$ 39 5

I I am III pm

chestnut et. 783-3314

And as always, children under 5 receive a
free 1 piece fish dinner.
Hwy 641 North Murray, Ky.
Open at 4 p.m Mon.-Sat.
753-4141

Ek.

Discount
Roy's Pharmacy

Highway 121 South

Olympic Plaza
753-2380

Sign Up For
Weekly League
I.
I.

Special Offer
iowl 1 Game At Regular Price
.

And Got Second Game FREE
With This *di Expires 10-1-85
(Clip this eel 42/1111 brine to Corrotto Lanes)

Call 753-2202

.alP

MIRTH LANES
1415 Main St.-783-2202

NEW YORK (AP) —
American Home Foods
says it is recalling
39-ounce cans .of Chef
Boy-Ar-Dee spaghetti
and meat balls in 37
states because they
might contain "a
metallic material."
In its news release,
the company did not

Yard Trouble?
If you have yard work to do,

'
Sunday Night Couples
Aug. 25, 7:30 p.m.
Monday Night Mens
Aug. 26, 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Night Ladies
Aug. 27, 7:00 p.m.
hursday Night Couples
Aug. 29. 7:00 p.m.
Friday Morning Ladies
Aug. 30, 10:30 a.m.
Saturday Morning Junior
Sept. 28, 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Open For Group Wishing To Organize A League.
Womens Assoc. Meeting At Western Sizzlin Aug. 28, 3:00 p.m.
• Meetin• At Western Sizzlin. All Others At Corvette Lanes.

•

Kathy Spann, Willie
Smothermon, Linda
Smothermon, Erin and.
Doug Smothermon,
Harold and Violet
Speight, Georgia Carole
Douglas and Alan
Douglas, Murray;
Melinda Stuber, Eric
and Nicholas Stuber,
Paducah; Bob and
Jessie Cook, Hazel;
Paula Stutts and Tiffany, Union City, Tenn.;
Carolyn Sue Over,
Fruita, Colo.

Cans of spaghetti being recalled
53595

Our Winter bowling leagues are being formed now! Don't miss out on the exercise, enjoyment and team spirlt...Sign up nowt

The family of the late Md.; J.P. and Mae
John Pitts and Minnie Smothermon, Clover
Radford Smothermon Boyd, Murray; Ralph
met on Saturday, July and Maxine Boyd.
20, in the home of glen Henderson;
and Martha Barnett.
Eugene and Joette
Smothermon and Dick
A potluck dinner witS
and Sally Smothermon,
served.
Westley, Matthew and
Attending were the
Brad Smothermon,
following:
Frankfort; Dorothy
George and Jean Higginbotham, Milan,
Smothermon, Paris, Tenn.; Jerome and
Tenn.; Edd Smother- Becki Higginbotham,
mon, Ft. Lauderdale, Lexington; Chuck HigFla.; Georgie Smother- ginbotham ,
mon, Silver Springs, Hopkinsville;

specify what the
material was and
telephone calls to a company spokesman Monday evening went
unanswered. The cans being recalled have one of two code
numbers embossed on
the bottom:
AD165 -EST-794 or
AD175-EST-794. Cans
with thqse code
numbers can be returned for credit at the store
where they were purchased, the company
said.

Murray Rental & Sales has it
all.
*Chain Saws
•Log Splitters
'Riding & Push Mowers
•Trimniers
*Tillers •
'Leaf Vacs
'Weed & Brush Cutters

The recall covers all
states except California,
Oregon, Washington.
Montana, Wyoming,
Nevada, Utah. New
'Mexico, Arizona. Colorado, Idaho, Hawaii
and Alaska.
The U.S. Department
of Agriculture has been
notified of the recall, the
company said.
King Ferdinand of
4ain agreed in 1492,to
finance Christopher-Columbus' voyage to the
America'

For All Your Sewing
Needs We Are Now Open
For Your Convenience
Until 8 p.m. Every
Friday Night
• H ems
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Anderson-Duncan wedding planned
The engagement and
approaching marriage
of Miss Grace Norman
Anderson to David Dale
Duncan, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Howard E. Duncan
of Mayfield, has been
announced by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
James Sherrill Anderson of Mayfield.
Miss Anderson is The
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. L.S. Anderson
and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. W.E. Barron, all of
Mayfield.
The bride-elect, a 1981
graduate of Mayfield
High School, received
her Associate of Science
degree from Murray
State University in 1984.
She is employed in
marketing department
of Signal Thread Co.,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Mr. Duncan is the
grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Howard R. Duncan
of Mayfield and of the
late Mrs. Betty Shaw
McKnight and the late
Luther D. Shaw of
Poplar Bluff, Mo.
The groom -to-be, a
1979 graduate of
Mayfield High School,
received his Bachelor of
Science degree from
Murray State University in 1985. He is a safety
supervisor with Athens
Stove Works, Athens,
Tenn.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Sunday.
Sept. 15, at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of First Christian
Church, Mayfield.
A reception will follow
at the 'Happy House"
in Mayfield.

Grace Norman Anderson
and David Dale Duncan
to he InarriCC1 Sept. 15

Best selling books of Tic cck listed
Best selling books of
week of Aug. 18 as listed
by Time Magazine have
been released as
follows:
FICTION
1. "Skeleton Crew,"
Stephen King
2. "The Fourth Deadly Sin," Lawrence
Sanders
3. "The Hunt for Red
October," Tom Clancy
4. "Jubal Sackett,"
Louis L'Amour
5. '-'If Tomorrow
Comes," Sidney Sheldon
6. "Lonesome Dove,"
Larry McMurtry
7. "The Cider House
Rules," John Irv1ng:1
8. "Jian," Eric Van
Lustbader
_ 9. "Hold the Dream,"
Barbara Taylor
Bradford
10. "Thinner.''
Richard Bach man
NON•FIrTION
1. "Yeager: An
Autobiography,'''
Yeager and Janos
.2. "Iacocca." Lee

4
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Iacocca
3. "A Passion for Excellence," Peters and
Austin
4. "Dr. Berger's Immune Power Diet,"
Stuart Berger, M.D.
5. "The Mick," Mantle and Gluck
6. "Nothing Down,"
Robert G. Allen

7. "Smart Women,
Foolish Choices,"
Cowan 8Z Kinder
8. "Martina,"
Navratilova and Vecsey
-9. "Fit for Life,"
Harvey and Marilyn
Diamond,
10. "The. Frugal
Gourmet," Jeff Smith

Allbritten-Mohr vows solemnized
Miss Pamela Sue
Allbritten and Thomas
Daniel Mohr, both of
Dallas, Texas, were
married on Saturday,
July 20, at First Baptist
Church, Richardson,
Texas.
The Rev. Bob Ross of
Prairie Creek Baptist
Church, Plano, Texas,
officiated at the
ceremony.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Allbritten
of Plano. She is the
gi•anddaughter of Mrs.
Laverne Orr and the
late Goldie Orr and of
the late Mr. and Mrs.
Rudy Allbritten, all of
Murray.
The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Clement
Mohr of Beaumont,
Texas.
The bride wore a
cathedral-length littvn
of ivory satin featuring
a scoop-necked bodice
trimmed with silk
Venise lace and seed
pearls. Victorian
sleeves and a basque
waistline falling to a full
skirt were bordered
with silk appliques.
_ She carried ,a bouquet
of orchids, stephanotis
and roses.
Mrs. Cindy Kemp of
Slidell, La., cousin of the
bride, was the matron of
honor.
The bridesmaids were
Mrs. Sharon Allbritten
of Plano, sister-in-law of
the bride, Mrs. Nancy
Richardson of Richard- rell Mohr of Beaumont,
son, Texas, sister of the Texas, brothers of the
groom, Ms. Lisa groom, Jame .s
Drewyer of Dallas and Mashburn of Dallas,
Is. Denise Ansley of Brad Allbritten of Plano
and Doug Kirkley of
Odessa, Texas.
Bob Bobbitt of Carrollton.
Lumberton, Texas, was
best man.
Chris Saunders of
Groomsmen were Atlanta, Ga., Shan
David Mohr of Camp Saunders of Virginia
Letieune, N,C., and Dar- Beach, Va., and Russ

111141%._
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The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital has
released the dismissals
for Wednesday, Aug. 21.
No newborn admissions
were listed.
Dismissals
Mrs. Hilda Evitts,
Southside Manor Apt. 4,
Murray; Mrs. Nancey
France and baby boy,
Rt. 5, Box 752, Murray;
Mrs. Charlene McClure
and baby girl. Rt. 1,
Tom Drive, Mayfield;
Mrs. Linda Fain, Rt.
2, Box 166C, Murray;
Mrs. Glenda Lowe, Rt.
3, Box 249, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Patricia Tharpe,
Rt. 6, Box 345, Mayfield;
Herbert Miller, Rt. 1,
Box 112, Dexter;
Charlie Mason, Rt. 5,
Box 110, Martin, Tenn.;
Clovis Kendall, Box 424,
Hazel; Mrs. Grace
Hopkins, Rt. 1. Box 758,
Hardin;
Mrs. Ida Mae
Hudspeth, 107 Pine St.,
Murray; Mrs. Rozelle
Myers, Rt. 8, Box 990,
Murray; Mrs. Zeffie
Woods, Rt. 2, Box 246,
Murray; John O'Bryan
(expired) Rt. 4. Box
283-1A, Benton.

Saunders of Columbia, graduate of Texas A&M
S:C., Were ushers.
University, received his
, The bride, a 1981 baccalaureate
degree in
graduate of TeXas Tech education.
University, received her
He cifrrently iS
baccalaureate degree in employed
as a teacher
education.
and a coach at RichardShe currently is son North Junior High
employed as a teacher School.
at Richardson North
The new Mr. and Mrs. .
Junior High School.
Mohr are residing in
The groom, a 1980 Plano, Texas.
-

Benefit auction for Oakley planned Saturday
Members of Aid
Association for
Lutherans ( AAL )
Branch 5690, Murray,
are sponsoring a benefit
community auction to
raise money for Barbara Oakley of Murray
who is ill with cancer.
The auction is
scheduled for Saturday,
Aug. 24, on the open end
of the Community
Theater Depot in
Murray-Calloway County Park. It will begin at
9 a.m.
Auctioneers will be
Terry Shoemaker and
Bob (Frosty) Miller.
AAL Headquartes will
match dollar for dollar
any funds that Branch
5690 raises up to $5,000.
The goal that is presently set by the branch is
$10,000.
Branch members are
currently contacting
area merchants and
area residents for donations. Both merchandise
and residents are
volunteering time and
goods for the cause.'

A trust fund has been
started at the 'Bank of
Murray and area
businesses are hosting
donation canisters.
Mrs. Oakley has a
malignant brain tumor
and was last operated
on in October of 1984.
She has only tunnel vision and is experiencing
numbness in her left leg.
She has chemotherapy
treatments one week of
each month in Paducah.
Barbara is the wife of
Jimmy Oakley who is
employed as Central
Stores Manager at Murray State University.
They have two children,
Cheri 15, and James 11.

alsa be left at WSJP
Radio Station on
Diuguid Drive.
For more information
contact Ivan Schwarm

753-9975. Eldora
Friebel, 753-4123, Ethel
Brown, 1-354-8961, or
Pastor Clarence
Helmich 759-1571.

Rock stars Rod Stewart and
Cvndi Lauper will perform
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Hosts of the Sept. 19
— Rock stars Rod benefit for acquired imStewart and Cyndi mune deficiency synLauper will perform
drome include
together at a Hollywood
Elizabeth Taylor, Burt
extravaganza next
Lancaster. Burt
month to raise $1 million
for study and treatment Reynolds and Carol
of A IDS .a Burnett, said publicist
spokeswoman said.
Chen Sam on Monday.
.1.1•11.
0 01001.000•

Arch Your ,
Eye Brows
Permanently
By
ELECTROLYSIS

AAL would like to encourage the community
to participte in this Coop Benevolent Activity
by donating items for
the auction or by coming to the auction.

Call
Patricia Mullins
753-8856
For Appointment

Cash donations will be
accepted and checks
must be made payable
to AAL Barbara Oakley
Fund. Donations may

Price's Right
_

Summer
Clearance

50

13ff
Our Already
Low Prices
On Summer
Pants, Skirts,
Blouses, Dresses
And Suits.

To Your:

*MARKETING
*PROMOTIONS
*SPECIAL EVENTS
*ADVERTISING

*Cash & Carry
*No Due Bills or Layaways
On Sale Merchandise
'fall Sizes 10-24, Half Sizes 124-284
Large %%omen'
,32-54

Call 753-8226'
for information.
and registration

5-.A

Mrs. Thomas Daniel Mohr

Dismissals
at hospital
are released

FOURTH BIRTHDAY — William Hornbuckle III will celebrat
e his fourth
birthday on Aug. 24. Fie-is the grandson of the Rev. and
Mrs. William Hornbuckle of Murray. Rev. Hornbuckle was employed with
the Murray Ledger
at Times for 22 years. He now is present owsber of Hornbuck
le's Barber Shop
and assistant pastor of Fairview Baptist Church,
Mayfield. Parents of
William Hornbuckle III are William Hornbuckle II.
employed by City of
Murray Street Department. and Deborah Hornbuckle. an
accounting clerk
at Murray State University.
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Hooper event Saturday

• -WILL.•A.• WARREk,- •
standing, was principal
of Lynn Grove High
School when the class of
1923 graduated.
Crawford McNeely, a
class member, is seated
behind Warren.

Annual cleaning day of Hooper Cemetery,
located on Highway 732 off Highway 94 East in
Calloway County, will be held Saturday, Aug. 24,
starting about 8 a.m. All persons interested in
the upkeep of the cemetery are urged to be present as important decisions will be made, a
spokesman said.

CPR Class being formed
The Calloway County Chapter of the American
_Red Cro.a. 46,4qw ihr the process of forming a
CPR(cardiopulmonary resuscitation) and Standard- First Aid Class to be held in September.
CPR us a life-saving technique that stimulates
circulation and provides artificial breathing in
emergency situations and takes only three sessions to learn at the training program provided
by the Red Cross. All interested persons may call
the Red Cross Office, 753-1421, on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday from 9 a.m. to noon and 1
to 4 p.m., according to Peggy Billington, executive director for local Red Cross Chapter. The
office is located in the Calloway County
Courthouse.

k
CLASS REA !SION — Members of the third graduating class of 1925 at Lynn Grove High School present for the 60th reunion recently were,from left, front row, Nova Miller Douglas, Trudie Doron Adams,
Lela Darnell Voles, back row. Crawford McNeely, Thelma Jones Thomas, Lala Dowdy, Dollie Mae
Law Tenet, Ford. Mavis Mrather McCamish and Modest Clark Jeffiry.

Golden Agers will meet

Lynn Grove 1925 class holds 60th reunion
KOMICESTJEFFREV

'4(11001, 111. ILDING — This is the Lynn Grove
high School building from which the 1925 class
as graduated that year with the Hon. Alben W.
rkle as speaker. Twenty-two graduates were
the class.

-

100le" 41. -

4r

On Saturday, Aug. 10,
at noon, all the remaining nine sturdy, happy
and mOst fortunate

•
‘41V71°

- •

•

-

I.%.0% PICNIC
Members of the 1925 class of Lynn Grove High School
are-pictured at-a pienic.held,as part of their senior activities in 1925.

SINGER
ON
84Cle-TO-SCl/001
CLOTHES

members of the class of
1925 of the old, original
Lynn Grove High School
met at Golden Corral for
a luncheon and celebration of their 60th class
reunion.
The event was one of
joviality, viewing old
class and individual photographs and
reminiscences relative
to happy school days 60
years ago.
The table appointments of rose and silver,
the class colors, were
beautifully designed
and arranged by the artistic touch of Mavis
*rather McCamish, a
class member.
Special guests in attendance were Alpha
Ford, husband of Dollie
Mae Lawrence - Ford,
and Roe Thomas, husband of Thelma Jones
Thomas. Also Jean Murdock, daughter of
Trudie Doron Adams,
was present and added a
delightful spark by
making many pictures
of the group. The class
is so grateful to Jean for
that extended courtesy.
The class of 1925 had
many golden memories
of which to be proud.
The commencement
speaker was the Hon.

Alben W. Barkley who
was secured and introduced by the Hon.
Lee Clark, father of
Modest Clark Jeffrey.
On that occasion more
-people were present at
Lynn Grove High School
for the class exercises
than any -other time in
history. The crowd was
so huge that many could
not get inside the
building. All roads were
filled that led to Lynn
Grove that evening.
Five of the class
members have died
since our 50th reunion in
1975. They are Leon
Chambers, Zitell
Lockhart Goheen, Opal
Douglass Mayfield,
Cloteil. Paschall Hall
and Wilma Dowdy. - The class' m'embership of the class of 1925
included Cord Arnett,
Leon Chambers, Essie
Davis, Wilma Dowdy,
Lala . Dowdy, Trudie
Doron, Modest Clark,
Lucy B. Hutchens, Coy
Ford, Nova Miller,
Blanche Sherman, Zitell
Lockhart, Mavis
Wrather, Cloteil
Paschall, Doitie---Mae
Lawrence, Crawford
McNeely, Thelma
Jones, Lela Darnall,
Zora Darnall, Opal

Douglass, Voris Pickard
and Novee Jones.
Our hearts were made
sad that so many of our
members are now
deceased, yet we glory
in their memory.
The class motto was
"Tonight we launch;
where shall we anchor."
The senior class play
was "Under Blue
Skies."
Robert Broach was
superintendent of
Calloway County
Schools. Among the high
school teachers were
W.A. Warren, principal,
Mr. and Mrs. A.D. But,terworth, Mr. and Mrs.
U.S. Byrd, Miss Sallie
Howard, M.O. Weather,
A.L. Townsend, Miss
Lillian Farmer and
Miss Roxie Sparktnan.
A special poem about
the class was composed
and read by Crawford
McNeely.
Before adjournment
hints and suggestions
prevailed concerning'
future reunions and the
possibility'. of one big
reunion of all the classes
of dear old Lynn Grove
High School in the near
future.
Napoleon defeated the
Austrians at
Castiglionee in 1796.
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Sue Carothers
209 West Washiegton I Paris, Teoneuee

The Golden Age Club will meet Thursday. Aug.
22, at 11 a.m. in the social hall of the Education
Building of First United Methodist Church. A
potluck luncheon will be served. All interested
persons are invited.
•

Band plans project

The Murray High School Band will be selling
doughnuts door-to-door on Saturday, Aug. 24,
from 8 to 10:30 a.m. The cost will be $3 per dozen
or $1.75 per half dozen. Funds will be used for
projects of the band, accOrding to Jerry Bolls,
president of MHS Band Boosters.
.
.

Tennis play Friday
The Friday Group of Ladies Tennis of Murray
Country Club will play Friday, Aug. 23, at 9 a.m.
at club courts. Substitutes will be Bobbie
Weatherly and Marilyn Adkins. Pairings are as
follows: Court One — Patsy Miller, Kathy Kopperud, Alice Rouse and Jennifer Hewlett; Court
Two — Vicki Miller, Janice Howe, Janie Ryan.
and Vickie Baker; Court Three — Annie Knight,
Gayle Foster, Mug Rigsby and Martha Andrus.

Brewers event Sunday
Brewers United-Methodist Church will have its
annual homecoming on Sunday, Aug. 25. The
Rev. Tom Smithier will speak at 11 a.m. A basket
dinner will follow with a gospel singing featuring
The True Foundation in the afternoon.

Agape group will meet
truest speakers for Agape Fellowship (formerly Marshall County Ladies Full Gospel
Fellowship) on Tuesday, Aug. 27, will be Walter
and Mary Bennett of Dresden, Tenn., parents-inlaw of Ron Beaton of WPSD-TV. The meeting
will start at 10:30 a.m. at the Community Center
Lovett-Park, Benton. A potluck
luncheon- will be served. A nursery will .be provided for small children at Trinity Assembly of
God Church, Benton.

Patients dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, include James Harrison, Porter Stafford and Louis Buchanan, all of
Hardin, Willie Tharpe and Rita Thorn, both of
Murray.

Courtney Waggoner born
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Waggoner of Puryear,
Tenn., are the parents of a daugher; Courtney
Lauren, weighing nine pounds seven ounces,
born on Thursday, Aug. 15, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother is the former Janet
Holt. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Donald R.
Waggoner of Vlorence, Ala., and Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Holt of Savannah, Tenn.

Gaston Kehr France born
Mr. and Mrs. William France, Rt. 5, Murray,
are the parents of a son, Gaston Kehr, weighing
nine pounds four ounces, measuring 21 inches,
born on Thursday, Aug. 15, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. They have another son, Axel, 3,
and a daughter, Mallary, 1%. The mother, the
former Nancey Moreland, is on leave as a nursing instructor at Murray State University. The
father is maintenance superintendent at Vanderbilt Chemical Co. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil France of Columbia, Mo.. And Mr. an
Mrs. Mel Moreland of Morton, Ill. A greatgrandmother is Mrs. Mildred Moreland of
Morton.

- C0113171 Li11i
Thursday, Aug.22
Citizens For Better
Education in Calloway
County will meet at 8
p.m. in meeting room,
Calloway Public
Library.
————
Registration for fall
semester at Murray
State University will be
from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
in ballroom of Curris
Center.
————
Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at
Lakeview One Stop at
Canton from 9 to 11
a.m., and at Duncan's
Market, Highway 94
East, Murray; from 1 to
3 p.m.
————
Registration for Story
Hours continues at
Calloway Public
Library.
————
Murray Single 'Connection will meet at 7
p.m. in third floor
classroom, Education
Building, First United
Methodist Church.
———

events—
Thursday, Aug.22
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
————
Chapter 50 of Disabled
American Veterans and
Auxiliary will meet at 7
p.m. at Legion Hall.
————
Compassionate
Parents will meet at
7:30 p.m. at Calloway
County Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets. For information
call 753-3381.
————
Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First
Baptist Church.
————
Senior citizens activities will be from 10
afm. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers
and from 10 a.m., to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
Golden Age Club will
meet at 11 a.m. in social
(Cont'd on page /0)
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Directors' resignations raise questions by AG's office'

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The loss of two
directors of the attorney
general's utility section
recently has left officials wondering if inexperienced
replacements will be
able to adequately to
challenge proposed
utility rate increases-.
"In practical terms.
the loss of two experienced lawyers
clearly has an impact,"

Attorney General David
Armstrong said
Tuesday.
The latest departure
will be Jim Brannen,
who has been acting
head of the section since
the departure earlier'
this year of Mike
Beiting. Both men had
long experience - in the
often complex-area of
utility law . and - ratemaking.
"To me it seems ob-

vious that it,is difficult
for them to be effective
without the people,"
said Richard D. Heman
Jr., chairman of the
Public Service Commission. "That consumer
advocacy is important
and should be presented
and available to the
cornmission."
Rep -Terry Manic, 12)Newport, chairman, of
the House Energy Committee, said the loss of

the attorneys should not kind of minimal dollars perienced attorneys and
come as a surprise. it takes to staff that divi- no money for expert
Utility companies and sion in the attorney witnesses," Mann said.
law firms that represent general's office," Mann
Counting Brannen,
clients with interests in said. "We end up paying there are
now two atutility issues are always for it."
torneys in the utility
shopping for help, he
While utility com- section. Armstrong said
said.
panies can call on a replacement will be
Unfortunately for the' legions of attorneys and hired before Brannen
state, Mann said, the expert witnesses, the leaves, but there
will
best training ground for consumer, through the still be two vacancies in
those people is in the attorney general's of- the section
that has four
public sector.
..fice, has been spots for attorneys.
"It's a shame that we hamstrung with "wellHiring attorneys to fill
can't come up with the intentioned but inex- those spots may
be dif-

ficult, Armstrong said,
though he said the office
has done a good job even
with the turnover and
short staff.
"It's a complex area
of this office and it is one
that does not always attract lawyers in this office," Armstrong said.
Thera la also the mat,
ter of money, which
Armstrong blamed for
the loss of several attorneys in his office.

Beginning pay for an
attorney just out of
school is about $16,500
per year in his office,
Armstrong said. Most
law firms pay much
more, he said.
A division director
with years of experience
can expect a salary of
about $40,000 annually,
also less than in the
private sector. Armstrong said.
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TVA asks workers to retire early
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — About 140 Tennessee Valley Authority
employees have been invited to take early
retirement as the
federal agency wrestles
with expected budget
cuts of at least $11
million, officials say.
Especially hard-hit
Office of
Natural Resources and
Economic Development, where about 90
workers have been asked to retire voluntarily,
Don Bagwell. office
spAesman. said
Tuesday.
"We know were going
to have to reduce our
workforce because of
the budget situation and
this is our first step."
Bagwell said.
The agency's non-- - power—programs - have
been targeted by Congress for substantial
budget cuts. Employee
layoffs are not expected
in the agency's Office of
Power and Engineering,
which is funded entirely
by power revenues, officials said.

In TVA's Office of
Agricultural and
Chemical Development,
about 25 employees
have applied for early
retirement, but at least
25 more are needed,
said Harold Parker,
spokesman for the Muscle Shoals, Ala., office.
"We've had about 25
mak-e an applic-atIOn: We need that many
more or there'll probably be some involuntary retirements."
Parker said.
This year the federal
agency received $129
million from. Congress
to operate economic
development and
research programs.
Under a spending plan
adopted by .the Houge,
TVA would receive $118
million during fiscal
4986, while'-Ole -Senate'sversion would dole out
$99 S million.
The Reagan administration had proposed a 71 percent
budget cut for TVA,
which would have given
the agency a $27 million
appropriation.

7.7%

A.P.R.
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The request for early
retirement will give
workers the opportunity
to review their circumstances and plan for
the. future,. Bagwell
said.
"This is a chance for
employees to assess
their financial situations," Bagwell said."A
lot time people who are
close to retiring will go
ahead and take it
early."
Parker noted that not
all employees who request early retirement
will receive it.
"There might tte some

people who are in a
critical position and
would be too difficult to
replace right away.
These folks will have to
wait until their day,"
Parker said.
As of July 31, TVA's
payroll listed 32,778
employees.
TVA is a seven-state,
federal utility supplying
electricity to 2.8 million
customers in Tennessee
and parts of Kentucky,
Virginia, North
Carolina, Georgia,
Alabama and
Mississippi.

State police trooper
acquitted by judge
in Bell County death

LONDON, Ky. (AP)
— State police Trooper
Roger David Cowherd,
who was acquitted of
reckless homicide in the
shooting death of _a Bell
County man, will
resume full duties 'on
Friday.
At the conclusion of
the prosecution's case
on Tuesday, Laurel Circuit Judge C.R. Luker
directed the jury to find
Cowherd innocent of the
charge.
"I just cannot
perceive how a jury
could find that there
was a reasonable alternative," Luker said.
Cowherd, 26, was
charged in the fatal
shooting of Ralph T.
'Thacker, 39, of Frakes,
in November 1983.
According to state
police reports, Thacker
pointed a rifle at
another trooper, Bobby
Gosser, as Cowherd and
Gosser tried to apprehend Thacker after
they saw him drinking
while driving.

Cowherd said he fired
at Thacker through the
winshield of his truck,
where Gosser was
standing.
Gosser, though called
as a prosecution witness
in the trial that started
Monday, testified that if
Cowherd had not shot
Thacker, "I'd be a dead
man."
Cowherd received the
state police Medal of
Bravery in May 1984 for
saving Gosser's life.
"I hope I'm never required to do it again,"
Cowherd said after the
verdict. "But I'm sworn
to uphold the laws of the
commonwealth of Kentucky and I'll do
whatever I'm called to
do by my duty."
He had been suspended for three months with
pay from his duties at
the Harlan post while
his case was reviewed
by state police officials
and has worked since
then in the radio room at
the state police post at
Columbia.

UNCLE JEFF'S
HARDWARE

ds Thr u
oe
P
GrOc
Sun., Aug. 25th

Home Owned-Home Operated
HWY 641 S.-MURRAY, KY.

Mon.-Sat.
9:00-9:00
Sun. 1:00-6:00

Some Items May
Not Be Exactly
As Pictured
We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

PHONE
753-6575

COUPON

COUPON

•All Weather
Hexibility
•Reg. $10.97

Super Glue
•Bonds In Seconds!
•Reg. 97'

Chargette
Refrigerant 12
•Reg. 1
Now

IN/

87

. •,,..•

89Ea.

With Coupon

COUPON
Gilmour
Pistol Grip
Water Nozzle
•Reg. $2.69

Son Of A Gun
Protector

COUPON
Rain Dance
Show Room
Finish Liquid
RUIN
'Car Wax
Size
•Woxes One Full
Size Cor
•Ri4
.1 97'

•Protects and

Beautifies
•8 oz. Size
•Reg. $3.19

$-179

•4 oz.

Now

Trial Size

47•

With Coupon

•
7:7= .

•

•

•-

Sale
Norivv•
44.100
left ear0
weta.A..

•With Coupon

79;ring, Cost
After Mall In Mfg.
Rebate

one 'of amazement. thing that is certain Is,
•
Surely no man would lit that no one can outgive
so foolish as to rob God, God. He is not going to
yet that is what many be a debtor to any man,
have done and are doing and far beyond anything
.
every day. This sin was that man can return to
so widespread that the Him is the vastness of
"whole nation" was what He will graciously
involved.
bestow upon His
The particular sin of dedicated and obedient
Malachi made it clear which the" Israelites children.
Speaking through
that when Christ ap- were guilty was that of
peared He would purge withholding their tithes Malachi God ,made it
the people of their dross, and offerings from God, clear to the Israelites
beginning with the thereby defrauding Him that if they would repent
spiritual leaders. After and depriving of their unrighteous
the dross; was burned themselves of numerous pra-etices, return to Him
out, as a fire refines blessings which God had and be reconciled to
silver, and the stains of to give, and which they Him that He would apt
sin had been washed could not receive unless permit anything to
away, they would be or until they presented destroy their crops. He
able to present their of- at least the tithes to also assured them that
if they would obey Him
ferings and render their Him.
service in a manner, If the people of God He would bless them
which would be accep- brought their tithes into and all the other nations
the storehouse, God pro- would call them blessed.
table unto God.
mised to pour out on His gracious promise is
God's Mandate —
them
such blessings as still in effect today.
Malachi 3:8-12
Since robbery is such they would not be able to
President Abraham
a grave offense, receive, and His probecause it involves tak- mise is still in effect. Lincoln died April 15,
ing that which belongs However, God's bless- 1865, at a Washington
to someone else, God's ings are not always boarding house, nine
question: "Will a man material. More often hours after being shot
rob God?" seems to be they are spiritual. One by John Wilkes Booth.

sunday school
lesson
by h.c. chiles
The ancient Hebrews
expected the Messiah to
come and bring political
independence and prosperity to Israel.
Malachi informed them
that-He would come in
purifying judgment. As
Mediator of grace and
truth, He would be
greater than any of the
prophets.
God's Messenger —
Malachi 3:1
In this verse we have
a promise, a person and
a purpbse. According to
It the Messiah's coming
was to be announced by
a herald. John the Baptist was simply God's
advance agent to tell of
the actual coming of the
Saviour by preaching
repentance toward God,
baptizing those who had
truly repented, and announcing that the coming of the Lord was near
and by giving Him His
rightful place when He
did come.,
God's Message—
Malachi 3:2-7
This prediction of the
second coming-. of the
Lord is a reminder that
God's righteous standard will surpass all
others and He will sit in
judgment. Singled out
as worthy as particular
judgment are sorcerers,
adulterers, false
swearers, oppressors of
wage earners, those taking advantage of
widows and orphans,
and cheaters of
strangers. The unchanging God did not have any
intention. of overlooking
or condoning the sins of
the priests and the people, whose spiritual,
moral and ethical transgressions were due to
their lack ofreverence
and obedience to God.
In spite of God's
marvelous blessings
upon the people, they
had departed so far
from God and His ordinances that
y did
not feel any c 'viction
for their sins arid even
denied that they owed
God anything.

THE ACES
"Tis said thatpersons living on
annuities
Are longer lived than others."
— Byron.
South took a few years off East's
life span when he picked off East's
singleton king. It wasn't luck or
peeking that allowed him to do it:
South had good reasons for his play.
The careless South goes down
quickly. He wins his heart king and
loses a trump finesse to East's singleton king. East switches to clubs
and before the smoke settles, the
game goes one down.
Today's South won his heart king
and pushed out his queen of spades.
When West failed to cover, South
played dummy's ace and East was
shocked. He could do nothing but
surrender his king and South lost
only three tricks.
"How did you know to do that?"
demanded East.
"It was easy," replied South.
"The game is always cold if you
were dealt the ace of clubs. Only if
West holds it is the game in jeopardy. But can West hold both the
club ace and the trump king in
View- of his pass? I lose a trick
when West has the king, but I gain
a game when West has the club ace
and you have the singleton king."

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
8.21-A '
•A 10 72
A4
•KJ964
+72
WEST
EAST
+543
4K
•9 8 2
Q J 1065
*5 3 2
•A 8 7
46A 9 6 3
•Q J 104
SOUTH
4QJ986
•K 7 3
•Q 10
•K 8 5
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer East.
The bidding:
East
South
West
North
1•
1*
Pass
2•
Pass
2 NT
Pass
4*
Pass
Pass
Pass'
Opening lead: Heart nine
BID WITH THE ACES
8-21-B
South holds:
•K
•Q J 1065
*A 8 7 '
40QJ 104
South
1 IP
2*

North
1*
2 NT

ANSWER: Three no-trump. The good
intermediates make this bid a standout choice.
Send bridge iiinestions to The Aces, PO Box
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed.......
stamped envelope for reply

PEED
POUR
FOR
$51)0
1%ntacky
Fried
Molten®
1113 Sycamore
Murray
753-7101
•

clack' 'nicer

Jack Marshall.Franchisee
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state DOE's management of child-nutrition programs criticized

Auditors say more than $185,000 in federal funds were misspent

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — A federal audit
has criticized the state
Department of Education's management of
child -nutrition programs and alleges that
more than $185,000 in
federal funds were
misspent.
ClrarIes• Kirby,
regional director of the
Special Nutrition Programs for the U.S.
Department of
Agriculture, said the

money should be repaid.
The audit of the state
Division of School Food
Services was conducted
by the Food and Nutrition Service of the
USDA and was released
Tuesday.

say that there are some
The division is
very serious deficien- primarily responsible
cies that require prompt for auditing food action by the state," service programs at
Kirby said in a schools and child-care
telephone interview centers.
from Atlanta.
More than 470,000 lunState School ches and more than
It cited pera4nnel Superintendent Alice - U0.000 breakfasts are
practices in the division, McDonald said in a let- served daily to children
Including the hiring of ter to Kirby that several through the federal
unqualified employees, changes are being con- nutrition programs in
as the source of some of sidered in the depart- the schools.
the problems.
ment's food-service
Also, 109 organiza"I think we'd have to division.
tions sponsor food -

Public responds strongly to time change
EVANSVILLE, Ind. tral time to Eastern.
(AP) — Mare than 1,000 The department is also
people wrote the U.S. looking at the possibility
'Transportation Depart- of switching surrounment to express their ding areas of Kentucky
opinions either for or and Illinois from Cenagainst changing tral to Eastern.
southwest Indiana's
The proposed time
time zone, according to
federal officials who are change hits been one of
the most controversial
considering both sides.
Joanne Petrie, the issues to confront the
federal hearing officer area in years.
in charge of gathering , About 800 people turnpublic opinion on the ed out last month for a
issue, said there was - series of hearings in the
'tquite an impressive three. affected states.
pile" of mail on her desk
Supporters of a
when the deadline for cttange
say the one-hour
comment passed time
difference between
Tuesday.
southwest Indiana and
"There's definitely the 81 counties
on
been a lot of interest," Eastern disrupts
their
she said.
daily life and puts the
At the request of the region out of step
with
state General the rest of the
state.
Assembly, the agency is
Opponents say movconsidering changing ing the
time border
the five southwest In- would
only 'bring those
diana counties on Cen- -same problems
to dif-

ferent people.
State Sen. Linde'
Hume, a Democrat
from Oakland City who
pressed for the hearings
as a way of settling
decades of argument
over the time border,
said he was surprised at
the level of public interest left over from the
hearings.

U.S. senators in opposing the switch.
Ms. Petrie said she
has begun preparing a
report analyzing the
arguments pro and con,
and describing the
"emotional tenor" of
the controversy.

That report will be
presented by early
September to Transpor"I'm still asked about tation Secretary
it several times a day Elizabeth Dole, who
is
wherever I go," he said. expected to make a
U.S. Rep. Frank Mc- decision by the middle
Closkey, who represents of the month, Ms. Petrie
southwest Indiana said.
residents on both sides
of the time border,
The department is
never took a position authorized to adjust
one way or the other on time zones in the inthe dispute, press aide terest of commerce, and
Ron Critchlow said has made only three
Tuesday.
such adjustments since
1970.
Western Kentucky
Any change would
Congressman Carroll take effect Oct. 27,
when
Hubbard, D-lst District, the nation g.oes
off
joined both of the state's daylight-saving time.

Man jailed in Arizona wanted in Kentucky
FLAGSTAFF, Ariz.
( AP) — A man jailed
following an attack on
two women near the
Grand Canyon is wanted
in Kentucky on rape and
kidnapping charges,
authorities said.
Clifton Duncan, a

detective in the
Glasgow, Ky:, Police
Department,'said Monday that Ronald Lee
Frederick, 37, faces
charges in the abduction
and rape of a woman
who was left on the
pulpit of a church near

Glasgow on Aug.'2.
"The woman was at a
bank and using an
automatic teller when a
man came up from
behind and put a knife to
her throat," Duncan
said. "He made her give
him the $100 she could

take from the machine
and then forced her to
driVe out'in the country
by the church."
Duncan said that after
the woman was raped,
the suspect tied her feet
together, carried her to
the church.

Maitre's Pressure
Cooker
t
_

Sale

2

pocks

"4,riirie2
Biro!!

794

Dry Style
Hair Control
For Men
8 Oz. Extra Hold

se,Na
New Gillette Atra
Plus

Sale

Shaving cartridges
Pack of 5.

89c

Double
Pocket
Folder
No. 544008

Sale

39'

for

260 regular size
100 large size
Sale your choice

No. 2907

Fun glasses for special
drinks. 16 Oz. Jar

119'

Sole57
Rodda
,Toasted
Coconut
MarOmallows

Ross School
Glue
All purpose glue,
washable. 4 Oz.
Sale

9 Ox Bog
Sole

394

44

Curity Curad
(' liTTN

curad
'I e

"Ouchless"
Plastic
Bandages
Box of 60,
bandages.
Sale

Small, medium,
large.

88'

1111,

79'

Playtex Hand
-Saver Gloves

Sale

for

B-60, B-40, 13-35,
B-32.
Sale your choice

Super size, 40 oz.

$ 100

$49
Sale v

$1.00 mfg. refund

Pair

^

"

Oral-B
Toothbrush

Scope
Mouthwash
and Gargke

•

too•••••••*.

Sale $ 1 09

No. 3756

694

Empire Pencil
Cap Erasers

$ 100

49
'

Empire
Pencil Box

394

Curity Soft Puffs

Norelco Travel
rare

Toothpaste

Salee

$117

Sole

Dentagard
4.5 Oz. Pump

Contains list of 500
most often mispelled
words. 80 sheets. No.
43080.

Golden Harvest
Drinking Jar

2

%PI

"Spell-Write"
Steno
Notebook

$ 1 38

Sale

jal

Book of asstd. colors
9"x12"
46 sheets

Regular, spearmint,
wintergreen. Sodium Free.
75 Tablets.

Sale

$295

We have fresh Michigan Freestone
Peaches and Fresh Summer Pears.

Construction
Paper

Radlgigo

Salo

$10 Bushel

759-9347
new SAT 9 AM go

, F941 Ploque

Sale

Sale $ W 244

Gradually chong• hair to
natural-looking color 4 OK

Green Beans 59' Lb.

9M
Also Ropier wog MO
and Pagogouto AR

Adjustable
Flame

Fabric st•amer-wrinkla
remover, No. TS60

Grecian Formula
16 For Men

(1/2 Bushel)

Kentucky Wonder Pole

1 Hour Photo Developing
Olympic Plaza, Murray Ky
OREN MOP

Lb. 494

*Great for applesauce
and drying.

Snap Shot
Photo

Blue, Black
Pack of 10

Regular,
Menthol, Lime,
Special, Skin
Conditioning,
Extra. 7 Oz.
Sole your choice

Groduolly chaves
gtoyhatr 10
haturol-looking
. color

$3

./
...."11
\

Bic
Disposable
Butane
Lighter

Edge
Shaving
Gel

88c

I

Lb 104

Summer Champion Apples

film (E-6) processing and
Wallet size prints.

We Reserve
The Right to
Limit Quanitities

Sale your choice

Asstd. characters and
designs. Pkg. of 25.
Reg. 88'

Cabbage
Tomatoes

‘' 6

Some Items Vtay
Not Be Exactly
As Pictured

Rolaids Antacid
Tablets

Bags

Watermelons, Watermelons
Watermelons
Each $ 1

1Receive7=nts For
1
The Price of One
/ I "Expires Aug 31, 1985
, (Limit One Coupon Per
Ir I Customer And One
1
Coupon Per Roll).
1....J
247
;
.
lerviCieonEilack &
White processing, slide

tie
use

Barn
9-6 Mon.-Sat.
408
Closed Sunday. .
12th

,7538214

Prints Ready in 1 Hour!
.............1
I
COUPON

Bic
Biro
Ball
Pens

Sale $1559

School Lunch

SPECIAL

Sale $1
"

Sale

RO„jakt
ACID rAsirs

80-1001.

12:30-5:30

BEAUTY AIDS
10

Top Quality
Aluminum
4 quart

PACK-Z

9-9
Sunday

HEALTH

Iotre

tiqr,

Agency, and the Knox
County Economic Opportunity Council.
McDonald told Kirby
in her letter that the six
qualify because they are
"special districts" of
governmental units.
"I 'believe ... that
these are worthwhile
summer feeding programs and qualify
under both state and
federal regulations,"
she wrote.
The audit also says
that the state allowed
$12,975 in ineligible
charges to be made to
administrative expense
funds.

Mon.-Sat.

753-6575
Prices Good Thru Sunday Aug.25th

inability of the division was incorrectly
spent by
to meet its state audit the division. Of
that
goals.
amount, $169,660 was
The audit, conducted paid to six ineligible
June 24-27, noted that sponsors of summer
job qualifications for food-service programs
field employees of the since fiscal 1982,
and
division were lowered in $4,241 was
incorrectly
May 1984.
paid for expenses for
Since then, all six those programs.
employees were hired
The six are Audubon
by the Education Area Community SerDepartment without viee 8, the Central Kenseeking help from the tucky Community
Acstate Department of tion Council
, the
Personnel, the audit Lexington
-Fayette
said.
Community Action
Both of those prac- Council, the Harlan
tices should be changed, County Community
Acaccording to the report. tion Agency, the
L1CLP
The audit said $186,876 Community Action

z PIE
Gillette

Uncle Jeff's
Home Owned-Home Operated
HWY 641 S.-MURRAY, KY.

service program in
child-care centers that
feed more than 15,200
children a day. During
the summer,,86
organizations sponsor
food programs that feed
more than 22,500
children a day.
The audit said that the
division's problems are
partly linked to changes
in the qualifications of
entry-level staff and a
fragmented organizational structure. That
has led to ineffective
supervision, of programs, unacceptable
quality of state audits of
food programs and the

"•••••••
,
".••••••••••••••••"1.••
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Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

HOME OWNED & HOME OPERATED

.

PRICES GOOD WED., AUG. 22 THRU TUES., AUG. 27 t

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI, PEPSI
FREE, 7 UP, MT. DEW, DR.
PEPPER, OR CRUSH
FLAVORS

BATHROOM TISSUE
4 ROLL PKG.

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH S10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

8 PK. 16 OZ.

SHOWBOAT

PORK & BEANS

PLUS DEPOSIT
(LIMIT TWO PLEASEI

ALL JERSEY )

ALL JERSEY
PARKAY

COTTAGE
CHEESE

•

MARGARINE
1 LB. QUARTERS
42 OZ.
25` OFF LABEL

BREAD
CENTER-I

POI
COUNTR1

3 LB. CAN
(LIMIT ONE PLEASE)

32 OZ.
SO' OFF LABEL

16 OZ. LOAF

BAC
LOIN EN1

POI
KRAFT

SCOT LAD

10 LB.

$ 169

$169

320Z.

640Z.
40' OFF LABEL

PRINGLES

AUNT JANE'S
KOSHER OR POLISH

POTATO CHIPS

PICKLE SPEARS

FROZEN FOODS

iiiTincron

BUSH'S

HOMINY

6 PK. 12 OZ. CANS $

DISH LIQUID

152 OZ. $ 189

SOFTENER

or Hamburger
24.or

22 OZ.

99`

SALTINE

Deluxe

35 OZ. s149

ao

46 OZ. $1 19
1601.

2/79'

OIL

38 OZ.

CREAMER

16 OZ. $199
32 OZ.

S[

$ 1 29

GOLDEN GRAIN 71
/
4 OZ.

1 LB. 68'

MACARONI & CHEDDAR.2/79'
HUNT'S

1811. s1"

KETCHUP
LIPTON 100 CT.

10 OZ.

-TEA BAGS

MARDI GRAS

PAPER TOWELS

PORK & BEANS

CRANBERRY JUICE

AUNT JANE'S

RELISH

GRAPEFRUIT

OCEAN SPRAY

OPEN PIT

BBQ SAUCE

99c

COFFEE MATE

FIRESIDE

apct.idI

1 LB. BOX

69

WESSON

SNUGGLE FABRIC

22 oz Sausage

SALTINE CRACKERS

VAN CAMP

ALL AUTOMATIC DISH

DETERGENT

rim

PINK

iv', oz. 3/89'

DOVE

PIZZA

NABISCO

SHOP & COMPARE
TEXSUN

DOUBLE 0 PINK

SALMON

TEA BAGS
24 CT. FAMILY SIZE $219

PEPSI, DIEP PEPSI, PEPSI FREE,
7 UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER OR
CRUSH FLAVORS

REG., RIPPLE OR LIGHT mit
—It' 4111:044,1

LIPTON

Tea

FABRIC SOFTENER

GRAPE JELLY
$119

CHARCOAL

Lipton

SNUGGLE

MUSSELMAN'S

79'

APPLESAUCE

.25 OZ.

79'

F•

4.111111pla
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WE ACCEPT U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

SIRLOIN TIP
STEAK

HARPERS
WHOLE COUNTRY

CUBE STEAK

SLICED FREE

HOUSER VALLEY
FROZEN

4$4"

5 LB. BOX

REELFOOT

REELFOOT
OLD FASHION OR REG.

WEINERS

BACON

12 OZ.

REELFOOT SLICED

CENTER-CUT

MRS. WEAVER

FARMERS PRIDE SLICED SLAB

BOLOGNA
COUNTRY-STYLE RIBS OR

BACON

FROZEN

BACKBONE

1 39

FIELD SMOKED

LB Si

SAUSAGE

LOIN END

ARMOUR BREADED

PORK ROASTLB $1

LB.

9

FAMILY PACK

METZGER BY THE PIECE

BEEF PATTIES LB $1 39

CUT-UP FRYERSLB 49`

PRODUCE

? 19

\W

FRESH BARTLETT

U.S. NO. 1 RED
LB.

POTATOES

WHITE SEEDLESS

GRAPES

RS

LB.

RED SEEDLESS •

$ 1 39„IF
f 44, .15 LB. BAG

FRESH GREEN

CABBAGE

GRAPES

LB.

LOOSE YELLOW

ONIONS

LB.

NEW CROP SWEET

POTATOES

LB

59`
89
99
11 4r
49

LEMONS

FRESH CRISP

CELERY

EA.

39
BAKERY

$100.00

HAWAIIAN BREAD

s l 99

•

•

A.

,

- •

•

4
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We Reserve Rights
To Limit
Quantities

-vs

ONCE te301
DSCOUNT PRESCIUPTIONS

-< Massa services on Friday
r-

Pa Les$

rre
tit

Sale Good Thru Tues.,

August 27th

Swingline Tot'SO
Stapler Kit

Mead

Includes 1000
Staples

Spell-Write
Steno
Notebook

88t
Filler Paper

Contains a
list of 500
most often
unspelled
words. 80
sheets.

EPfrrl'vT

200 Sheets
•Regular Ruled
•College Ruled

2 For 79(
Limit 2 Please
St. Regis

'a Mead Trapper Assignmen
ips
Notebook
Book
College
I Ruled

Trapper
tieeper

I 30 Sheets

80 Sheets
11" x 81 2"
No 06582

No 5729

37e'

71'1

$1.33

I:
r-,

P1‘
Ili
or

•Garfield Eraser
•Garfield Pencil
Sharpener
*Snoopy Pencil
Sharpener
Your Choice

Gran Prix Portable Stgleo
Cassette Recorder/Player ,
Empire
Quality
Pencils

Mfg. Rebate S5.00

,
6
,00.`p

Caldecort

001`

Maximum strength cream
Contains Hydrocortisone
Helps Stop Itching

•si
,
"
• CO

•

ifq '474'
4wea
CaldtioillI
C°Fri11

PO MO

Fuji Disc
Film

•19

1,20z.

Eveready Genuine
Purpose Battery
Size "C"
No 935-2

15 Exposure

Size "D"
No. 950-2

pisc

$1.39

MUM MAP

Your Choice
2 Pack

Empire
Quality
Erasers

B.F. Garrett
dies today
at hospital

The funeral for Mrs.
Ruby E. Neale is today
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. The
Rev. Eulas Greer is officiating. Mrs. Oneida
White is organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers are Herale- Hopkins, Michael
Byers, James Owen,
Euin Dick, Jackie
Burkeen _and Bill
Etherton.
Burial will follow in

Bill Forrest Garrett,
59, Rt. 6, Murray, died
today at 12:11 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was a
member of Eastwood
TOKYO 4AP I - SobbBaptist Church,
ing and praying, dozens
Murray.
of bereaved relatives in
Born Nov. 4, 1925, in
chartered helicopters
_Missouri, he was the son
of Helen Krouse Garrett circled the forested
and the late Andrew mountaintop today
where a Japan Air Lines
Garrett.
He is survived by his 747 jumbo jet crashed 10
wife, Mrs. Mary Yates days ago, killing all but
Garrett; two sons, four of 524 people
Larry Garrett, Phoenix, aboard.
Rainy weather lifted
Ariz., and Mike Garrett,
at
midday to permit the
Lake Station, Ind.; one
first of several flights by
Funeral rites for Ira grandchild.
Higgins will be ThursHis mother, Mrs. the helicopters,
day at 1 p.m. in the Helen Garrett of Fern chartered by the airline
chapel of Blalock - Terrace Lodge, Murray, at the request of
Coleman Funeral survives along with two families of victims
Home. The Rev. Elijah sisters, Mrs. Maxine whose bodies have
Balentine and the Rev. Wilson, RA.. 3, Paris, either not been found or
Lloyd Underhill' will Tenn., and Mrs. Linda not been identified.
officiate.
Pilots tossed flowers,
Carter, Almo, and one
Burial will follow in brother, Carl Garrett, chocolates and letters
New Jenny Ridge Poplar Bluff, Mo.
from cockpit windows
Cemetery. Military
The body has been as two twin -rotor
rites will be conducted transferred to Shelby helicopters circled for
at the gravesite.
Funeral Home, East 15 minutes above
Friends may call at Prairie, Mo., where 5,408-foot Mt.- Osutaka.
the funeral home.
funeral and burial ser- 70 miles northwest of
Mr. Higgins, 67, Rt. 3, vices will be held.
Tokyo.
Paducah, died Monday
About 80 people rode
Blalock-COleman
at 2 p.m. at Mtirray- Funeral Home was in on the first four trips.
Calloway ,County charge of local with more scheduled to
Hospital. b. arrangerntnts.
follow: Five JAL ofHe is survived by his
ficials accompanied
wife, Mrs. Phyllis Higthem.
gins; three daughters,
Below, workers conMrs. Braxton Hicks, Federal State Market Nous Sera ire tinued to search for
August 21. 1914.5
Mrs. Ricky Evans and kentuckt Purchase Area Hog Market bodies and pieces of the
Miss Rachel Mae Hig- Report Includes 6 Rut log Stations
Boeing 747 that might
Receipts: Act. 447 Est. 450 Barron,
gins; three sons, Bobby •
Gilts .25 loiter Soar. stead .50
help explain commerHale Higgins, Jimmy higher
cial aviation's worst
2 210-240 lbs.$42.75-43.25 lea 43.50
Don Higgins and Jerry IIIL 5 11-2
single-plane disaster.
200-210 lbs.
$41.72...2.75
D. Higgins; four sisters,
S 2-3 210-250 lbs.
$422542.72
Kyodo News Service
441.22-42.25
S 3.4 250.270 lbs.
Mrs. Cleqdis Simmons,
said Mrs. Sumiko Ono
Soarr.
Mrs. Raymond Koss,
$31.110-33.151
1 2 270-150 lbs.
asked a helicopter pilot
55E00-34.00
Mrs. George Fruit and IS 1 3 300-450 lbs.
254.00-311.00 to pour whisky from his
PS 1 3450-500 lbs.
Mrs. Willie D. Brown;
S 1-3 over
cockpit because her bus.ssa.s•-sit.00
13 grandchildren and 500 lbs.
band "liked it very
$31.110-32.00
IS 2 3 360-500 lbs.
one great-grandchild.
Bears 1014.00-30.50
much." for

Less

Mrs. Neale, 76, of 302
South 15th St., Murray,
died Monday at 9:30
p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
She is survived by one
son, James B. Neale and
wife, Patsy, and one
grandson, Chris. Neale,
Murray; two brothers,
Roy Puckett, Louisville,
and Sidney Puckett,
Hardin.

Relatives are circling crash
site in chartered helicopters

Ira Higgins"
funeral will
be Thursday

Wol.Mart Sells

Brooks Chapel
Cemetery.

At Fujioka, the city 25
miles to the east where
bodies have been collected and identified in a
temporary morgue,
airline spokesman
Yoshitaka Kuchiba said
JAL arranged the
flights in response to
"strong requests" from
about 400 relatives of
the more than 100 victims still not accounted
for.
Among the four survivors, one of them has
said that after the crash
her 8-year-old daughter.
who also survived, urged her to stay awake
and live through the
night until rescuers
reached the crash site.
Hiroko Yoshizaki, 35,
says she was almost unconscious because of
pain, but that her
daughter, Mikiko,
shouted: "Don't go to
sleep mother! Stay
awake or you'll die! I'm
hungry mother!"
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Greenpeace
flagship
is raised
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AUCKLAND, New
Zealand i API - The.
Greenpeace antinuclear flagship Rainbow Warrior, which was
sabotaged and sunk in
Auckland harbor.. July
10, was raised today
with the aid of flotation
bags, pumps and an incoming tide.
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Combination Pack
No. 2904

1115c-- -

SALE

%del*

37tt
„JI
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BANNER

Save 591
Mens Court Shoe
•While leather upper with thick
padded collar
•Cushion insole with arch support
•Longweanng rubber sole for
good traction
•Great for everyday wear
and all sports
•Mens sizes 67-12. Reg 2787

Banner
Bathroom
Tissue

•Oo

Assorted Colors or
White

4 Rolls

$2.12

79t

Gatorade
c _ Thirst
ct
Quencher
Soft Drink Mix

Massa,and one brother,
Bryan Massa, New
Lenox. Ill.; one sister,
Mrs. Herbet (Susan)
Young, Romeoville, Ill.;
his grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Velbert (Pete)
Burkeen, Murray; three
nieces..

Mrs. Neale s funeral today

Hog market

544

10 Bar Pack Candy Bars
*Snickers
•Three Musketeers Your Choice
•Milky Way
•$3.50 Value

Services for Gregory
Massa will be Friday at
2 p.m. in the chapel at
Murray Memorial
Gardens. The Rev. R.J.
Burpoe will officiate.
Burial will follow in
the cemetery there with
arrangements by
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. There
will be no visitation.
Mt-Ma-Sae,
found dead of strangulation on Monday, Aug. 12,
in a wooded area in
Monticello, Ill., 25 miles
west of Urbanan, Ill.,
according to Sgt.
Krueger of the Urbana
City Police Department.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Lone Massa,
and one son, Sean
Gregory Massa, Champaign, Ill.; his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie
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Kool-Aid

7 7

2 Packs

$29.94
i es
•

i•
i

For home,
office and
school. Pack
of 3. No 5819-2

$34.94
0
.1_

44(

Pecbcjrbe,

With AM/FM/MPX radio.
Record directly from radio.
Automatic end of tape shutoff. AC/Battery operation.
Built-in
condenser
microphone.

Your Final Cost

OBITUARIES

•

Lemon/Lime
Or Orange
ii32 Oz. Bottle

Save 6.87
Mens Leather Court Shoe
•While leather upper with
padded collar
•Extra thick cushion insole
With arch support
•Longwearing rubber sole
designed for all surfaces
•Mens sizes 7,12. Reg 26 83

White Rain
Shampoo
*Regular
*Extra Body
*Conditioning
180z.

•

Unsweetened Assorted
Flavors 2 Quart Envelopes

79

Save 7 87
Mens Leather Hi-top Court Shoe
•White leather uppers with thick
padded collar
•Cushion insole with arch support
•Rubber sole for great traction
•Great for gym or everyday wear
•mens sizes 7 12 Reg 2983

94

Pack of 65

Conditioning
Lotion
•
Alt.& 8 Oz. Bottle
nitêin
Mon
1..irsiononing
1.1riasi

99*

10
A

Vaporette
Flea Collar
Dog Or Cat
Your Choice

ciAlumar. ss ifinrxiniT

•

59

Tear Free
16 Oz. Bottle
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Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 9-7
Friday
9-8
•
Saturday 9-7
Sunday 1-6

Everyday Low Prices on
Snacks

2 Liter

Coke

m099c)
Everyday Low Prices on
Juices, Fruits, Vegetables

*rT

Everyday Low Prices on
Meats.

Lb. Smoked

Potato

Picnics

Chips

59c

Tortilla Chips

Fruit Valley 46 oz can

Pink Grapefruit Juice

.99

Frua Valley 46 oz can 100% PURE

Orange Juice

1.19

Fru.1 Valley 32 oz bottle

_ .89
.63

Fruit Valley 1,6 oz can Grad* A fancy

Pear Halves

Onion Rings
16 oz ler COLONY
Dry Roasted Peanuts

.79

Pork Chops

1.29

.75

Beef Patties

1 0.90

1.49

Bacon

1 0.90

.99

Bacon'

Bugles
Sunshine 160: box

• Cheez-lts

1.49

12 oz bag BON TON

Nachos

.99

.63
.69
Everyday Low Prices on
Baking Supplies

.31

Sliced Beets

.31

Mixed Vegetables

.31

Turnip Greens

.31

150: can

Green/White Limas

Pecan Halves

1.19

Ready Crust

.79

Creamed Shortening

1.29

1402 can

16 or can Grade 'A fancy MUSTARD or

.33

Eagle Brand Milk
100 cm 019
Sweet 'n Low

1.19
1.29

Gelatin

.19

30: box VANILLA OR

Instant Rice

1.59

Perfecto 16 oz pkg ELBO MAC OR

Shell Macaroni

.49

Perfecto One Pound pkg VERMICELLI OR

Spaghetti

,

Chocolate Inst. Pudding
Oh, Ma,
Chili Mix

OotOen Acres 28 Oz box

.25

6.79

Apple Pie Filling

.79

.45

Canned Ham

Tomatoes

.59

Everyday Low Prices on
Frozen Foods

1.49

16 oz pkg WEST PAC BROCCOLI OR

Apple Pie
Peas
.99

Landshire 11 oz HERO or 10 oz

Broccoli Normandy
10 oz ASSORTED

1.69

5 oz ASSORTED VARIETIES

3.79

Cookin' Bags
oz 0..
Pot Pies

Choc. Flavor Chips

.79

Everyday Low Prices on
Paper Products

Chubs Baby Wipes

80z peg CRESCENT ROLLS OR 9 5 oz

2.39
.69

Cereal

EverYdaV
Low

pricei

k

giro

.99

Corn Oil Spread

.99

2 tb lub

.89

Kitchen Bags

Imitation Marg. Spread

.89

.89

American Singles

.55

Texas Buttermilk Biscuits

.49

I

IN

GENERAL MILLS

P;Zzifin

Cinnamon Rolls

Borden 12 oz pkg

2-p1y Paper Towels

Sunshine
Chip-A-Roos

.27

4.79

15 ct pkg

17.5 oz. pkg.

.43

2 0 Pkg

Sandwich Bags
sq 1/
200
'
Plastic Wrap
Everyday Low Prices on
Cereals, Toaster Tarts

.89

Everyday Low Prices on
Cooler Items

150 Cl pkg

Everyday Low Prices on
Crackers, Cookies

1.69

Entree Dinners

pound pkg HILLSHIRE

Reg. Toddler Diapers

.99

Roast Beef Sandwich
1.19

Ove ;,.ound peg KAHN'S

Beef Log

.79

160: peg WEST PAC

One pound pkg BLUE RIDGE

Beef Wieners

1.39

.59

Cc: pkg BLUE RIDGE

Beef Franks

.99

¶20: can RED

Hawaiian Punch

..kannre-0 12 oz pkg

Turkey Franks

12 oz car 100% PURE Citrus Bello

26 oz box PET RITZ

• 2 oz peg THORN APPLE VALLEY

Sliced Bacon

4/1.00

6.79

80 Cl cm n THICK, WITH ALOE

Loo 'IOU 'S

.59

Low
Pricel

.99

40c1 box

.49

•
everyday I5

Yellow Onions

Orange Juice

oz pkg ASSORTED

.33

Thank-lo. Br

80: box BEEF OR CHICKEN

Make-It-Easy Rice Mix

2.39

Bologna

Pantry Fare 3 oz Cox ASSORTED VARIETIES

Everyday Low Prices on
Rice, Pasta, Beans

Lard

- /V116011 3'15-

Qua' Pak 420: can

Harvest Fare 16 oz can Greci• 'A' honey

.35

Peppers
1.69

Buddig Sliced Meats

60: pkg

Harvest Fare 160: can Grad* A'fancy

Bananas

.69

Rib Eye Steaks

6 or Pkg

.31

.79
.69

1:29

Country Hams

2

Dark/Lite Kidney. Beans-- ---,31.
(kook Time 1601 can Grads 'A'fancy

Jowl

Grapes
Lettuce

3 lb box T-BONE OR

Natures Pick 1502 can Geed* 'A' hoop

Pork 'n Beans

.99

7 02 box GENERAL MILLS

Harvest Fare 16,0: Grad* 'A' fancy CREAMED or

Whole Kernel Corn

59c

28 oz beg

Fruit Valley 160: cin Grade 'A fancy

Grapefruit Sections

•

Beef
.79

Everyday Low Prices On
Produce

Dente
7.5 Oz. Bag
All Varieties

120: pkg ROUND DELI

Nature s P,ce 460: can Grad* 'A' fancy

Cranberry Juice
-Ffuot Valley 160: can PEACH SLICES
Peach Halves

- Pio

PAGE 13-A

WE BACK
OUR QUAUTY
WITH A
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE!

FOOD STORES

Everyday Low Prices on
Beverages, Drink Mixes

Vegetable Juice

WEDNESDAli, AUGUST 21. 1985

NEIVEA
Instant Tea

'2
2
9
c.o."

1.39

IC CI 01.9

CELEBRITY

RCOA° Beef

ik Gravy

Everlda4
tx.'44
price.

Sunshine 17 oi pkg

Hydrox Cookies

1.49

120: pkg

Vanilla Wafers

.79

Regal 18 oz pkg ASSORTED VARIETIES

Regal Cookies

.89

160: box REGULAR OR UNSALTED

Saltines

.49

One pound pkg

Graham Crackers

.89

Everyday Low Prices on
Condiments

to., 00111.
A-1 Steak Sauce

1.79

14arrnz 28 oz bottle

Hot Bar-B-0 Sauce

We Accept:
• Personel checks for amount of
purchaie only
• USDA Food Stamps
• Manufacturers' Coupons

.99

Save up to
$1000
a year.

1,14che

Kettle 10 oz can MUSHROOM OR

Chicken Noodle Soup

.29

25 c• peg CHICKEN OR

Beef Bouillon Cubes

.69

18 Sc IN OIL OR MUSTARD CARMEN

Sardines
SeaMa.c 6 5 or

.49

a- IN WATER OR OIL

Chunk Light Tuna

.59

B.ton '5 Cr:

Spaghetti w/ Meatballs

.59

Cho' Bov4•Dee 1 5 oz can

Mini Bites Ravioli

.75

Ch171, Man 150: can

Beans-& Ham

.79

• 2 or

'Armour Treet

1.19

3 oz can

Potted Meat

.25

Stegner '5 oz can

Sloppy Joe Sauce

.69

:;* •

•

4
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DRAWING A CROWD - (Left) Murray State running back Eric Small
(No.39 with ball) attracts the attention of the first team defense during Tuesday's intrasquad scrimmage at Roy Stewart Stadium. Among the defenders
making the tackle are seniors Mike McGregor (95) and Eric Hubbard (90).
Although most of the rushers took their share of punishment, fullback Bill
Bird (tap photo, white jersey) broke several tackles on this play to score on a
20 yard touchdown run for the first team offense.
Staff photos by Jim Rector
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Bird TD run, interceptions by defense highlight workout

Frt
.By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Except for the two-minute offense and twominute defense drills Tuesday night. Murray
State football coach F'rarik Beamer was happy
w•ith the outcome of the intrasquad workout at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
Another such scrimmage, open to the public.
is scheduled for Thursday night at 7:30 p.m.
under the stadium lights.
Reamer, entering his fifth season as head
coach of the Racers, said his team was working
on the two-minute drills for the first time Tuesday and the rusty result was to be expected.
"We're coming along very well at this stage.
We're making progress in some areas that I
was particularly interested in and as a whole
this bunch is working very hard during the
preseason,- Beamer said following the
workout.
Among the areas the Racers will be rehears-

ing during the next few days will be the avominute offense, which failed to score once when
second team safety Curt Bronson picked off a
Kevin Sisk pass inside the 20 yard line with :06
showing on the clock.
Also, the first team defense gave up a oneyard touchdown run by Joey Spresser which
proved to be the only points scored against the
first unit all night.
"We're going to concentrate on our goal line
offense and defense over the next few days to
try and straighten a few things out," Beamer
said, "but with every situation we face, we're
showing signs of improvement."
The highlights of Tuesday's 'workout, besides
Bronson's pickoff, included a dazzling, secondeffort touchdown - romp by fullback Bill Bird
that covered 20 yards and left a string of
frustrated tacklers. Bird's score came on the
heels of a couple of well-placed passes by Sisk
to receiving ace Lee McCormick.

Sisk also tossed a touchdown pass to
newcomer Rodney Payne who scored from
eight yards out. Payne, a redshirted freshman,
has shown promise as an excellent receiver out
of the tailback slot and he is expected to give
junior Willie Cannon a r
.
:
}in for his money as the
No.1 Racer rusher this season.
.
Kicker Paul Hickert nailed a 35-yard field
goal to cap the first drive of the night for the
first team offense.
Defensively, senior safety Herbert Jones,
who.was redshirteci last year because of an injury in the season opener, showed his return to
form by intercepting a deflected pass with :12
remaining in a two-minute drill.
Beamer cited - numerous rookies and
newcomers, plus a few veterans, as looking
good in the scrimmage and the preseason in
general. Overall, he said the balance of good
performances has him in an optimistic mood.
One problem the Racers are rapidly over-

coming is the- replacement of offensive coordinator Mark Thomas who left prior to the
preseason drills this year to take a job at Duke
University. Beamer said Tuesday that although
the timing was bad for the Racer offense, the
coaches involved with the transition period
have been working double-time to recover.

01

"We lost two quality coaches (Mike O'Cain,
who left as offensive coordinator at the end of
last season and Thomas) and it has thrown
things into a bit of a squeeze around here,"
Beamer said. "Fortunately we were able to
find someone as qualified as Steve (Marshall,
tight end coati
'
. from the University of
Louisville in 1984) who was able to step right in
and I'm feeling good about the way things are
working out."
Murray opens the 1985 season against South
Carolina State, Aug.31, in Stewart Stadium.
Kickoff is set for 7:30 p.m.
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Camp experience solidifies Calloway defense
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Knock on wood, the Calloway County Lakers
haven't had a single major injury since
preseason started this year under new head
coach Jack Haskins.
That bit of news, plus a successful visit to Kentucky Wesleyan for team camp last week has led
to a burst of preseason positive thinking in the
Lakers' last week of warmups.
Friday night the Callov.av squad entertains

Pontiac
Fero
1000
Sunbird
Firebird
6000
Gran Prix
Bonneville
and Parisienne

Fulton County in the friendly confines of Laker
Stadium. Kickoff for the season-opener for both
teams will be 8 p.m.
While Haskins says his team is looking forward to the opener, he still wishes he had a little
more time to install his system at CCHS.
-The combination of us starting the season so
early and me getting here so late has put us in a
rush, but things are starting to shape up,"
Haskins said Tuesday: "I like to look at things in
terms of phases and right now we're in about

Oldsmobile
Cutlass Supreme, Cutlass Ciera
and 98 Regency
Century, Regal
and Electra
Cadillac
Cimmaron, D'Villes
and Fleetwood

Purdom Motors, Inc.
"Satisfied customers are our Main Concern"
1406 W. Main

Murray

753-5315

Phase II of a three phase process."
Despite not being completely 'phased' in time
for Friday's opener, Haskins says the system is
complete enough for the Lakers to be
competitive.
"Fulton has a new coach this year just like we
do and I expect they'll run pretty much a basic
offense and basic defense. The problem for us
will be trying to neutralize their speed and
quickness. If we can do that and not hurt
ourselves with breakdowns we should do okay."
Haskins, having played Fulton County for the
Class A district championship in past seasons at
Heath, is well acquainted with the Pilots' reputation for producing rabbit-catching running
backs, primarily from the Bishop clan.
"Fulton only lost a tight end and a tackle from
last year and they have a couple of the Bishop
,boys in the backfield. Those Bishops are always
very fast, very quick. We don't have the speed to
match them - but then again, not many teams
around here do. If they get loose in our defensive
backfield I'm not sure we have the people to
catch them.
"We're not slow." Haskins was quick to say,
"but we may not be fast enougleto catch them in
open field. We've got to stop them early and keep
them contained."
Shouldering the responsibility of stopping the
Bishop-led Pilots will be a defense which has
made great strides the past couple of vieeks.
The progress is pleasing, but not surprising to
Haskins.
"In a new program it's usually the defense that
comes along quicker than the offense. We showed a lot Of improvement defensively at camp and
'that was one of our main objectives. I think one
thing we came away with (from the camp experience) was having established a solid
defense."
• • •
All reserve season tickets for the five Calloway
County home varsity football games are on sale
at the Calloway board office. The-cost of the
tickets is $25 and they may be reserved by calling the board office at 753-3033.
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Coleman

Redskins cut Coleman,
Lester still with Bengals
Former Murray State star defensive end Danny Coleman was one of the players cut Tuesday
from the Washington Redskins who trimmed
their squad to 60 members in accordance with
the National Football League regulations.
Coleman, the leading Racer tackler his junior
and senior seasons, was invited to the Redskins'
camp as a free agent.
According to MSU sports information director
Craig Bohnert, one former Racer still remains
in the NFL ranks.
Tight end Keith Lester, drafted in the sixth
round, is listed as the No.3 tight end among five
on the Cincinnati Bengals roster. The NFL requires two more player reductions prior to the
start of the season. Teams must reduce their
squads to 45, down from the 49 limit imposed
last season.
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Local hoop league formed

Paulson wins drive title
AKRON,Ohio(AP)Dennis Paulson, a
22-year-old senior at San
Diego St., won the national long driving
championship with a
drive of 323 yards. 25 inches at Firestone Country Club.
Paulson, the NCAA

All area basketball
enthusiasts are encouraged to sign up for a
long drive champion men's basketball
from Costa Mesa,Calif., league, currently in the
used his metal driver to organization process.
become' the first - Anyone interested in
amateur to win the fielding a team foe
$25,000 event since Andy league play should send
Franks in 1979. His first- a letter or postcard to
prize check of $7,500 was P.O. Box 45, Murray,
donated to the PGA Ky., 42071. Enclosed
Junior GOlf Foundation. should be the team

wall
load
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Seal
tied
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pitc:
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representative's name,
address and phone
number.
This league will not be
In conjunction with any
Murray State intramural league or any
other intramural
basketball organization.
The deadline tor
responses will be Sept.
6.
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Purcell eliminated;
most seeds advance
in ATP tournament
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Player's union key to solving baseball drug problem
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Baseball has a drug
problem, but "there is
no evidence whatsoever
that it is a runaway problem," the chairman of
baseball's Joint Review
Committee says.
"In fact, there is some
evidence it is waning,"
Dr.— Donald Ottenberg
told a panel disussion on
"The Drug Problem as
Seen in Today's Professional Athlete." The
panel is part of
HealthCare E xpo'85.
"We have not had a,
new case of substantive
use in two years," Ottenberg said. "What we
have had is relapses."
Ottenberg said he
believes any player
named in court as having been involved with
drugs should be required to undergo
testing by his team.
"In my opinion, any
information of a new

MASON, Ohio (API — After roUnd one, the
Association of Tetinis Professionals Championship has a decidedly Swedish flavor.
Mats Wilander, Anders Jarryd, Stefan
Edberg and Joakim Nystrom — four of the top
eight seeds — won their first-round mates
Tuesday in the $375,000 tournament, the last
Chance to tune up for the U.S. Open, which
begins next week in New York.
Wilander, the top seed and two-time defending champion, breezed through a 6-0, 6-1 rout
of Vince Van Patten of Snowmass, Colo., giving his countrymen a dose of ehcouragement.
Edberg, the fifth seed, dumped John Fitzgerald of Australia 6-4, 6-3 while Nystrom, No.
8, beat scrappy Mel Purcell 2-6, 6-3,'7-6 (7-4) in
a match continued after Monday's rain delay.
Jarryd, seeded second, rallied to beat Mike
DePalmer of Knoxville, Tenn., 7-6, 6-4.
Unheralded Jimmy Brown of Brentwood.
Tenn., pulled off the day's biggest upset,
knocking off No. 7 seed Johan Kriek of Naples,
Fla., 7-6, 6-4. In another match. No. 3 Yannick
Noah of New York used his consistent strokes
to beat Mike Bauer of Lafayette. Calif., 6-3, 6-3.

player named in a court
of law is sufficient
reason for management
to ask for testing," Ot-'
tenberg said.
Under baseball's
agreement with the
players' association, a
team may not conduct
mandatory, unannounced urine tests of its
players. It may,
however, ask for tests of
players suspected of
drug dependency.

to get a handle on the percent of the minor
union, said: "Lee is a
drug problem lay with leaguers we tested
loyal soldier. When the
the players' union.
showed evidence of drug council last met In
May,
The union has ob- use. This season it is he
co-authored a statejected to mandatory less than 5 pereent," ment
which said the protesting, citing an infr- said Dr. Forest 5: Ten- gram had
meaningfully
ingement of constitu- nent, a consultant to the
contributed to minimiztional guarantees of Los Angeles Dodgers
. • in# serious problems of
privacy.
. When asked about chemical use and
abuse
MacPhail's remarks, in major league
"I understand the Gene Orza, general
baseball.
argument of constiti- counsel to the players'
"But that was before
tiona 1, rights but
everybody in our society
has to surrender some
rights. That is why we
Also participating in have laws," MacPhail
Tuesday's discussion said. "I don't think it is
LEXINGTON, Ky. tournament, having
won
was Lee MacPhail, too much to ask a small
(API — Dave Peege of it two years ago.
president of the club group, 650 individuals,
Louisville shot a fourHe held a one-shot
owners' Player Rela- to agree to testing. And I under
-par 68 to take the lead Tuesday over
tions Committee.
believe in time they will first-round
lead in the defending champion
"We don't have the agree."
Kentucky Open golf Ted Schulz of
Louisville,
knowledge of the dimenBaseball has been tournament.
Bobby Fannin of Lexsion of the problem on successful in instituting
Peege, who recently ington. Eddie Mudd
of
the major-league level mandatory drug testing
completed an All- Louisville. and
Rob
because the players' for their minor league
American career at the Hoenscheid
of
association won't allow teams, whose players
University of Mississip- Lexington.
us to test the players," are not covered by the pi,
was considered one
Schulz. who has been
said MacPhail, adding union contract.
of the best amateur en- competing on the
PGA's
that baseball's inability
''Three years ago, 30 trants going into
the mini tour, has made

Commissioner (Peter)
Ueberroth decided he
wanted mandatory drug
testing."
Orza said that the only
cases brought before the
council since it was
created in June 1984 involved players with problems prior to the program's start who had
suffered relapses.

Peege leads Kentucky Open golf field
about $22,000 this year.
Bob Jeffers of Lucas,
Jim Vernon of
Frankfort. three-time
Open winner Larry
Gilbert of Brandenburg
and Steve Flesch of
Edgewood all shot 70.

Your Personal
Property

National League

Gooden's 16 strikeouts topple San Francisco, 3-0
By DICK BRINSTER
AP Sports Writer
Dave Johnson has
seen enough of Dwight
Gooden to know when
the 20-year-old New
York Met pitching sensation is ready to make
major-league hitters
look like they're out of
their league.
"I feel sorry for San
Francisco," the New

York Manager had said
after Gooden came up
with a rare clunker in
his last start against
Philadelphia. "He has a
history of coming back
against the club that
roughed him up or coming back strong in his
nekt start after he gets
roughed up."
A strong comeback
would be a mild definition of what took 'place
Tuesday night at Shea
Stadium. Gooden struck
out 16 Giants in pitching
the Mets to a 3-0 victory
that extended his personal winning streak to
13 straight decisions and
put him in the record
book yet another time.

first two seasons. Until
Gooden came along, only Cleveland's Herb
Score had accomplished
the feat.
And in typical Gooden
fashion, he took it all in
stride.
"I would say it was
one of my better
games," said Gooden,
now 19-3 and tied with
Joaquin Andujar of St..
Louis for the majorleague lead in victories.
The 13th victory in its
last 16 games increased
New York's lead in the
National League East to
1% games over St.
Louis, which Was shelled. by Houston t7-2.
Elsewhere, it was Los
Angeles 5, Philadelphia
Gooden, who led the 4 in _ 11 innings; Pittmajors with 276 sburgh 3, Cincinnati 2;
strikeouts in setting a San Diego 1, Montreal 0;
rookie record last ang Chicago 5, Atlanta
season, became the first 2.
Padres 1, Expos0
National League pitcher
Dave Dravecky strugever to record 200
strikeouts in each of his gled in the early going,

Yanks take
bat music
on the road
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
The Yankees got their
bats in tune at home and
they're still providing
sweet music now that
New York has taken its
act on the road.
The Yankees have
scored 54 runs in their
last 10 home games.
They got eight more
Tuesday night in
Anaheim, where they
outslugged the California Angels 8-5. In winning, the Yankees remained four games
behind first -place
Toronto in the American
League East.
Don Mattingly extended his hitting streak to
18 games with two
homers and now has a
major-league-high 100
runs batted in. Dave
Winfield. Rickey
Henderson and Mike
Pagliarulo also
homered for the
Yankees, who are only
29-33 on the road, but
40-15 at home.
Elsewhere, the Blue
Jays edged Cleveland
3-2, Detroit took
Oakland 4-1, Chicago
slipped past Kansas City 2-1, Seattle tripped
Baltimore 4-3, Texas
beat Boston 3-1, and
Milwaukee rallied past
Minnesota 3-2.
Blue Jays 3, Indians 2
At Cleveland, the Jays
overcame a 2-0 deficit.
Tony Fernandez scored
one run and drove in
two, including the
tiebreaker in the
seventh inning.
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Major League Baseball Standings
Ma+or League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W L
Toronto
New York
Detroit
Baltimore
Boston
Milwaukee
Cleveland

74
69
64
61
57
54
39

45
48
54
55
60
62
79

Baltimore at Seattle. i n
Detroit at Oakland. I nl
Only games scniduled

Pd.

GB

622 .590 4
542 94
.526 11..
.487 16
.466 1811
331 34.1

West Division
California
Kansas City
Oakland
Chicago
Seattle
Minnesota
Texas

68
64
62
58
56
53
13

51
V
57
57
63
65
71

.571 .552
2..
.521
6
504 8
.471 12
.449 14..
.368 24

Tuesday's Games
Toronto 3. Cleveland 2
Texas 3. Boston 1
Chicago 2. Kansas City 1
Milwaukee 3. Minnesota 2
New York 8. California 5
Seattle 4. Baltimore 3
D,etrpit 4. Oakland 1

Wednesday's Games
Minnesota IBlyleven 12-121 at Milwaukee 'Burris
7-9)
Detroit 1Berenguer 2-31 at Oakland I Codiroli 10-10)
Toronto 1 Alexander 12.71 at Cleveland (Heaton
6.131. Inl
Texas I Russell 0-3 • at Boston i Boyd 11-103. in'
Kansas City I Leibrandt 11-61 at Chicago I Bannister
5-101. in)
New York 'Cowley 10-51 at California 'Candelaria
2-01, 101
Baltimore ID Martinez 9-71 at Seattle i Beattie 5-51,
(no

Thursday's Games
Texal at Boston, in)
Kansas City at Chicago. in ,
New York at California. in i

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W

L

New York
St Louis
Montreal
Chicago
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

72 45
70 46
67 52
• 57 59
54 63
36 79
West Division
Los Angeles
70 48
San Diego _.
63 55
Cincinnati
61 55
Houston
55 82
Atlanta
50 66
San Francisco
45 72
Tuesday's Games
San Diego I. Montreal 0
New York 3, San Francisco 0
Los Angeles 5. Philadelphia 4 11 innings
Pittsburgh 3. Cincinnati 2
Chicago 5. Atlanta 2
Houston 17. St Louis 2

Pd.

GB

.615
603
563
491
.462
.313

1 ii
6
144,
IS
35

Wednesday's Games

603
534
..
526 9
470 151
,
431 20
385 254

In.

Thursday's Games
San Diego at Montreal. 1 n1
Sari Francisco Cl New York. in ,
Los Angeles at Philadelphia, in.
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, in)
Chicago at Atlanta. In i
St Louis at Houston. In .

A men's softball tour- top four teams along
nament will be held with individual allSept. 6-8 in Dover, tournament team
Tenn., for all open C and members and tourney
B class teams.
most valuable player.
The entry fee of $75
will cover playing exMore information can
penses along with tour- be obtained by calling
nament trophies which (615)- 232-5949 during the
will be presented to the day or 232-6617 at night.

PURDOM,
THURMAN
& MCNUTT
407 Maple St.
,Souths-de ot the ct

square

753 4451

GRAVEL

nexess,f,,g

We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343
435-4319

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
We can fornpve stumgpi u p
to 10 below the pound
z

035 4343 or 435 0319
We Now Haul Pit Grovel

Dan McNutt
State Auto Insurance
A loiNV you CA^ Cliet
,
ene C^

Apricots
are
• now
in season.
IBM COMPATIBLE

A fresh shipment of Apricots has arrived in West
Kentucky. Which means. Europe's most successful busines
s
computer could soon be your business computer. You
see,
Apricot was designed specifically for business. Not adapted
to it.
It's truly easy to use. As well as elegant and compact
. And its
thousands of business software programs are compati
ble with all
Apricot compUters. Not just one of them.
Apricot. Computers that work with you. Not just for
you.

$1295

•
a mot

9

diangifig hou
American business does busines.s.

1

Larry
• 'Krous. e Insurance
,

Softballjourney offered

With State Auto you can
insure your personal property for current replacement cost .except for
certarn rare and valuable
items that call for special
coverage Al' it takes is a
Replacement Cost Coverage endorsement to your
Homeowners Renters or
Condominium policy. you
are Covered for thell'Jlf COSI
of replacement or repair at
today s prices and With
no depreciation The extra
premium is very modest

MS-DOS. 342" Sony diskette
720Kb 1. Mouse. Gem Write,
Gem Draw.
Receive Lotus 1-2-3 Free with
Purchase of an Apricot. During Aug

-

524 Main

rookie, who earlier had
doubled and scored a
run, hit an 11th-Inning
triple to beat
Philadelphia. •
Tom Niedenfuer, 6-5,
pitched three scoreless
innings for the victory.

The Apricot F1.16-bit processor.
512K RAM. Cordless, infrared
-keyboard.

NATION Al.I.EAGI t:
BATTING i 285 at bats. - ..101o.o. St louts 35:
Guerrero..Los Angeles. 326, Herr, St LAMM. 32,,
Gwynn. San Diego. 306, Backman. New York. 304
PlICHING i 10 decisions, - Franco Cincinnati
10-1. 900. 1 84. Welch. Los Angeles. it I. .900. 194
Gooden, New. York. 19-3. 864, 174, Hershiser. Los
Angeles_ 12.3. 800. 2_28, Hawkins. San Diego, 15-4
789. 3 15
STRIKEOUTS - Gooden New York 208. Ryan.
Houston. 172; Soto. Cincinnati. 172 Valeniuela, Los
Angeles, 155. Darling. New York 130. Krukow. SAI,
Francisco, 130
.
SAVES .-:, Reardon. Montreal it Smith. &Incas.,
25. Gossip.. San Diego, 21, Sutter. Atlanta. 70, Smith
Houston PS Power Vincini....41 . 19 .
.

r

.

break Ty Cobb's record.
Dodgers 5, Phillies 4
Mariano Duncan is
learning the ropes as a
major-league shortstop
and starting to hit a few
for front-running Los
Angeles. The Dodger

•

San' Francisco (LiPoint 5-111 at New York 'Lynch
10-63, en'
San Diego 1 Show 8 71 at Montreal I laskey 5-I2.). in ,
Los Angeles i Valenzuela 14-8) at Philadelphia
i Koosman 6-31. i n
Cincinnati • Browning 11-9' at Pittsburgh i V.al k 0-0'
(n1
Chicago I Engel 0-21 at Atlanta i Johnson 1-01. i n ,
St Louis (Forsch 5-51 at Houston 1 Knepper 10-9 .

Major League Baseball Leaders
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING 1285 at bats. -: Boggs. Boston. 355.
Brett, Kansas City, 352. Henderson. New York, 350,
Mattingly. New York,- 331. Bochte. Oakland. 318,
Lacy, Baltimore, .318
•
PITCHING 110 decisions, -. Guidry. New York.
164. 800. 296, Sabernagen. Kansas City. 15-5, 750.
2 80: -Birtsas. Oakum& 9-4.. 892, 3 52, Howell,
Oakland, 94. 892, 1 93. Romanick. California. 13-6,
684. 3.67
STRIKEOUTS-- Blyleven, Minnesota. 151. Morris,
Detroit, 143: Burns. Chicago. 135. Bannister.Fh1C1110.
130, Witt, California, 13$
.
.
SAVES -.10u1senberrva-Kansas City. 28. _Hernandez. Detroit. 24, Howell, Oakland 23, Flighetti,
NPIA. York 23. Moore California 22

retired 13 batters in a
row at one point.
Pirates 3, Reds 2
Baseball's resident
optimist, Pittsburgh
Manager Chuck Tanner,
has something to crow
about in pitcher Rick
Reuschel, the only
Pirate starter with a
winning record.
"Reuschel has to be
the top candidate for the
comeback award," Tanner said of the veteran
right-hander. "He's had
arm troubles, he had to
go back to the minors
and now he's throwing
as well as he ever has."
Jason Thompson hit a
tie-breaking home run,
his 11th, and Reuschel,
9-6, won for the first
time in more than a
month.
Mario Soto, 10-14, lost
for the first time in nine
career decisions at
Three Rivers Stadium.
Pete Rose went hitless
and still needs 15 hits to

N

SCOREBOARD

.

Tigers 4, A's 1
Larry Herndon and
Tom Brookens hit home
runs for visting Detroit,
which had only five hits.
Walt Terrell, 12-6, got
the victory, allowing
seven hits through 7 2-3
Innings. Willie Hernandez earned his 26th
save with 1 1-3 innings of
relief.
Mariners 4, Orioles 3
Gorman Thomas
walked with, the bases
loaded and one out in the
bottom of the ninth at
Seattle. With the score
tied 3-3, Jack Perconte
singled with one out
against- reliever Nate
Snell, 3-2, and took third
on Phil Bradley's third_
hit, a single. Al Cowens
walked on four pitches
to load the bases, then
Thomas walked on four
pitches to force home
the winning run.

but credited his teammates with making the
plays that kept him in
the game.
"They were the difference," Dravecky
said. "It seems every
time Montreal had a
runner in scoring position, they came up with
a big play."
Dravecky, 11-7,.pitched seven strong innings
as the Padres remained
in second place, eight
games behind the
Dodgers in the NL West.
Astros 17, Cardinals 2
Houston shortstop
Dickie •Thon, trying to
come back from a
serious beaning last
season, is showing signs
of succeeding. Thon
drove in four runs with a
triple and a home run to
highlight a 19-hit attack
that also featured Mark
Bailey's second grand
slam of the season
Mike Scott, 13-6, who
pitched seven innings,

IS IT
INSURED AT
ORIGINAL OR
REPLACEMENT COST?

759,9888
.

6
13

Thorobred Computer
& Software Systems

314 Main

Murray

Ne.

° 753-7733

-

Was:II
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Variety of productions scheduled this fall at Playhouse
Park will be baok at the disappointed with the 2-4.
Old Freight Depot with production of Agatha
• All regular perfor"Wings," by Ar_thur Christie's "Witness for mances will be at 8 p.m.
Kopit. The touching tale the Prosecution." See if on Fridays and Saturis the story of a you .can figure out who days, and 2 p.m. on Sunwoman's struggle to" done it by attending.one days. Tickets for all perdeal with a stroke.--_of _the performances set formances, except the
Mystery fans won't be for April 25-27 and May dinner theatre, will be

Art on View
Through September 12:
A selection of paintings and drawings from the
MSU Permanent Collection by current and
former students continues in the Curris Center
Callery, Curris Center. Free admission.
August 19 • September 1
A selection of original prints and photographs
from the Murray State University Permanent
Collection will be on exhibit in the main level of
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts
Center. Included are etchings, engravings,
woodbto-eks, lithographs, serigraphs, and silverprints by well-known attists from Hogarth to
Oldenburg. Free admission.
Aug 28, at 11 a.m.
A documentary film on Imogen Cunningham,
one of the progenitort in American Photography,
will be presented in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery.
Doyle Fine Arts Center. Three of Cunningham's
photographs are included in the exhibition concurrent with the film's showing. Free admission.
August 28 - September 9
A selection of-works by students of the spring
1985 semester Drawing 102 classes at. Murray
State University 'will be on exhibit in the upper
level of the Clara -M. Eagles-Gallery. Price Doyle

Auditions for 'The Matchmaker'
scheduled for August 25 and 26
The Playhouse in the diences to meet Horace
Park has announced Vandergelder. a small
auditions for its first town, turn -of-the producion of the fall century shop owner and
season. "The Mat- widower, who, having
chmaker.''' Later socked away his first
adapted into "Hello Dol- half-million, decides to
ly ," the Thornton remarry. He hires a
Wilder play has been matchmaker who
touted as one of the fun- becomes involved with
niest plays ever written. two of his lovable
Playhouse in the Park clerks, several young
will be looking to assem- ladies, and the headble a talented group of waiter at.,an expensive_
actors and the best New York restaurant,
designers and techni- where the farce excians to mount the color- plodes into an evening offul comedy by the same theater that is sure "to
keep your family
author of "Our Town."
The play will alloy au- laughing until the end of

the year," according to
Liz Bussey, executive
director of the theatre.
Auditions will be at 7
p.m. Sunday, August 25
and Monday, August 26
at the Playhouse in the
Park. There are roles
for nine men and seven
women. All roles are for
adults. A copy of the
script is available at the
theatre. In addition,
persons interested inworking on the set, box
office, publicity,
costumes or props are
urged to come to the
theater at 6 p.m. nn
August 25 or 26.

The show will begin
rehearsal on TuesdIty,
September 3. Production dates are
September 27 and 28,
October 4 and 5 at 8 p.m.
and September 29.and
October 6 at 2 p.m.
For more information
about any of the productions, call the theater at
759-1752 between 10 a.m.
and 4 p.m.
Directing "The Matchmaker" will be
Bussey. Mark Etherton
is production. coordinator and Randy
Wilson is stage
manager.

Portraits, figure studies on view

ITKIVIS highlights
Friday..August 2:4
5.30 a m Morning Edition
ham, Allegro with Margaret Hunt Classical music for yvir morning
enjoyment
Noon Radio Reader with Dick Estell
12'30 p.m Lurichbreak.
•
I p.m Intermezzo Joe Jaokson brings and afternoon cif classical
music As You like it" features listeners- choices on Fridays from Ito 2
pm •
All-Things considered. National Purnle Radios award vrtnnIng
news magazine of the air
6-p.m Cleveland thihestra Schumann Symphony Ni, 2. Lalo Sym
phonic espagnole
Majeske. violin: Von Dohnanyi. conductor
8 pm. Fresh Air Terry Gross interviews actor Spalding Gray
4,30 p m Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Jake Hanna. Roy Eldridge
Singers Unlimited. others
Saturday. August 24
6 a m Our Front Porch Leftwich. Higginbotham and Ritchie.
7 a m Music from the Front Porch Jane Moore and Pat O'Neill host
four hours of folk and bluegrass music from the VliKMS library
11 a m The Thistle & Shamrock -Traveling Folk "
Noon The Flea Market.
2 pm Classical Encore CU Hunt hosts two hours of cla-ssicai
.
favorites front the WKMS libray
4 p.m All Things Considered
5 pm A Prairie Home Companion
7 p m. Jazz Horizons
r

An exhibition of works
produced by students
enrolled in Drawing 102
at Murray State University during the Spring
1985 semester will be on
view at the Clara M.,
Eagle Callery, upper
level. The dates of the

exhibition are August 28
to September.9. Admission is free and open to
the public.
Nearly all of the
works on show are portraits, self-portraits, or
figure studies. Despite
this similarity in the
subject matter, the
styles and approaches
taken by the students
are diverse and emphasize the exploratory
as well as technical
aspect of the classes.
The media used is also

varied, including Chandler, Jonathan
graphite, pastel, char- Ware, Brian Cowell,
coal, pastel, ink, water- Chris Harris, Jana
color, spray paint, and Hooks, Joan Atherton,
mixed media.
Pat Hanna, Kate HoffRepresented in the ex- man, Marty Kincannon,
hibition are Mike Mc- Rose Coffey, Aaron
Coy, Carolyn Coleman, Shroeder, and Vance
Maria Burnley, Rhonda Farrow.
Ray, Sweeda Childress,
Clay Gilliam, Katie
Drawing 102 is the seDuplantis, Jeff Lynne, cond level drawing
Janet Hawkins, Kelly course at MSU. InstrucWilson, James Byars, tors for the Spring 1985
Steve French, Lisa semester were Dale
Todd, Lynn Firkins, .Leys, Chuck Richards,
Brian Gibson, Andre and Jerry Speight.

Parsons leads cast of comedy play
AT SHELTER,
IT'S A MATTER Of
PERSONAL PRIDE.

Horse Cave Theatre
moves into the fiital
weeks, of its 1985 repertory season which will
end on Sunday, August
25. On tap for the final
two weeks are five performances of Jack
Heffner's comedy hit
Vanities and six performances of Jim Peyton's
new comedy East of
Niney.eh.
Acclaimed by audiences and critics
alike. East of Nineveh
marks Horse Cave

Theatre's third world
premiere of a Kentucky
play by a Kentucky
author. Also in repertory is Eugene O'Neill's
towering drama'Desire
Under the Elms.
Beginning Friday,
August 30, Horse Cave
Theatre will open its annual Shakespeare
presentation which will
run through Saturday,
September 14. This year
Henry IV, -Part I will
entertain some 3,000
junior and senior high

school age students during special morning performances. Evening
shows are also schedul-ed and will attract many
Bard buffs from around
the tri-state region.
William Parsons, of
Murray, has been cast
as the troubled English
monarch. This season
Parsons has been seen
in leading or featured
roles in Desire Under
the Elms and East of
Nineveh.

$4 for adults and $3 for
students and senior
citizens.
For more Information
about any of the productions or to make reservations, call the theatre
box office at 759-1752.

Sunday. August 23
6 aril MusiC from Interlochen National Music Camp - World Youth
Symphony Orchestra is featured.
7 a ni Opus "h5
.
9.30 am. Saint Paul Sunday Morning. Emmanuel Wind Quintet
11 am. Music from Europe. Works by Handel. Mozart. I lioubrava and
R. Strauss anre featured.
I p.m The Big Broadcast of 1985 Duke Ellington. Freddy Martin Sonny Burke. Gus Bivona. others.
5 p m. Our Times
6 p m All That Jazz'American Jazz Radio Festival WGBO 1955 Jazz -athon part 1 with music by the Joe Thomas Sextet
10 p.m. Music from the Hearts of Space
Monday. August 26
6 p.m Saint Louis Symphony J.S Bach Mass In B minor David Britten. Kurt Link. soloists with the St. Louis Symphony Chorus. Thomas
Peck. conductor
m About•Books and Writers with Robert Cromie
A 30 p m Easy Street. Scott Hamilton. Milt Jackson. Dick Johnson.
Frank Sinatra, others

Tuesday. August 2:
6 pm Cincinnati Syraphony

Orchestra Bach • Orchestra Suite No. 4.
Piano concerto No 25: Stravinsky, Le Sarre du printemps
Flishop-Kovarevich. piano. Michael Gielen. conductor
NRT Sampler, -The Stolen White Elephant" by Mark Twain.
m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan
Wednesday. August 26
p m Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra Works by Salieri, Mozart.
Weill. and Milhaud. Lukas Foss, conductor
p m Lord Peter Y.-imtiey, Five Red Herrings -iteconstruction"
I final episode
5.30 p m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Kenny Dorham. Sonny Criss.
Lioda Ronstadt. others
Mozart
Stephen
p m
h 30 p

Thursday. August 211

•

It p.m New York Philharmonic Bartok: Miraculous Mandarin Suite.
Schumann, Concerto in A minor for cello. R Strauss Kin Heldenleben:
'Lubin Mehta. conductor, Loren Monroe. cello.
p m Moon over Morocco. "The Grand Wazirh:30p m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Barney Kessell. Vic Feldman.
Sweets Edison. Rosemary Clooney. others

wal.mart Sills for Loss • wol-Mort Sells for Less • Wol-Mort
Sells for Lass • Wol-Mort Sells for Loss • wol-Mort Sells for 1..,s
• Wol mar, S•''S

i•S4 • WCII MCP? Sells for Loss • Wol Mort Sills
tor

Fine Arts Center. Free admission.
September 6 - October 6
•
Selections from the Nancy Hanks bequest to
Duke University will be on exhibit in the main
level of the Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center. Murray State Univetsity. Included are works in a variety of media by
outstanding 19th and 20th century American and
European artists. including Picasso, Degas,
Toulouse-Lautrec, Winslow Homer, Noguchi,
Natkin, and others. The late Nancy Hanks was
Chairman' or' the -National Endowment for the
Arts from 1969 to 1977. Circulated by the
Southern Arts Federation_ -Free admission.
September 11 - 22
A solo exhibition of drawings, sculptures, and
other works by Andrew Dakin will be on show on
the upper level of the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Doyle Fine Arts Center. Dakin is a,n art major at
Murray State University. Free'admission.
September 11 - 12
Marson Galleries of Baltimore will present an
exhibition and sale of original graphics by
American, European. and Oriental artists. including works by past masters and contemporary artists, on the main level of the Curris
Center concourse at Murray State University. A
commission from all purchases will go In support
of the MSU Permanent Collection. Open hours
are 10 a.m.-7 p.m. Wednesday, and 10 a.m.-5
, p.m. Thursday. A Marson representative will be
on hand to answer questions about the collection.
'Free admissidn.
September 14 • 25
Photographs by Murray State University student Robb Nash will be on view at the Curris
Center Gallery. Nash is a graduate student in
art:'Free adrnithioh2' —
•
September 25 - October 6
'`
Murray State University BFA degree candidate Clay Furches will present his baccalaureate exhibition of bronze sculpture and
*larks in other media on the upper level of the Clara M. Eagle Gallery. Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Free admission.
5:30 p.m., September 26
A reception to celebrate the twentieth anniversary of the National Endowment for.the Arts and
to honor the Kentucky Arts Council will be held
in conjuction with the Nancy Hanks Bequest Exhibition- at the Clara M. Eagle Gallery, -Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State University. Kentucky Department of the Arts Commissioner Crit
Lualjen, Arts Council Chairman Margaret
Trevathan. and Arts Council Executive Director
Roger Paige will speak briefly. Admissionis free
and the public is invited.
September 28 • October 23
The annual Murray State University alumni
exhibition will be presented in the Curris Center
Gallery, Curris Center.
The Clara M. Eagle Gallery is located on the
fourth floor of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Murray State. University. Open Hours: 7:30
a.m.-9 p.m.. Monday through Friday, 10 a.m.-4
p.m. Saturday, 1-4 p.m. Sunday.
The Clara M. Eagle Gallery is closed during
university holiday periods.
.
The Curris Center Gallery is located on the
lower level of the Curris Center on Chestnut
Street. Murray State University. Open hours:
8:30 a.m. - 8 p.m. Monday - Friday, 12:00 a.m.
-8:00 p.m. Saturday and Sunday The Curris
Center Gallery is closed during university holiday periods.
For more information telephone the Clara. M.
Eagle Gallery at 762-3052.
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tor Pam Yarber, "The
Nutcracker" will be
produced December 6-8
and 13-15 with curtain
times set for 7 p.m. each
evening.
This year's dinner
theatre will,feature the
musical production of
"Jacques Brel is Alive
and Well and Living in
Paris." Dates for the
performance are set for
February 7-9 and 14-16.
March 14-16 and 21-23,
the Playhouse in the

jo sue

conjunction with the directed by guest direcParks Department, will tors Louise Weatherly
sponsor the Franzen and Bob Valentine.
Brothers Circus at the Regular performances
Soccer. Field in" the will be October 31,
Calloway County Park. November 1-3 and 8-10.
Two performances Are
Christmas will
scheduled at 5:30. p.m. feature the production
and 8 p.m.
of "The Nutcracker".at
Halloween night, the the meeting room in the
Playhouse in the Park Calloway County
invites the public to a Library. The magical
special showing of "The story will use children
Drunkard," at mid- as they work with pupnight. The musical' pets ,of all sizes.
melodrama will be co- Directed by guest direc-

sse

The Playhouse in the
Park has announced its
fall season for the upcoming year, with the
comedy production of
"The Matchmaker," by
Thornton Wilder set to
kick-offthe sea;ebn.
The play will'on
September 27 and will
continue through
September 29 and again
October 4-6 at the
Playhouse in the Park.
On October 15. the
Theater in the Park. in

his •

Save 121

Save 233

Ladies Fashion Sling

MILIYILEMX11311:7r•

•New fashion styling
in black or red
'Comfortable medium heel
•Classic dressy look
•Ladies sizes 5-10
'Peg t496

•Assorted colors
•VELCRO
,
closure
•Cushion insolevith
arch support
•Longwearing rubber sole
•Childrens sizes 8/
1
2-r
•Reg 1392

Ladies Jogger
•Soft easy care uppers
in grey or black
'Heavy padded terry collar

OVO:I cizers,

insole

•

Save 3 16

•

.23

•Aerobic-type sole
•Ladies sizes 5-10
'Peg 11 78

Mens Suede Oxford
•Grey suede leather upper "
•Popular styling
•Longwearing rubber sole
•Mens sizes 6 6-12
•Reg 16 84
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Wo Mort Sells for Loss •wol-Mort Sells
for

Save 355
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Sells for less • Wol Mort SOUS for loss • Wol Mart soil. to,Lou • viva;

Mon, Sills for
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LIPI.S • Wol

Mary Sons for toss• Wol Mort
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Childrens Joggers

SlIOS

Save 4.05

•ssai ioi

Similar styling available for Infants sizes 5/
1
2-8
to

SIleS tielpy-lem

SALE ENDS SUN. AUG. 25TH
HWY. 641 NORTH
MON.-SAT. 9-9, SUN. 12-6

04 Si pelevsem •ssei Joe

011:17211ILE

•Shiny black upper
•Adiustable buckle strap
•Longwearing sole
•Girls sizes 8/
1
2-3
•Reg 564

Or? ells or Less •wol Mort Sells for lArs

WAI:MART

Girls Patents
in
•
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LOSS

Mons Long Sleeve
Western Shirts
Front and back .yokes
snap front Assorted p.c.'
and stripes Polyester.'
cotton Sizes S-M-L-XL

with pun Kase ut Shampoo

Dickiese
Twill .10.11115
d 4 pock/4 ,,westen
jean in blue navy Or
',wri Cotton/Celanese
Polyester Waist
'e"
9-42

.B

RUSTLER

3.96

Lilt Shampoo
With FREE
Conditioner

Set
12 Piece Stainless
Steel Flatware Set

• 0.-n pack •11 Ourk,
shampoo plus FREE 11
ounce condoner •Lirn't 2
Packs

•SeI , ncludes 4 each tofks
teaspoons and dinner knives
•plastic handles in assorted
colors •Reg 4 96

•••••••

Save 1 46

•

Toddler
Rustler' JeanS. -

Corker ,s a TN:Kiernan.
Ceianese CO,portit•pr

Half elastic back class<
western boot jeans 4 Pockets
cotton/polyester indigo denim
Toddler sizes 1-4 Reg 6 46

LIPicarzes /

Infant & Toddler
Knit Shirts

Save 16°0
Mens 6 Pair P ck
Crew Socks

Long sleeve shirts in solids wheel
patterns and stripes _Many COlor
.s
•Infant's size 9.rrioriths to toddle'
size 4

White OF white wit
Cottoninyion'elastic
Sizes 10-13 r40`_
. C305P Reg

r

-71
pes

!I,

$5

Pack
Save 2.00
Plus Size
Woven Tops
Mandarin coda' button half
placket and roll tab short
slvves Solids, stripes or
plaids Polyester/cotton
Sizes 38-44 Reg 10 96

Save 16°o
Wood
Wall Frames

94°
CON.
ST1e111:.

•11a14 Inches
wood n 3 siyie•No 84W568

Save 25°0
8 Count Anti-Roll
Crayola' Crayons
'Great for scnool use
.Non-toxic 'NO 388•
•Reg 1 26

orox Bleach

fle
Sheer To Waist
Pantyhose

Sandalfoot Four colors to
choose from -All nylon %rya'
cotton crotch Sizes A 8. B
No 1699

78

88.

Pack
Construction
Paper

Save 36L
Empire°
Husky Pencils

'Reg.

•Package of 41i sheets
•Assorfed cblors
•No 78853

•Pack of 2 •Sci black eau
'No 2683 .Reg 68'

•1 Gallon
'Limit 2

•
• Fivf

STAR

**

LUNCH

2 3
FOR
Save 23 ,
Ladies Belts
Several

Reg I 0

BAGS

2 3
For
Save 23%
Fashion Ties

50

Dacron' II
Bed Pillows
DuPont Dacron'
Hollofil' II polyester
tilled. polyester/cotton
tick Solid colors with
contfast piping

Fashion colors Reg

$4
Palmolive
Dishwashing
Liquid

Queen
Size
King
Size

til

33

Reliance' Pencils

Standard

:5
$7

Pack

.Pack of 7 *Choose
yellow or colors
'No 10061 +62
0,-n,,
,
,
'
trademarks et ChiPOrd

Hoilota' are registered

3r

C.

Pack

Five Star
Lunch Bags

•
'

I

34.78
Panasonic Micro
Cassette Recorder
•Buni-in condenser

microphone 'No 4N15

.•

Ocean Spray
Drinks

POW WO'ff
cHitsi pur$4

Save 18°0
Flair' Fiber Pen
'Black
*Beg 58:

1.88

Pow Wow
Cheese Puffs

•64 Ounces
•Cranapple, Cron-Grape,
Cron -Raspberry, or .
Cranberry Juice Cocktail

•16 Ounce Bag
•Reg. 1.24

JII

Oar
--J ---J-J-J
Ziploc
Sandwich Bags
•
Count has
▪
oc
•L.mit 2 ,

Save 1 00
Unisonic'
Credit Card
Calculator

54.47

•-

Save 10 00
Texas Instrument
Printing Calculator
'
•'o Digits •4

Unisonic.4
97
.

11.31L
•AJt0,

keys 'No Ti
'Beg 64 47

Clorox
Pre-Wash

Ladies
Canvas Handbags
Single or mult,
compartment. styles
with fashion trim Many
colors Reg 5 73-6 93

96
•76

1.34

tina

'Reg, 164
•16 Oz

WaiF
Cloth

Cannon "Allegiance"
Bath Ensemble
Nth hg
rih overs.zed bath tow& Sold co o'
dobtu border -Choose CQrflSrlk
pot cc a n blue Bieber beige
rose
cut--ei or _white Al c.,Ntton

SALE ENDS MONDAY, AUGUST 26TH
HWY. 641 NORTH
MON.-SAT. 9-9. Sun. 12-6

Less • Wit-Mart Sells for

LOSS

VISA

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY—It woo
r-1 st,S Howe.,
Nor, It
y.•-•• Amerriwo
doe It .11,
getoreSee,
,"1,ildV•IfiSt•i tern snot a‘mlatve ion pg,
/ 'Paso
'
,
ace
isa ••qa't 5,11 %sue a Rarfl Cht.c.• Of,reQueSt to, the merchan
be purr traced at ttw sale Dmee whenever sera/WAR o/we Ses/m4ar 'tern at a comostmve- redust.oit tri Ork
1Ne
•• •
to kmit qtavrtfit'vs LiKSWttc'ns •t-Al em tiles Me," c'

Have Reprints Made
From Your Favorite
Color Negative

2.27
Save 18%
Master Lock'
Combirurtion Lock
•.,
•
construsl I •
steel case •'-hackie •5
•-•leg 2 77

Standard Size Prints From
Same Size Negatives
'

Photo
Coupon

--••••--/•• •••••••4t.

FOR

•

Coupon Must
Accompany Order
Expires 11-2665

• Wit-Mart Sells tor Less • Wal Mart Sells tor Less • Wal-Mart Sells tor Less • Wal Mart Sells for Less • War-Mart
Sells for Less • Wel Mart Soils for Less • war -Mart Sells for Less •
Wit-Mart Sens for Les.
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CLASSIFIEDS
2 .Notice

Jim Suitor &
Jerry Henry will
our
in
be
showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

BOTTLED GAS
20 lb. - $5.00
30 lb. - $7.50
100 lb. - Sig,00_1
LP-GAS & TANKS
59." Gal.
250 Tnk. - $250
\SOO Ink. - $450

Oids-Pont -Cad Buick

.• • • • •
1

LIMITED OFFER

••••
•
a; 000000000000 •••
. ** *

C

LAKE
.III6)09.0
.GAS
HAWN,
'
ItdlualY
CALL COLLECT
354-8011

NO CREDIT
CHECK!

• A.• a

MC'VISA'

Racism; a MastiRCard oi Visa
credit cani ragardloss of you,
past credit histoty or peasant
marital status
(No Savings
Account Raquirod,I)

NOW is a
good time to
lay-a-way an
Ashley wood
heating stove.
Complete line
at discount
prices.

GUARANTEED!
For application call
CREDIT
1-800-637-6580
(toll
OrR membership in
Ken Bar Inn Resort and
Club. Located near Ky.
Lake, for sale. You save
several hundred $
Madisonville, Ky. 502825-1040
TODDLERS Day Care
has openings for infants
& other ages. 18 years
experience. 753-2555.
C001.SC1 E%TISTS - Two scientists check
data in a controlled climate room at Shell
Oil Co.'s research
facility in Houston, Texas. Test temperat
ures range from 40 degrees below zero to
120 degrees above
zero at % arious levels of humidity. Temperat
ure is a critical factor in tests of such as
driveability, starting. carburetor, icing, vapor lock and fuel
economy.

Former narcotics witness killed in Florida
0
R.,
T
H
RED1NGTON BEACH,
Fla. ! AP - A man gunned down four months
after his testim.ony
,
helped send five Miami
men to prison on cocaine charges was not in
the federal witness protection program. an FBI
agent said.
.Colombian national
Luis Pinto was sprayed.
with gunshots about
midnight Monday outside a North Reddington

Beach apartment, said
Tampa FBI special
agent in charge Robert
Butler.
Pinto who once served as an alternate
Senator in Colombia.
was not receiving any
kind of witness protection when he *as killed
while walking alone in
front of the Billows
Motel apartment he had
moved to weeks earlier,
Butler said.
"At this point it would

EVEN --kE :'ESERT IS
-6ETTNG CROLLVEr

be only speculation to
say that the shooting
was connected," Butler
said. "But they might
have been, and that is
why wea r .e
investigating.'
Police said Pinto was
found on his back on a
second-story landing
and appeared to have
been shot twice. Police
also said they found 21
spent shell casings scattered in the area, and
added that nine bullets

had pierced an awning.
The FBI agent said investigators for the FBI
and the Pinellas County
sheriff's office were still
awaiting inthrm'ation on
the kind of weapon used
in the shgoting.
Federal officials in
Kentucky said Pinto
was a key figure in an
international ring that
distributed cocaine and
laundered money for
shipment to Colombia.

DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
Al
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753 2617
North 641 Craft
& Flea Market
Now renting spaces.
For information call
753-4566 anytime.

Purdom's Inc.
202 So. 5th
753-4872
soin Nos
ef
Am ERICA'S FM(BOIT
HOM-WAILMEIL

COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora, a new hair
salon. Cuts $5, perms
$25, shampoo/set $5,
manicure $3.50.
" 753-0658. Closed Wed.

NOTICE
Rex
Camp
Backhoe Service
Is
back
in
business. Call him
for backhoe and
septic tank work.
30
years
experience. Licensed with the state.

SHOWTIME
MOVIES
Inside Bob's
Comic Shop
VCR & movie tapes
$1.75 a night. VCR
$4.75 a night. No
membership
required.
100-A N. 6th St.
753-3934

753-92245. Lost and Found
LOST black Angus cow
& calf (8 months old), in
Harris Grove area
753-5760.

E3JT : OON T
I LIKE
.5TANPINO
IN LINES

tr•
1 It

8-

LOST black/tan 8
month old dog. Has
black body, tan paws
and tan eyebrows witha
white cross on chest.
Last seen in Coldwater
area wearing red collar
with I.D. tag from
Princeton vet. If seen
contact 489.2788.
Reward.
6. H elf)-WS-0e.dt!AMP Counselors Rhode Island. Vermont,
North Carolina,
Florida. Immediate
openings in challenging
year-round camping
program. Counselors
are responsible for
leadership and direction of ten problem
youth in camp and on
extended trips. Camping, youth experience,
one year college
preferred for entry
level position. Salary
$10.400, room and
board, benefit package,
college certified training. Call Bill Buchanan.
1-800-222-1473, or send
resume: Eckerd Foundation, P.O. Box 31122,
Charlotte, NC 28231.
EOE M/F.
EARN $2,400 per week
delivering flashing arrow signs in seven state
area (4 plans/some
require deposit/some
do not) Call 1-502-5633971 after 5 p.m.
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed .payment.
No,•ex*periOnce/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope: Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd.. Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
LONG distance trucking northAmerican Van
,Lines needs
owner/Operators. If
you need. training we
will train you. You will
operate your own tractor. If you don't have
one northAmericap offers a tractor purchase.
program that can Put
you in a new tractor for
$2500 down. If you are 21
or over and think you
may qualify, we'd like
to send you a complete
information package.
Call our special
operators any time. Toll
Free 1-800-848-1000. Ask
for Dept 194.
NEED someone to sew
little girls party
dresses. Call 753-5336.
PART time bookkeeper
with experience in
Medical office. Part
time nurse for Medical
office. Experience with
children preferred.
Send resume & references to P.O. Box
1040, Murray. Deadline
for applications August
26th.
PART time bookkeeper
& secretary. Experience required. Call
753-9555.
Complettion of Vocational school
or apprenticeship program, 4 years, journeyman plasterer. To repair
damaged plaster and
lathe walls and ceilings
and major renovations
and new construction.
Tear out plaster walls
and ceilings as required.
Make repairs and install
ceramic and clay tiles.
regrout tile walls, floors.
shower stalls and etc.
Tape and run drywalls.
Must assist other trades
and perform duties as
required. Salary $6.50 per
hour. Apply at Personnal
Services. Murray State
University, Murray Ky
42071 EOEMF.

PLASTERER,

WORLD- )
!-,1=-1=kivOL)S GYMNAST
EY FOR kER
ROuTNE

00

5. Lost and Found
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

WHAT'S A FIVELETTER WORD
MEANING
"TO LEAVE
HASTILY"?

NE MUST
HAVE SEEN
YOU COMING

NHO,SAYS THAT
TIMING
E1IERYTI-4tts4G

NOT THE WARNING
BuTToN.SPARKS„ SEND
THE MESSAGE„DON'T
FOOL WITH A CRAZY

39 Diphthong
40 Work at one's
1 Musical
trade
organization
42 Mom's partner
5 Thick slice
44 Eat greedily
9 Scottish cap
46 Printer's
12 Winglike
measure
13 Weary
48 Expelled from
14 Guido's high
country
note
50 Seat
15 Refund
53 Need
17 Tantalum
54 That woman
symbol
55 Either
18 Encountered
57 Checked
19 Blood
61 Sea eagle
21 Indian tent
62 Reveal
23 Relates in detail 64 Nickname for
27 Indian mulberry
Eleanor
28 Occurrence
65 Existed
29 Priest's
66 Lean-to
vestment
67 Snatch
31 Sin
DOWN
34 Three.toed
sloth
1 Prohibit
39 Stitch
2 Sudsy brew
37 Affirmative
3 Catch: colloq.

Answer to Previous Puzzle
FOP
T;
IE L I T
NE
SAT IIRE
A
ON
I EDEN
p

El

0

HE
A

RE
DA

0
Os E
A STER
4 Fabulous
monsters
5 Strict
6 Roman 51
7 Skill

EWEN NW= 'UM
UM= ME= MEM
=MEM • MEM
MEM EMMEN
MEMMEMEN ME
MEM MEM MEM
UM MEM MEM
MEM MEM Mini
MN MIMIMMIIMM
MIME NM=
1111111 NM NMEMME
MOM MINIM
MUM WM= MIMI

E Mil
li
I
IS111
OW
0
TVER

0 0

16
A
EDITOR0
D E MO R

DI
T
I
Ri
Ei

8 Wh p
9 Place of worship,
10 Toward shelter
11 Partner
16 Gave tips on
horses
20 Sched. abbr.
22 Babylonian
deity
23 Harvest
24 Bad
25 Cerium symbol
26 Crafty
30 Go away!
32'Rant
-33-Musical
instrument
36 Small lump
38 Classifying
41 Longs for
43 Condensed
moisture
45 Football
position•
abbr
47 Miles: abbr.
49 Peeled
50 Masticate
51 Wife of Zeus
52 Takes unlawfully
56 Cheer
58 Neither
59 NOW desiratum
60 Bespatter
63 Concerning

6. Help Wanted
LECTRICIAN, part
time in Murray area.
Call 753-6706 Ext. 32
anytime, leave name &
phone number.
LxlitHIENCED Age(
metal mechanics% Project location Fulton,-Ky.
901-479-2311.
LEGAL secretary position. Must have good
typing, computor- word
processing skills. Shorthand helpfull. Send resume to P.O. Box 1040-E,
Murray Ky 42071.
TOOLE -Truck Line,
Inc. is hiring long haul
truckdrivers withgood
records. Must be 23.
Apply in person at
Crestline Drive, Henderson, KY. EOE.
PROJECT coordinator.
1 year appointment with
possiblility of extension.
Full time 12 month
grant position. Duties
include: working for
project director, working with & supervising
graduate assistants to
produce video cassette
technical instructional
materials for graphic
communication subjects, project coordination 'with industry.
Candidates must have a
BS degree or equivalent
in printing or closely
related field, experience in production
of video cassette
materials, & a thorough
knowledge of the printing industry & technical
processes of the industry. Salary $15,000.
Starting date is August
25, 1985. The position
will remain open until a
qualified candidate is
selected. Send resume,
transcript & 3 references to: Dept. of
Graphic Arts Technology. Murray State University, Murray, Ky,
42071. Murray State
University is an Equal
Opportunity/ Affirmative Action
Earaf
• Career opportunity 4n -maintenance
hardware products.
;Excellent earnings
potent41. Advancement
into management. Local area. Send resume
to:
P.H. LitUe. P.O.
Box 152105, Irving, TX
75015.
SALESPERSON. New
vacation resort on Lake
Barkley looking for
several enthusiastic
persons if you, are over
19. have a pleasant look
and an outgoing personality. This could be
the opportunity of your
lifetime. Call 502-9245814.
TWO experienced
waitresses. One morning, one afternoon shift.
Apply in person Ky.
Lake Lodge Restaurant, Aurora, Ky.
WANTED. baysitter
for 3 children, age 5 and
younger, 1 day week.
References please. Call
753-0618.
WE need salespeople.
Must have car, no
travel. Prospects furnished. Excellent
working conditions,
high earning potential.
Call Larry Suiter 9-5
daily 502-362-8652.
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9. Situation Wanted
10 YEAR old christian
mother would like to
babysit in her home,
days. Reliable, clean,
references. Call
753-65.49.
FARM manager job or
partnership for 1986. 25
years experience crops
& livestock. 1-235-5027.
I would like to take care
of sick or elder person.
$700 per month. Call 5273474.
MOIrHER will do
babysitting in my home,
East Callaway area.
Call 753-3373.
WILL do housecleaning,
experienced, dependable, references. Call
753-6043.

Coop
proct
in thl
Ap
perm:
ment
319
Kentt
a.m.
Augu
Augu
All
minis
bYthl
SeM
An

10. Business Opportunity
A golden opportunitymake money in- your
spare time. „loin
FRIENDLY HOME
TOY PARTIES, the
leader for 30 years.
Openings for managers
and dealers. We have
the largest and best line
in party plan. Earn big
money plus bonuses and
travel Incentives. Start
now and earn money
immediately. Call toll
free 1-800-227-1510.
linUTIFUL Plantation Restaurant,
Lounge in Hopkinsville,
Kentucky Historic Antebellum house. Priced
reasonably. Excellent
lease, catering
facilities. 615-865-8647 or
P.O. Box 8875,
Nashville, Tennessee
37207.
SATALLTTE system
giving you problems?
We service any make or
model anywhere. Service fleet available. 7
years experience. Call
day or night, 901-4792306.
1 1 . Instruction
CINDI Lin Ceramics
Christmas classes starting Aug. 22, Open The,
Thur. - 2-10p.m. Call
753-0079. 1 Mile from
Murray on Hwy. WE.
MINCE instruction for
ages 4-adult. Call Beverly Peeler 7584226 for
informatddin
registration.
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CLASSIFIEDS
1 1 . Instruction

16. Home Furnishings

24. Miscellaneous

32. Apts for Rent

4.1 I

!I

Kirray Ledger St
40. Produce

46. Homes

for Sale
5 1. CamPers 53. Services Offered
COUCH & chair, coffee FREE Stark
Bro's PANAMA City Beach, APPLES': red & yellow, BY owner, 3 Br cedar Tiff WINNEBAGO
21
table .& end table. Call Catalog.
Hundreds of new 2 BR condo, ac• delicious. Also, and stone, wood stove. class
, Irogatbort
A motor home
527-9052 after 4:30p.m.
varieties fruit, nut and comadations up to 8, Johnathon & Rome TVA insulation.dec
k sleeps 6, self contained.
CAMPBELL WELL
shade trees, berries, fully furnished includ- Beauty. Call 753-4725 approx. 2 acre
13. For Sale or Trade
lot, 5 low mileage, excellent
DRILLING
roses and more. Quality ing washer, dryer & Floyd McKenzie.
20. Sports Equipment
miles fro town across condition Call 759-9593
PAckspoe
1962 GMC:. V-6 Engine
products since 1816! microwave. Rent day,
from MSU Golf Course
GIRLS 20
Call Collet./
bicycles.
$250. chrome grille $25,
Full color catalog. week or month. Com- APPLES, cider for sale
For appt. call 753-0047.
901 352 3671 ur
chrome bumper $35, $15 a piece. Call Stark
52.
-Motors
Boats
Call
petitive
489-2467
Bro's.
rate.
Tucker
901 3525104
Call 901Dept.
GI;
owner, good 2 BR
windshield $35, rear end 435-4445.
Free Esr,metes
Orchard, Landfill Rd
D5738E, Louisiana, Mo. 247-0641 or 901-247-5107.
brick house, kitchen 13 FT Sportsman.
$35. 1968-72 Ford truck:
63353.
sleeps
PRIVA
4, ice box. 2
TE furnislfed
combination, _liv)ng
chrome bumpers $35, 22. Musical
room for boys, kitchen -•
room & -dining room, burner- gas' stove. -good
rear ends $50, windsolid cherry OREGON bars for facilities. central air & 41. Public Sales
condition
. Call 474-2361
tree service, 32 yr!
large utility, 1 bath,
shield $35, fenders $30, wood piano with a claw Homelite chain
saws: heat. Rent by the
1Sr)
plenty of closet space, 14 FT. Jon boat, trailer, experience
bed $100, drive shaft glass stool, $500 firm. 12" 111.99, 14"
$14.99, semester. 1626 1/2
hard wood floors, elec- 6.5 HP Mercury. $500 or stumps rnechanir.alty
$25, overdrive 3-speed Can be seen at 720 Nasb 16" $19.99, 20"
PARTY
4
126.99. Hamilton. Phone 436tric heat, ceiling fan, trade for '65 El Camino removed 10" bey'',
transmission $100. 350 Dr. or 753-0331.
Wallin Hardware, 5479.
YARD SALE
Surface. Call 753 0366
garage on large lot. 806 or '70-'72 Chevy PU
Chevrolet transmission RIMBALL
Paris,
Tn.
pianos &
753-7160.
TAKING applications
N. 18th St. 753-3796.
LICENSED Electrician
$100. Willys Jeep Run- organs.
Thurs. & Fri.
Check our OREGON Saw chains for Section 8, Rent
15 FT. Runalfriut. 86 'for i.esidentiat and
ning Gear (minus en- prices
9-5
before you buy. 3/8" Pitch for 16" bar- Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
2 bath brick & cedar horse Merc. Good con commercial
HeattiteJ
gine) $375. Body parts, Thurman
1505 Tabard Dr.
Furniture, 208 17.99, 20"• $8.99. Wallin BR. Apply Hilldale
and air condition ga,
house ready to move into. dition. 753-5260.
windshields, rear ends, Main St.
(Canterb
ury)
Murray 753- Hardware, Paris, Tn.
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Priced in the 60's. Call '76 SKI boat, walk- installation and repair
rotors, drive shafts for: 4834.
Household
items
PARASYNTHETIC E qual Housing
through windshield. 150 Phone 753 7203
753-3903
1970 Impala, 1972 Im- SOLID
telephone
, t v Atari &
oak piano grease with moly. Opportunity.
H.P. Mercury outboard. L&J Sanitation County
pala, 1969 Jeep ComHobart M. Cable, Pro- Heavy duty
cassettes New & used
trailer newly repainted, Garbage Pick Up. 6 bag
ap- WANTED: female
mando, 1974 LeMans, duct
clothing
men,
for
women,
of Story & Clark. plications. 31.75/tu
new upholstery: Call limit, $7 per month e,-„
1977 Impala, 1970
be, house mate to share
children & teens New
Excellent condition. available in bulk.
753-4729 or 753-9131.
474- fully furnished house in
Thunderbird. Call '753- Call
436-2264.
items,
never
been worn,
House & lot in
753-8908 after 8848.
Murray. Reasonable
0307 after 5p.m. (all
:XTRA
nice,
1983
28
ft
Pa
M
Cl-fE
I
LL
T
uniforms.
leans.
skirts,
parts gauranteedl. Can 3:30p.m.
PRICE war! Besf expenses. Call 759-4011.
city ready to Lowe's Monacco Pon- Sealing striping, repa,
dresses. ushirts. & rain
13PRIGHT practice flashing arrow
install all parts.
toon. Loaded
all 8. complete ascl. -,
sign,
coats
piano, high quality $229
move
into. the extras plus with
sunroof
complete. Lighted, 33. Rooms
installation
A.!
for
sound, $90. Call after no
Rent
14. Want to Buy
Call Jim Meeks 502-885- large & srnah .
arrow, $207. Non
Locat
627
ed
5p.m. 753-2953.
1 171 Mon. -Fri
lighted $153. We'll never ROOMS for girls or 43. Real Estate
DEALER wants to buy
South
4th. 8 a.m.- 5p m in 753 1537
be undersold! boys near university.
very old furniture, de24. Miscellaneous
3 to 4 ACRES with 12x63
Hopkinsvllle.
Warranty. Can see Call 753-8146 or 753-9894.
pression .„ glass, fesita
$29,000. Call FOR
trailer, 10x12 tip out and
Aluminum
sale- "the cutest
locally. Factory: 0-502glass, old coke mategarage.
20x32
2 to 3
753-6612 after little houseboat on KenTIRE SALE
842-3332 collect.
rial. Call 753-3642 after 5
34. Houses for Rent
Servic
e Co.
miles south of Murray.
tucky Lake. 33 foot
o'clock call 753-5738.
RAILROAD ties, I
Grand AM
5
Aluminum and vinyl
p.m.
759-1084.
LARGE
Seagoin
1
with
BR
g
large
grades,
house,
FORECLOSURE? We
$7, $9 & $12. Call
Radial GT
siding. Custom trim
single or couple, no laNK of Murray & Fm
front deck, 4 cyl. Volvo
753-5200.
753-2905 or 435-'4343.
have an investor that
H.A. repossessed prowork. References.
Now
25%
Save
engine, air, shower,
will make up your back
REPOSSTSSED flash- pets. One year lease.
perties. Other listings, WHY rent? Only $20015 radios, tape player,
Call Will Ed Bailey,
payments for an
ECONOMY TIRE
ing arrow signs! Take 753-3913 before 9p.m.
Murray-Calloway Co. buys 50% interest in a excellent condition
753-0689
ownership interest. You
over
$29.50
monthly
NOW
753-8500
available,T13R)r) Realty, 304 N. 12th St. three bedroom home! If Under $10,000. See
at MOVVIN
stay. Dial Mary Jane
payments. Complete! 2nd floor, section 8,
iNftwije
G, hauf•r
low 753-8146 or Ron Talent ever a home projected Town & Country Marina
753-1492 at Century 21
Big cash discount. De- rent apt Southsi
trees and bushes Pr Jr,
an air of coziness and or 618-524-2533.
E X TIP'(3a
753-9894.
de
1983
GOLF
,frailer
,
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
livered without obliga- Manor. 753-8221
Re ac'
PA1,4'..ar
good cheer this one PRICE reduced on de- or removed
from
small Tractor Furguson Moody, t'' eNevil-ich, ex- tion for your inspection. 9-12, MonLots
44.
for
Sale
Fri.
certainly does. Once luxe demonstrator ble rates, deciiii
A
20 or Red belly Ford, in cellen ce‘1%.uition, $275. Call 1-800-551-3070.
inside, the aura of houseboat and pontoons ferences Call ier-v
ONE bedroom cottage,
WAilf`Pl`f 'f.
good condition. Re- Call 75.-3720.
SEASO
NED firewood - 3 mi. Murray. Just right
warmth does not - We also build to your 759 9661.
asonable. Call 436-2289 REPOSSESSION- GT- oak, hickory, mixed
1 Lot For Sale On
NEED work or,
diminish-- bright spac- specifications
,PA
for single or couple.
JIM
.'
1600 16 HP Twi^ Cly. 48"
after 6 pm.
hardwoods $30/rick 492-8722.
Johnny Robertson
ious kitchen, French Carolina-Kentuc
trees? Topping
pr
cut WI- c,
se, one
ky
delivered. Min. order 2 TWO
PAIN 1 it/I.
doors from dining room Boat Company 606-679- ing, shaping, cornr,ipi,
year
15. Articles for Sale
Rd.
bedroom, 2 bath,
unreal
to screened sun room, 2554 - Somerset.
removal and more Caii
savings. See at Stokes ricks. Call John Boyer partly furnished house in
753-14
89
Day
13ABY crib & mattress,
753-0338.
bountiful storage, with SKI boat 16'
Tractor 753-1319.
county. No pets. $200 per
with 4 13 OVER'S TR:E
1125. Set of double
Night 753-6728
SEE Dill Electric for month plus deposit.
.FPFF
traditional fireplace cylinder Chevrole
Call
t in- SERVICE for
200
irtility
AMP
pole,
bedding & frame, $100.
used air conditioners, 753-9213.
serving the living area. board/ outboar
fessioe1al tree r
mod
$150.
Call
489-2341.
Whirlpool microwave
new & used electric
Another chance like this tor, $1300 Call 753-1205.
753-0338.
oven, $100. Call after ALL electric hospital motors,. motor rewindDARKLEY Lake. Lots may not come along.
-ODD iob spec...4
36.
For
Rent
or
Lease
;
5p.m. 759-1831.
bed with side rails. Call ing & repair. We also
$2000. $50 per monthfor Call Mary Jane now
ceiling
fans, electri..ei
LPOOL 17 cu. ft. after 6:30p.m. 436-2160.
buy used air con- 25x60 BUILDING in 40 months. No interest. 753-1492 at Century 21 53. Services Offered
plumbing, ferking sr.01,
Murray, tdeal for ser- Streets, electricity, Loretta Jobs Realtors.
refrigerator with tex- BRAND new, never ditioners. 753-9104.
name it, I do it
vice business. Call 489- phones, water. Call
tured steel door. only used, water purifier. USED Maytag
Wedding
buy, I install .Yo, -r---'washer, 2761 after
$8.00 per week. Rudolph Hooks up to kitchen olive
6p.m.
47,
Motorc
502-522.8
ycles
902
or 502-753Photography
color. C-all
break,
-'FOR lease. 2 bedroom 5541.
Goodyear 753-05p5.
faucet. Removes -har- 753-2550.
-2868'. •
1
50 tAMA A
753-8298
•.
house one block from
WHIRLPOOL heavy mful chemicals, bacte- WH
Special, good condition.
1 RLPOO.L MSU
CARTER STUDIO
-campus. $250 a 45. Farrqs for Sale
duty washer with 4 ria, bad .taste, ed. $125 microwa
Call 759-9213.
ve oven with month.
cycles, only $6.00 per firm! 753-3711.
$250 deposit. 128 ACRES in Calloway
300 MAIN ST., SUITE B
'700 watts cooking O
1984
YAMAHA
225 DX
ne year lease County. 3 miles
week. Rudolph BROWN vinyl recliner,
1 North 3rd Entrance
from 3-wheeler. Must sell.
power, only $4.50 week.
-Goodyear, 753-0595.
Wood King stove, both Rudoph Goodyear, 753- minimum. Application Dexter & 8 miles N. of Call 436-5692 after 5p.m.
require
d.
Phone 753- Murray on 2000 ft. of
g00-d condition. Call 0595.
250 YAMAHA, 6 years ALL type masonry
16. Home Furnishings
1403.
blacktop road. 32 tilla- old, $250.
753.5463.
work, block, brick.
WHITE Swan uniforms
Call 762-6362.
ble acres & 96 acres of
-PIECE CAR batteries, 66 for restaura
concrete, driveways.
nt wear & 37. Livestock -Supplies
Free Estimates
Mediterranean bed- month, 85 amp, 460 CCA nursing.
woods rolling, small 49. Used Cars
sidewalks, patios, house
Regularly $20759-1983
room suite, baby bed
foundations, new
#5.24C $29.99. Wallin $32 uniforms sold at REGISTERED Quarter barn & 2 wells. Make a
Horse, Gilding. Call 759- reasonable offer. 219Call 753-9218.
chimneys or chimney
C
Hardware, Paris, TN.
$8.99. Call 753-5365.
1974
Lincol
n
1669 after 6 pm.
P
ROL SEHOLD furniture FOR sale, 200 gallon
•
926-2798.
repair. 25 years ex- PAINTING
RAY: Timothy, Oates, 33 ACRES in Cherry
for sale and other gasahol
Mark IV. Good perience. Free es- hanging, commerical et
still. 3700 cop- 27. Mobile Homes for-Sale
residential, Free es
items.617 Ellis Drive, per cost.
Call Clie,rles
Stainless tank. 12x52. 1 BR, extra large & Red Clover, $1.50 a Corner area, no
conditi
on, rebuilt timates.
timates, References
•
Murray. Call 753-9995.
Lowil
Barnett 753-5476. .
I Jackie Bowles, Box 181, living room, good con- bale. Call 382-2584 or buildings, $40,000. See
years experience
engine. $2,200.
435-4383.
WHIRLPOOL heavy Tompkinsville,
Burlin Woods or call
APPLIANCE
Londsr,,r•
KY dition. 'Located in Fox
duty dryer with 3 temp 42167 after 4.
SERVICE.:Kenmore. Tremon Farris 75-W87
reduction scale- 753-3625.
753-8500
,,
Meadows. Call 753-8311 Nubian
,foc
Pic
ROOFIN
G,
PLim
.
selections, only $4.00
bilici
dairy goats- 05 ACRE cattle ranch.
Westinghouse.
after 5 753-9674.
Concret
Desig?.
e
per week. Rudolph
work.
milkers, kids. bucks
Ad
Owner will sell hay. 1966 MUSTANG, reci, 6 Whirlpool. 23 years
12x60, 2 BR mobile Reasonable offers. equipme
s •P
Goodyear, 753-0595.
t 1, a
nt, & wood. cylinder automatic, experience. Parts and d
Mowil
WHIRLPOOL
home, partially fur- Must sell immediat
Genera
Carr-Pn
l
try
ely. Owner will finance runs good. nice. Call service. Bobby Hopper.
Rn
nished,
se'
$3000.
19. Farm Equipment
Call
753P
A.
Call 436-2333.
Molony CO
Air Conditioners
down payment to 753-4679 after 6p.m.
Bob's Appliance Ser0595 until 5p.m.
753 86 28
POLE buildings- 30'x54'
-'('
Free
qualified buyer. Call 1975 MONZA, good mo- vice, 202 S. 5th St
_ 5,000 B.T.U.
1979 12x60. all electric, 38. Pets -Supplies
completely erected.
474-8884.
9Prr,i1r4^
tor, transmission & Business 753-4872, 436- Estimates
$4.00
Per
Week
clean,
well
construct
ed,
15'x9' end slider and
GENERAL mamtenanre
tires, $500. Call 753-8908 5848 (home I.
Cmit,
economical, nice home,
46. Homes for Sale
10,000 B.T.U.
entrance door included,
APPLIANCE REPAIR: roofing, painting etc 20after 3:30p.m.
$6500.
Call
489-2705
beFoil VNe•
choice of colors. $5,995.
Tropic
3 BR brick on 1657 Ryan 1979 280 ZX. Call 753- Factory authorized for yrs. experience Free es
al
Fish
$B.50 Per Week
tween 6 & 7p.m. If no
Other sizes available,
Tappan. Kelvinator and timates. Call 474 2330.
Ave. Call 753-4977 or 5365.
Srrn.•
18,000 B.T.U.
answer call 753-440'7.
Birds
Blitz Builders, Inc
Brown. Service on gas
753-3693.
1979
DODGE
Fall ir,r.
Omni,
one
8x52 FRIENDSHIP
1-800-428-4009 KY, 1-800$8.25 Per Week
and
electric
ranges,
Small Animals 3BR house, completely owner, great gas mile- micro
Ross Construction
mobile home. 3 BR, 2
792-3498 IND.
waves, dis25,000 B.T.U.
paneled & carpeted, age, excellent condition, 2
New homes
bath, all upgraded.
POLE buildings- 24'x40`
hwas
hers
,
regarage,
C
mobile
home,
door.
"
Call
753-4350
or
$10.75
753Per
Week
fireplace, brick underRenovations
completely erected $3.
frigerators, etc. Earl
pond, fencing, some 2847.
1101 Story
Leal Pi,
pinning. new shed on
(With Approved
650. 12'x8' end Alider
All types repairc
woods, on black top just 1979 THUNDERBIRD, Lovett, 354-6956 or 753lot. Like new. - Must sell
759-13
22
Cc.H
and entrance dallir in5341.
off 121 at Coldwater excellent condition, 44,
759-4614 &
Credit)
to setUe an estate. Call
cluded. Other sizes
641 S turn east at
with 1 to 15 acres. 000 miles. Can be seen bliNNIS McClure con753 6581
436-2222.
Rudolph
available. Blitz
strue
t ion, roofing.
Jerry's Restaurant
489-2224.
Smith's Poultry 203 N.
3 BR double wide near
Builders, Inc. 1-800-4284 BR, 2 bath, cedar .8th St. anyday until painting, plumbing, inGoodyear
go 1 block.
Ky. Lake at Hamlin,
Ft-)T?
4009 KY- 1-800-792-3498
terior or exterior. SEWING Machine Rep
siding, fireplace, 3 noon. 753-5751.
Ky.
Call
753-8964
IND.
leave
721 S. 12th
I A
miles from town. Re- 1980 FIREBIRD, all Phone 502-382-2689. Rt. air. All makes
message anytime.
STEEL Buildings
models_ Industrial. he-e
duced $10,000. Phone power, extras, T-top. 1, Sedalia. ,
753-0
595
'
ROLIDA
Y 36x7 cam40x75x12... $3.21 ft.
between 9a.m.-4p.m. dark blue, tan interior; FENCE sales at Sears and bag closing mach i'per/ trailer, excellent ARC Boxer puppies, 753-2701.
40x100x14... $2.97 ft.
40 yrs. experience. 1,11
louvers. $4600. Call now,. Call Sears 753-2310
for
one person to live in. Brindles & Fawn, males
50x100x16... $2.89 ft.
for free estimate for work guaranteed. Ken
BRICK home, 4 bed- 759-4573,
Call
753-4683 or 753-5980.
60x100x12... $2.69 ft.
$125, females $110. room. 2' bath,
neth Barnhill, 7'53 76''s
full 1980 GRAND Prix. ex- your needs.
70x100x14... $2.55 ft. FREEZER chest, elec
RELOCATE must sell- Paris, Tn. 901-642-9142.
Stella, Ky.
basement. 2 blocks cellent condition. Call
tric
clothes
dryer
&
100x100x12... $2.45 ft.
12x70. 2BR, 11/2 baths, AKC Shetland Sheepdog from Universi
t:I/VIP REMO ,
ty, large 753-9220.
.
Ray's Drywall
living room, kitchen, din- (Toy Collie I sable and lot.
Allied Steel: 404/493- refrigerator. Call 753
SERVICE
Call 753-7161 after 1980 Z28, Black &
Tired pf
4684.
gold,
ing R., partly furnished.
4141 collect.
Sheetrock Hanging,
white, with pedigree. Call 4p.m.
unsightly stumps AMC
excellent condition. Call
STEEL Buildings. OAK and Hickory Storage R., closed in 354-8211.
Finishing. Ceiling
mowing around then,) 5 6
Summer special direct firewood, U haul B.porch, screened front ALL breed dog groom- CONTEMPORARY liv- 435-4557.
We
can emcee an,i
Sprayed
ing
very
its
best.
at
This
1983 OLDS 4-door ReP., carport,well, storage ing. Now thru Sept. 20,
from Standard Steel. $20/rick. Call 437-4829.
Stump and leave a fres!
Free Estimates
building, satellit, TV, 3 Free dip with each exceptional home is gency Brougham, low
-m
Large inventory of OL-15-h
ii
-terailer, hide
seed bed with no da,
Joe Pat Ray
quonset buildings from a -bed, refrigerator, lots, security Ifght. 10 complete grooming. located just minutes mileage, extra nice.
age to surroundin(i
16' to 100' wide. Un- stove, 2 base board minutes from Ky Lake. Free pick-up and deliv- from town. Well de- Call 753-4575 after 6p.m.
753-0038
lawn Larry VV,00(1 75 z
signed, 3 BR, 2 bath 1984 BONNEVILLE, 4
limited length. Act now. healers & tow bar. Call Price Reduced. Call 502- ery. Call Sue 436-5835.
home plus a lovely door, 13,700 miles. air, GENERAL ROME 0211._
436-2913.
753-1353.
1-800-527-4323.
CRUMBLER'S Pet
IRAILER for sale. Shop Dixieland Center great room. Definately ps, pb, locks, windows, REPAIR. 15 years ex12x60, see Brandon Dills is now open. Call 753- a must -to see. Tele- cruise, tilt. AM-FM, perience. Carpentry.
phone Century 21 cassette. clean. 759-1124 concrete, plumbing.
Trailer Court. 753-9104.
7601.
Loretta Jobs Realtors, after 5p.m.
roofing, siding. NO JOB
RIDDEN
Valley
Ken753-14
92 for your 1984
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
-CHEVROLET TO SMALL. Free esnels at Kirksey has viewing.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS.:.
Cavalier wagon, low timates. Days 753-6973,
OR 3 BR, furnished, boarding. Large dogs
8. CUSTOM WOODWORKS
mileage, excellent nights 474-2276.
14.
AC/natural gas. Shady $4, small dogs & cats
condition. Call 753-6301 G=ERING by Sears.
Oaks 753-5209.
FOR SALE
$2.50 per night. Also,
OVf R
Sears
continuo
us
gutbetween between 8a.m.'NICE 2 BR trailer near female Pomeranians
.70 Vi ARS
To settle estate 3 Br ,
ters installed for your
4p.m.
Murray. No pets. Call for sale. Call 489-2377.
I *Pt POUNCE
2 car garage, overlook
specifi
cations
Call
.
1084 FORD Tempo GL
489-2611.
•
MALE Beagle, good
mg beautiful Ky Lake
Eh'
Sport, loaded. Lost job Sears 753-2310 for free
TRAILER for rent, 2 hunting dog. Call 753Lakeway Shores Price
QUISICASES • Nt.,
must sell, $500 & take estimate.
2708 after 4p.m.
R. Call 753-5536.
KITCHte4
CABINF
$34,000 Call after 5
over payments 1NSLLATION blown in • CUSTOM BUILT FURNII 1101
11},GISTERED female
p ni 753 3525
by Sears. TVA ap- ▪
901-642-4543.
COMPCTITIVE •PleICES D. or.r. Fn. •
29. Heating and Cooling
Himelayan. Call 753'74 DATSUN 710, good proved. Save on those
SPECIAL. All air con- 5365.
high heating and cool1212 Main Murray k. v
ENJOY country living condition, good tires.
ditioners reduced $25.
ing bills. Call Sears W
in this 2 BR home on stereo. ac. Call Jean at
•6 0 5•
•••••••••
•
4 1 . Public Sales
O
Dill Electric 753-9104.
753-2310 for free
3/ 4 acre lot. White 502-924-5602 Ext. 206
estimate
.
between
7a.m.-3:
30p.m .
frame house with
-31 Want to Rent
pickett fence enclosing '74 PINTO. 2 door. JAMES Cole RemodelJERRY .4 I hiNS
front yard. New carpet, 4-speed. $300 as is or ing & Painting homes &
WANT TO RENT
wood or electric heat. best offer. Call after cabin cruisers. Call
after 5p.m
1.502.436Located 12 miles from 5p.m. 436-2549.
3 or 4 bedroom
(Formerly Atkins 6,,;•
5405
Murray
in
the
Browns
& Circle A Le,, house in or close
50.
Used
McKnigh
Trucks
J.L
Sons
&
t
Grove Community
NOW OFFERS A COMP( t
to town. Call Ted
Only $20,000. Call 435- 1979 SPECIAL Silver Sawmill on Poor Farm
Aluminum R. Vinyl s. , „
4354 after 6p.m.
Anniversary CJ-5. new Rd. Buyer of standing
Delaney
at
Soffit P. 1 rim 10-4,,
timber. Call 753-7528.
'FOR
paint,
sale,
top
3
BR
tires,
and
Bedford
seats
753-8200.
••
Seamless Aluminum
Stone house. Call 354- All factory options. Call
Renovator Insulated Renlaceno'
Glassware, Linens 8467.
753-5612.
• Aluminum Carports 8. P
ROUSE for sate in 1981 CHEVY Silverado
Furniture
32. Apts for Rent
Aluminum Screen Rnort,
Frankfort. Exclusive SVVB,
cyl., ps.
Aurora
68
Hwy.
1 & 2 BR apt. near
FEACINO
neighborhood near 50xxx miles, lots of
474-9723
downtown Murray.
Chain link 'Solit Fta-•
Captol. Spectacular chrome, excellent con•
*Boxin
g
Adults only. Call /53river view. private dition. $5800. Call 247Financing
4109, 762-6650. or 436*Farmi
ng
location
105 Dakota 8455.
2844.
*Barn Posts
Road. Chenault & Hoge. 1981 GMC P U Sierra
1 & 2 BR furnished
502-875-2244.
Classic. Make bid. Call
*Fence
apartments. lease &
NEED to move. Price days 753-4703. nights
-DAILY GOLD &SILVER PRICES
deposit. adults, no pets.
Posts
Reduced HOUSE and 759-1274.
Insuronci• Aq"l 1 r
Gold
Silver
Call 753-9208 after 4p.m.
*Treat
ed
Lumber
two lots. 3 BR, dining 1982 DODGE
6
Closed
Kentuck
Central
1 BR furnished apt.. air
y
Closed
Insura.,. •
room. kitcben. living cylinder. 3-speed over*Metal Roofing
conditioned. College
Yesterday 338.60
Yeststday
room and utility room .2 drive, short wheel base,
6.33'
*Farm
boys
Hardwa
preferred
re
.
No pets.
storage buildings, car- excellent condition
Opened
Opened
121 North. next to fair
port. grape vines and Must sell, make offer
Today
336.50 • Today
6.31
grounds. 753-3139.
riles vines. Price Call 759-1251.
Down
Thurs.
2.10
Down
l'UKNISHED, extra
.02
hone 492-8492.
1984 MAZDA pickup.
nice. large 3 room apt.
Compliments of:
2002 College
crifice, $38.006 Sport LE. 6.800 miles
Near Hospital ,& UnVERNON S WESTERN WEAR it SHOE REPAIR
home
128.000
Like new Excellent condition, 759Farm Rd.
408 So
iversity Couple or
'
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
brick. basement, 1054 after 5 pm.
Silver, china, name 51,room
graduate student
MILlifC1‘,
2
acre lot, Casey
72
FORD
73 7 17 3
2
1/2
ton.
,preferred. Heat & water
brand clothes, toys County, Hwy. 80 near .motor recently overIndustrial Drive
Wi• buy Gold, S.Iyer
Dtarnonds
ri) 4707 I
furnished No pets or
four towns and Lake hauled. 20 ft. cattle bed.
Murray, KY
HOW% 10 6 Doily, Closed Sunday
and
much
more.
children. Private 753Cumberland. 601-374- 13.000 or best offer Call
Phone 759-1099
R756 or 753-3415.
5109
753-3625
LYNDIA Cochran
Dance & Gymnastics.
Register now. 753-4647.
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BY contractor, new

FOR SALE

nold
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-

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

nrikr.

Pet Pen

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation is in the
process of filling an open position
in the meter reading department.
Applications must be made in
person at the office of The Department of Employment Services,
319 South 7th Street, Mayfield,
Kentucky, during the hours of 9:00
a.m. until 3:30 p.m.-Monday,
August 26, 1985, through Friday,
August 30, 1985.
All applications will be administered, received and screened
by the Departmehtp-Employment
Services.
\\
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Cavalier
Celebrity
Impala
Chevette
Citation

A.P.R.
Financing
Caprice
C/K 10/30

Events...

(Cont'd from page 6)

Thursday, Aug.22
hall of Education
Building, First United
Methodist Church.
' Frlda3<Lj13
The G ater, Paducah
Area Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will
meet at 8 p.m. at Jaycee
Building, Paducah.
————
Registration for fall
semester at Murray
State University will be
from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
in ballroom of Curris
Center.
————
Final Twilight Golf
and potluck with special
format will be at 5:30
p.m. at Murray Country
Club.
————
Practice round for

(Pickups Chassis
Cab & Crew Cab)

Astro Von
Chevy Cargo &
Conversion Vans

Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet

S. 12th
Murray
502-753-2617

. .b

1% ED% OM Al'. At GUST 21. 1985

Friday, Aug.23 •
Hawaiian Open and Biding for Teams will be
at 7 p.m. at Murray
untry Club.
————
Twilight golf will be at
5:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
————
Mike Today Count
will meet at 10 a.m. in
private dining room of
Murray,Calloway County Hospital.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extended,
Mayfield.
————
Games are scheduled
at 8 p.m. at Murray
Moose Lodge.

Friday. Aug.23
Registration for Story
Hours continues at
Calloway Public
Library. •
————
Organization dinner
meeting of Methodist
Men of Good Shepherd
United Methodist
Church will be at 6:30
p.m. at church.
————
Square and round
dancing with music by
Ken -Tenn Country
Sound will be from 7:30
to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
————
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for a,gtivities by senior
citizens.
————
Mothers Morning Out
wilPbe at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS

Industrial Average
Air Products ..
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Cracker Barren
Dollar Gen. Store
Durakon
E-Z-Em Inc.
Ford
Forum Group
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc
Goodrich

Stock Market
+ 1.68
- 54% -1/s
.151/. -IA
211
/
2 +/
1
2
• 28/
1
2 +/
1
2
.36 +/
1
2
131/2- 'um
23% ...
s vs
12/
1
2 unc
15/
1
2 unc
. 44 +1/.
9/
1
2 unc
32/
3
4 +%
67% +%
451/s
32/
1
2 unc

Goodyear
I.B.M.
Jerrie()
Kmart .
JCPenney
Penwalt
.
Quaker Oats
Scientific-Atlanta
Seats •
Texaco
Time Inc.
I .S.Tobacco

Wal-Mart
Mendy's
(j.F. Vield

28% tule
1281/8 +%
21% + 1/s
32% + 1/4
481/8 .I/
38% -1/4
49/
1
2 +/
1
2
14/
1
2
1
.. 35/
/
4
1
2
35% +I/8
•:$ir • .57% UM'
34%
50% 16% unc
7.10

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL
FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBE
R SIPC

_}. D & I WA62RESOHOUSE FOODS
r

UTH 4TH

3

11.11111.p.
Mier
.100
187
.

•

Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Pepsi, Mt. Dew, Diet
Pepsi or Dr. Pepper

Chicken of The Sea

R.C., Diet Rite Or
Barrel Head Rootbeer

Tuna
In Water or Oil

7

qpep

.5Plus Deposit •

avirgra

8 Pk 16 Oz

PEPSI
VINP

I

Lynn Grove

"ii.4

O•

ACROSS FROM MURRAY DRIVE IN THEATER

1 2 Oz. Can
6/

.
1
4

5

32 Oz

69

Milk

Slices

Gal

•

Our Darling Corn 17 Oz.3 for 99
Turner

Nabisco

Wyler's

Sunlight
Dishwashing

ce Cream Drink Mix
Oreo
with Sugar
Det
erg
ent
Cookie
$359
$ 1 62
$ 1 99

Pizza

96°

$ 59

20 Oz

Field
-C.—
Pro-Leaguer

Vlasic Hamburger

i$ 1 69

Showboat Pork & Beans 14o.3 for 99'

;
>-A
-

1 2%
Turner /

......
Lemon Lime or Orange
f
''llr
a

Doz. tj

32 Oz.

IMF

4 Qt. Pail
24 Oz. Can

BOLOGNA

Th

Field

-5

Field

Bologna

Weiner,20z88°
If We don't have it, and if
you want it and it's in

season we'll get it for
you.

$

1 18

Lb.

D & T PRODUCE
Yellow Medium

Carrots

Onions t.,*

U.S. Number 1
White

1 Lb. Baq
Lb

Potatoes
•

10 Lb.

Nunn Better

Meal

89
5 Lb.

Pepsi
Or
it $589
Coke 12 Oz. Can Case of 24

Next Door to D & T Warehouse Foods

0
88

Plus Deposit,

4k

Gatorade

Eggs
0

Totinos
Assorted Variety

8 Pk. 16 Oz.

7_5 .

194

SAVE
Missouri

Watermelons

88°
And UP

Sweet
'

•

Corn

5 Ears
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PADD Industrial Banquet scheduled; GAF to be honored
The fifth annual Purchase
Area Industry Appreciation Dinner will be held on Thursday,
Sept. 5, at the; Executive Inn
Riverfront in Paducah. This
event is hosted by the Purchase

Area Development District's Industrial Development Task
Force (IDTF) in cooperation
with the region's Chambers of
Commerce.
A reception will be held at 5:30

p.m. with dinner beginning at 7
p.m. Tickets are $12.50 each
and are available through
August 26 from any..Purchase
Area Chamber of Commerce or
the Purchase Area Development

Radio Illaek

District in Mayfireld.
The Industry Appreciation
Dinner is being held to honor approximately 80 companies from
the Purchase area. The companies to be recognized at the

-
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CHARGE IT(MOST STORES)

Come In Today for Savings!

ACULAR MAYSALE
Personal AM/FM
Ster
eo Receiver
STEREO-

Direct-Connect Modem
Cut 50% By Radio Shack

MATE' by Realistic

1995
Reg. 39.95

Communicate with informatOn
services and other computers
over phone-lines. Bell 103 compatible. #26-1175 FCC registered

Portable AM/FM
Ster
eo Cassette
STEREO-MATE by

2-Way Bass-Reflex
Speaker System

Realistic'

Reg. 99.95

Calvert City, which begar
operation in,1956, employs oyez
390 people while serving as one
of GAF's major producers of
specialty chemicals.
Other dignitaries participating in the program will include Commerce Cabinet
Secretary Carroll Knicely: U.S.
Senator Wendell Ford: GAF
Plant Manager Dr. Andrew
Wood: Fulton County JudgeExecutive James Everett;
Calvert City Mayor William Colburn
Mayfield businessman,
Larry Stinson; Graves County
Judge -Executive Dick
Castleman; and Wickliffe
Mayor Keith Kelley, who serves
as Chairman of the IDTF.
Last year's dinner drew approximately 1,000 business, industry, civic and government
leaders from across the region
and state.

HALF i995
PRICE -w
Reg. 99.95

HALF
PRICE

Just 1/2" thin! Separate right/left
volume/balance controls. FM AFC.
#12-115 Batteries headphones extra

4995

dinner were selected for their
contributions to their local community and to the economic
growth of the eight-county
region as a whole.
This year's featured industry
will be the GAF' Corporation of
Calvert‘ City. Samuel J.
Heyman,Chairman of the Board
and Chief Executive Officer of
GAF Corporation, will be the
keynote speaker at the dinner.
GAF Corporation operates one
of America's largest specialty
chemicals businesses and is a
leading manufacturer of
building materials. The specialty chemicals manufactured by
GAF have a broad rage of applications, encompassing such
major markets as automobiles,
agriculture, pharmaceuticals,
hair and skin care products,
plastics, oil -and gas, textiles,
paper and rubber. The plant ir

HALF
PRICE

P.

Our best! Dolby* B NR, auto-stop, metal/
Cr02-normal tape bias switch. #14-1022

Hurry in and get a pair of these speakers for
the regular price of just one! 8" woofer with
tuned port. 21/2" tweeter. Genuine walnut
veneer. 18" high. #40-1989

• TM Dolby Laboratories Licens no Corp
Batteries, headphones extra

Last Days to Save Big On These Exciting Values!
Compact Component Stereo
Lightweight, 1-Piece
By Realistic
•sTA-12
Touch-Tone Telephone
31% Off
AM/TM Stereo Receiver*
•Two MC-600 2-Way Speakers
•LAB-90 Micro-Turntable
With Cartridge. Oust Cover

17900

ET-120 by Radio Shack

'5 WATTS PER CHANNEL MINIMUM
RMS INTO 8 OHMS FROM 40-20,000 Hz,
WITH NO MORE THAN 0 9/
3
4 THO

149Reg.
524 95 40% Off

Reg. Separate
Items 259.80

At this price, buy two or three! Onepiece design puts all controls in the
palm of your hand. "Hangs-up" on
any flat surface. White, #43-503.
Brown. #43-504

Low As $20
Per Month
On CitiLine*

Don Lovett

Creations flow from hands
of university*s Don LoN ett

Portable Cassette Recorder Dual-Alarm Clock Radios
CTR-70 by Realistic
Chronomatic'-239 & 240 by Realistic
36% 24% Your
318Req.849.95 Off Off Choice Reg. 49.95 /7--

378Each8

Save on our best slim-style
cassette recorder! Autolevel control for perfectvolume recordings, audible
cue/review, end-of-tape
auto-stop. #14-1050

Built-In
Electret
Mike

Batteries extra

"Emergency" CB

'Mini' Car Cassette

TRC-412 by Realistic

Reg. 79.95
Place antenna on s
roof, plug power
cord into lighter
socket, select a
channel and
you're on the air.
#21-1506

988
Reg. 15.95
Thumbwheel tuning and on-off/
volume controls.
Ceramic filters.
Earphone included. #12-636
Battery extra

Booster/Equalizer

r
unhb, By Realistic

Cut25%5995

AM/FM Pocket Radio
By Realistic
Cut 38%

Separate "his" and "hers"
wake-up times, quick forward/
reverse time set, battery
backup if AC fails. Your
choice of LED or fluorescent
displays. AM/FM radio.
#12-1546/1547 Backup battery extra

HALF
PRICE

By Realistic

40

'

2995 Reg. 59.95
45%
Off 2995

Save $30. Easily mounts under dash
or in glove compartment. Pushbutton
eject, locking fast forward. End-oftape auto-stop. #12-1803

Reg. 54.95
The inexpensive way to make your
car stereo "come alive"! 40-watt
booster dramatically increases output, 5-band equalizer. #12-1865

Phono Cartridge

Portable Headphones

R47XT by Realistic/Shure
33%

1995 ,

Off

Reg. 29.95
Moving-magnet design. #42-2778

Alarm Watch•Pen
Micronta'
Cut By

44%

4
99
Reg. 8.95
A timely writing tool!
With battery. #63-5076

Nova'-50 by Realistic

Cut 45%

995

Reg. 17.95

Feathery-light design. With foam
earPads and adjustable headband.
14" plug with 61/2ft. cord. #33-998

Check Your Phone Book for the Widow/haft Store or Dealer Nearest You
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

-4-41
4-4

4..4444.4•44.-

revotying credit from Citibank Payment rnay vary depending upon balance

.7

i

PRtCES APPLY AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS

Using only simple hand tools
and his carpentry skills. Don
Lovett — Murray State University's official cabinetmaker —
creates unique laminated signs
for the Curris Center on campus.
Lovett handcrafts large
wooden signs that identify
various areas of the student
center: In July he finished new
ones for the Information Booth
and the Sugar Cube.
"The signs are made with
available plywood, glue and flat
varnish," he explained. ''I
transfer the. design from paper
to wood, making several layers
of the same pattern which are
then cut and glued together.
"They're not hard to make but
it takes time to get all the details
right. Each one takes about a
month to make, because I work
on them only part-time. when
I'm free from other work."
Lovett — who makes the signs
in his basement workshop
located in the Wrather West
Kentucky Museum on campus —
said the biggest problem in the
process is transferring them
from the drawings to fiill size.
A native Murrayan who
formerly built homes for a living, Lovett began work at Murray State five years ago after
answering a classified adertisement for cabinetmakers. "In my
time here, I think I've done
everything but that," he said,
laughing.
David Mitchell of Asheville.
N.C., a Murrary State alumnus
who designed and made a series
of wooden figures and benches
in the Curris Center, created the
plans for the signs and donated
them to the university.
In addition to signs, Lovett has
constructed lecterns bearing the
university's symbol (three stars
set within an open shield), a gun
cabinet for exhibits in the lobby
of the Wrather Museum and a
wooden bar and l'obths for the
Stables and the Thoroughbred

Room I food service facilities
located in the Curris Centeri.
Five of the signs he has built
are now in place and approximately 10 more are on order,
according lo Dave Kratzer,
director of the center. Future
signs will be installed on the
main level and around the
meeting rooms on the third
level.
"Don's work is part carpentry
and part craftsmanship.'
Kratzer said. "He has used
David's original designs in his
work, but he has also applied his
own ideas in producing the
finished product.
"Through his skills and
David's plans, we have been
given the unusual opportunity to
have signs that are unique to the
Curris Center_ A chance like
that is,a hard one to pass up."

McConnell:
defeating
Ford just
not priority
LONDON. Ky. AP — U.S
Sen. Stitch McConnell. R-Ky.,
said the slate's other Senate
seat, held by a Democrat, will
not be a . priority among
Republicans in the 1986 election.
Instead. the/Kentucky GOP
will concentrate on the governor's race and holding on to. the
4th District congressional seat..
which will be up for grabs when
U.S... Rep Gene Snyder. a
Republican.,retires at the end of
his current term, McConnell
said .
"Defeating Senator Ford- is
just not a priority. McConnell
said.
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This is a gardener's started last winter when
check -point summer the nurseries sent out
season. One can take catalogues to whet our
note of what one's labor ambitions for spring
of love has accomplish- work.
ed and review the
So it is now that we
results of the season of take inventory of how
blooms since the plants produced up till
snowdrops and March now and decide what
flowers introduced the has been satisfactory
first crop of seasonal and what did not do so
flowers. Many flowers well. My yard is
that give one happiness relatively small and
during blooming season, nearly all of it is visible

1.:D‘EsDA1". Al Gt'ST 2i, 1985
from inside the house,
thus making it important that plants with color be used so that the
beauty is inside, looking
out, as well as to
passers-by.
The drouth has injured the black-eyed
susans and many died
long before their blooming season is over. They
begin blooming about
the last of June and stay
showing their large
yellow saucer-like
flower that looks like a
hat wi,th a brown crown.
The stalks are long and
sturdy and they make
an attractive arrangement for the inside or
outside; besides they re-

ABOUT
AMiNIMALS

)

main fresh inside for
days and days.
The use of mrigolds
and dwarf ones are
dependable, regardless
of weather and give a
splas
of color just
wher needed. They'll
rese d themselves, too,
com g up in the spring
volu tartly.
Another faithful is the
geranium. It resists
drouth and given a little
tender, loving care, will
bush into a brilliant spot
anywhere needed. And
they can be carried over
from season to season —
Indoors in pots for their
green leaves during the
winter; in spring they
can be, lifted from the
winter pots and placed
where needed in beds;
given a little fertilizer —
and, wow, they are soon
a bushel basket in size

Kentucky Veterinary Medical Association

Of increasing importance in Kentucky, as
well as in the nation, is
the lowly goat.
The common joke
about the animal is that
it will eat anything and
is smelly. And, while
their odor is offensive to
many people and admitting their tastes are
somewhat unique, even
in the animal world —
the goat has a long
history of usefullness to
man, dating back to a
period of time before
written history records
were kept.
A Social Animal
The dairy goat's
association with man
covers several areas of
utility. * Children often
find the animal a loving
pet, affectionate and
playful, and capable of
pulling them in a small
- wagon.
Its. meat — called
chevon — is a delicacy
for some palates, and
can be barbecued, baked, fried, broiled and

stewed. Its hide, properly cured, is soft and fine
grained, and used to
manufacture many
kinds of quality leather
goods.
Even its pellitized
droppings are useful;
they make an excellent
organic fertilizer.
Milk
The main interest .of
late is in its milk. Many
observers agree there is
no perceptible difference between the
flavor of properly handled goat milk and cow's
milk. Goat 'milk,
however, does appear to
be whiter than whole
cow.'s milk, and butter
and cheese made from
goat's milk are white.
While it is not regarded as a miracle food or
cure-all, it does have
distinct characteristics
which make it
beneficial. The fat
globules are smaller
than those in cow's milk
and the curd is softer
and smaller, making

digestion easier.
Many persons who are
allergic to cow's milk
tolerate and thrive on
goat's milk.
From the farmer's
viewpoint, the goat is an
efficient animal. Small.
and easily handled, it
can be 'kept on small
parcels of land. The
ratio of feed to milk is
favorable economically.
Dairy goats have a
lifespa'n of eight to
twelve years and have
been kept successfully
in all climates. They
have a strong herdiiig
instince and prefer the
compansionship of at
least one other goat.
They graze well on
Kentucky pastures.
Diseases
Goats are 'susceptible
to essentially the same
diseases as cattle, and
most Kentucky
veterinarians with large
animal practices are
knowledgeable in this
field, both in training
andx in practice.

and in full bloom. Or the
plants may be pulled at
frost time, shake the
dirt off the roots, placed
in ka paper sack, tied
upside down in a basement or cool, dry closet.
In spring, place them in
places that need color,
manicure them by trimming off the dead spots,
feed them and give
them a drink — and they
will be paying for their
wintering.
The impatiens are the
most colorful plants for
a semi-shaded place
that is near the watering
source. They simply
outdo themselves in
blossoms, but are thirsty, it seems, all the
time. These are the only
spring-bought plans I indulge in. My garden is
an all-round-one. Monthly there is something

that can be brought in
for enjoyment. There's
the fir, yew, magnolia,
forsythia, ivy, pussy
willow (they die early),
then the jonquils,
dogwood, tulips (watch
out for squirrels — they
like the bulbs), azaleas,
red bud, iris, violets:
then comes the roses,
holly -hocks, daisies,
crepe myrtles, lily,
blacIceyed susan, lilacs,
magic lilies, chrysantherrinms — all these
bloom year after year
without replanting —
just feed them as one
would other plants. really there is no excuse for
not having cut flowers
the year-round.
My check list for improvement for next year
— shows that I need
more color in the back
yard. That is going to be

furnished with early
planting in the spring of
yellow and white daisies
in the border, and red
geraniums at the base of
the sun dial and bird
bath. I love to share my
flowers, especially with
young homemakers who
are starting gardens
and probably are
careful with the budget.
Now is a good season to
consult your florists for
design, care and planting*. The things I have
mentioned are permanent, once started. My
house is so built that the
garden is in view of
every room and the
front and back of the living room enjoy both
sides, because of the
cathedral ceiling — all
glass windows. So I
work for color and yearround pleasure from the

things that I have growing permanently.
But even though they
are forever, they have
to be trimmed and
tidied up occasionally.
Early and
humble starts
In 1869, H.J. Heinz
planted a small plot of
horse-radish. He and
two women and .a boy
grated and bottled the
root.
J.L. Kraft was a
grocery clerk who
started with a capital of
$65 to peddle cheese
from a one-horse
wagon.
Coca-Cola was first
made in the kitchen of
an old home adjoining
Mr. Penberton's Drug
Store.
Charles W. Post made
the first postum in a
barn.
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NO PURCHASE REQUIRED
JUST BIG JOHNS WAY OF SAYING
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I rut Roe COUNT

WILLI*MS PORK

*MU NIGHT

JELLY
$10

157 QUALITY

SACK TO SCHOOL

401

FILLER PAPER

2a

WITH THIS COUPON NO PURCIIASI REQUIRED
NO OBLIGATION JUST BIG )OWN'S WAY Of SAYING THANKS fon
MAKING US NO I LIMIT ONE COUPON FOR FAMILY COUPON
MUST BE SIGNED

LB. JAR

&\SAVE 60'

SAL SAGI
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NAME
ADDRESS
EXPIRES SUNDAY NIGHT AUGUST 25TH
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The trick to helping
others is to let them
know they are helping
you, she explains.
"Every place I go, I
learn more than I
teach."

•
•

BIG JOHN COUPON

TEN, ittIr
CHI JCK
RO AST
ER BEEF

Her husband.
William, a retired construction supervisor,
has helped her and
others continue their independence. In a
workshop near their
home in East Greenville, Gregor makes
various items out of
wood to enable arthritic
patients to turn on the
television or microwave
oven, or even pull up
their own socks.

Top country-western tunes
released by trade magazine
Best-selling countrywestern records of the
week -of Aug. 18 based on

EGGS

follows:
1. "Highwayman,"
Nelson, Kristofferson,
Cash and Jennings
2. "She's Single
Again." Janie Fricke
3. "Real Love," Dolly
Parton and Kenny
Rogers
4. "Love Is Alive,"
render," Corey Hart
The Judds
5 "You Give Good
5.• "The Fireman,"
Love," Whitney George Strait
Houston
6. "I Don't Know Why
6. "Freeway of Love," You Don't Want Me,"
Aretha Franklin
Rosanne Cash
7, "Everytime You Go
7. "Modern Day
YoUng-trbm'ince," The Nitty
. 8. "St. Elmo's Fire," Grin', Dirt Band
John Parr
8. "I'm For Love,9. "We Don't
eed 'Hank Willliams Jr.
Another Hero.
Tina
9. "I Want Everyone!
Turner
To Cry." Restless Heart
lb. "Get It On," The
11:1 "Used To Blue,"
Power Station •
Sawyer Brown

"

\_YOU SAVE 90'
GENERIC
SANDWICH

GENERIC
MAC & CHEESE

- Star-Kist
CHIN* LIGHT

19C 2

YOU SAVE AT BIG JOHN

LB. TRAY

GENERIC

GENI

CAKE MIX

CC

GENERIC

BEEF STEW
COOKIES [

DINNER
BOX

II 91

240z,$1
.29
CAN
OU SAVE AT BIG JOHNS

YOU SAVE AT BIG JOHNS
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Cashbox magazine's nationwide survey have
been released as

EE
SH

Cashbox names top
rock records of week
Best-selling records of
the week of Aug. 18 based on Cashbox
magazine's nationwide
survey have been
released as %flows:
1. "Shout," Tears for
— Veaf%
2. "If You Love
Somebody Set Theft)
Free," Sting
3. "Power of Love."
Huey Lewts and the
News
• .0
4. "Never Sur-

91
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PACK
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Mrs. Gregor says she
tries to continue to learn
about the disease and
she attends as many
seminars on it as
possible.
She would eventually
like to set tip a program
to talk to people who
have just been diagnosed as arthritic. She says
the people who attend
the self-help program
have already accepted
the disease and are on
the long road back
toward rehabilitation.

GROUND
CHUCK

GRADE A LARGE
32 OZ.
QT. SIZE

$1

•

r,

the pain nf their disease
to gain attention.

ii. I.

LB.

QUALITY LEAN
ing the information."
she said.
Through the program,
she says she is able to
teach people things that
took her 20 years to
learn:
"When most people
want to give up, they
look to Mrs. Gregor,
who has such a great attitude.'' said Ann
Duerst, coordinator of
community education at
Quakertown Community Hospital. "Just to see
her in action, it is-great
for the people in the
iself-help) class."
Mrs. Gregor says arthritis patients are not
handicapped or crippled
— just people with "a
he cko f an
.inconvenience."
Individuals with arthritis must remain
busy. she points out. In
order to reduce the pain
the patients have to continue to stay mobile.
They must realize that
they cannot go back to
the way things used to
be. .she says. "This is
now, so let's do
something about it."
Mrs. Gregor says a lot
of people don't realize
that they enjoy being
dependent on others.
She cautions people with
arthritis not to enlarge

,•

Y•
••
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Lady wages war on arthritis
DOYLESTOWN, Pa.
( AP — To be dependent
upon others, for B.J.
Gregor. is just about the
worst thing possible.
For the past 30 years,
Mrs. Gregor has waged
a tough battle against
arthritis, which has
spread to practically
every joint in her body.
Both her knees and four
finger joints on her right
hand have had to be
replaced with. artificial
parts.
Each day, Mrs.
Gregor exercises to ensure her independence,
which allows her to
dress herself, paint.
write poetry, move
around the house and be
active in the
community.
At age 69, Mrs.
Gregor helps others
cope With a disease that
has no cure. She is a
self-help counselor for
Quakertown Community Hospital's arthritis
program.
Mrs. Gregor says she
can help other people in
the program because
she is well aware of the
problems different people can have with
arthritis.
"Different people
have different needs
and different ways of us-
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THE "BIG MONEY" IS NOW WORTH

$600

,
THE BIG _MONEY GOES UP '100.00 EVERY_
WEEK CASH IS NOT WON. REMEMBER TO
HAVE YOUR CARD PUNCHED THIS WEEK.
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PETS OF THE WEEK — A male Brittany
Spaniel and shaggy dog mix and a female white
kitten are needing homes. An 11•ruorilh-old
female St. Benard who has had all of her shots
also is available. These pets. along with others,
may be adopted from the Animal Shelter. 1415 E.
Sycamore Ext., just east of South Fourth Street,
operated by Humane Society of Calloway County. Animals who do not find homes must be
destroyed. .

first
en of
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Drug
,nade
in a

Many crimes are
committed by criminals
against victimus who
they don't even know.
And two of the Chief
methods of such misconduct are the telephone
and the mail.
Citizens should be
especially aware of the
many scams and illegal
schemes going down
daya y through
correspondence.
A typical theft by
deception scheme will
go something like this. A
group of individuals—usually two
or three—will sink a few
dollars into prinitink up
slick stationary and setting up a temporary
return address. It is

usually simply a box neighbors would be apnumber. Mailing lists preciated. The person
are then purchased falling for the trick
from large wholesale sends in the $15.00. With
mail order businesses? thousandg of these letThen the big lie is put ters going out, the law of
forth. The. unknowing averages assures a fair.
recipient receives shiny ly good return from
and attractive cor- gullible investors. After
respondence and a few weeks. the
money
brochures in the mall of- comes rolling in. Before
fering a deal they can- the bilked individuals
not refuse. For only_gre,the operation
$15.00 they will be pcik- is shut down, the
ed as the luck entrant to criminal closes up the
receive their choice temporary address, and
from a list of moves on. Hundreds,
mouthwatering prizes, and perhaps thousan
ds,
It is a promotional push of people are left
says the bogus name on holding the bag with a
the letter, only asking loss.
that the product be used
It is, profitable racket.
and of course any good For $50.00 worth of stawords about it to their tionery and a post office
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by michael d. ward

box a quick profit of fine print
and high trickery, although to
a
thousands is retuned.
pressure sales tactics. lesser
degree then the
Law abiding citizens You
may think that you mails. Many
organizacan avoid being taken to are
signing a form as a tions,
especially
the cleaners by these request
for a free sam- publications,
acquire
culprits by adhering to ple,
but if you look telephone lists
of potensome basic rules.
closer you are actually tial purcha
sers. Ob(1) Beware of any so joining some
type of viously no one can take
called business which club. That
membership your money over
the
requires that money be may obligate
you to pur- telephone. But they
may
sent before any service chase
future items.
very well obligate you to
is rendered. A quick call
(4) Don't believe that receive
certain merto your local pro- simply
because you chandise which
you may
secutor's office is a good have
recived something order verball
y and incur
investment. County at- in the
mail, you are a financial obligation.
A
torneys and com- obligat
ed to pay for it. good rule of thumb
is
monwealth• attorneys Unsolicited materi
al consider any business
frequently check out sent through the
mails that solicits sales by the
unknown businesses for not only
does not telephone to be
highly
citizens with the At- obligat
e the recipient to suspect. -'
torney General's Office. pay
for it, but under
All of this is not to
(2) Don't believe in Kentuc
ky law the per- detract or cast
apserthe lucky winner pitch. son
receiving it may sions on those
many
If you struck it rich, you even
use it without in- legitimate mail
order
can bet that they are not curring and
legal companies that do
going to rely upon the responsibili
ty for business both by
mail
mail to notify you of the
compensation.
and telephone. By and
grand news. It is
( 5 ) Keep good large, howeve
r, they are
especially true records.
If you are con- long standing,
wellwhenever the cor- ducti
ng business established names
such
respondence is obvious- through
the mail, a trip as Sears, J.C. Penney,
ly a form letter. Seeing down
to the local library and Spiegel, and are
and receiving is or the
courthouse to easily recognizable
as
believing.
utilize their copying reputable
dealers.
( 3 ) Don't sign machin
e will be a worBut When confronted
anything unless you are thwhil
e effort. The either by telepho
ne or
absolutely sure you copies
you make of all by letter with commer
know what you are signcorrespondence may cial names
unheard of
ing. Some mail solicita- very
well prove crucial before, attempting
to
tions are not illegal or In
the future.
solicit your business,
criminal as such but
Telephones are also the best rule
remains to
merely fraught with the used some
times for use extreme caution.

Married men want to be priests
tt GEORGE W.CORNELL
itP Religion Writer

said. "It's hard for people to understand."
CORPUS, an
organization of dispensed American priests
now married, says
about 4,200 in that
category want to return
to active priesthood —
about a third'of the
13,000 who left the U.S.
priesthood in the last 20
years.

meeting in Italy were
planned from the United
An appeal is mounting
States, Canada and
in Roman Catholicism,
most West European
especially from many
countries, with about
former clergy dispensed
200 expected to attend.
from active priesthood
European proposals
in order to marry, that
for the meeting were
they be restored to
said to focus on the,
regular Priestly duty.
-Scriptifral basis for opTheir plea takes on intional celibacy in the
ternational breadth this
priesthood, noting that
Aug. 26-30 near Rome at
some of Jesus' apostles
what is billed as the first
The number of former . had wives, and that St.
World synod of Catholic
Catholic priests Paul stressed their
married priests.
"right" to marry.
"We're willing to worldwide is about
Another proposed
serve the church if the 100,000, and studies inpaper was to deal with
church is willing," says dicate about a third
the issue of ordaining
Frank Bonnike of wish restoration to acwomen, which the pope
Chicago, former presi- tive priesthood. That
has
ruled out.
dent of the National would be a substantial
pool
of
trained
priests.
About 10 Americans
Federation of Priests
A proposed statement released from the
Council and now head of
that Americans are pries,thood were
a prison school_
The current shortage presenting to the scheduled to take part,
of priests is expected to meeting at Ariccia, Ita- including Terence Dosh
become more acute in ly, about 20 miles south of Minneapolis, exthe next decade, and of Rome, appeals to ecutive secretary of
several bishops and na- Pope John Paul II and CORPUS, and Bonnike,
tional hierarchies have bishops for readmission who now heads Pace Insuggested the church to "full and active stitute, a private school
for Cook County
may need to open the priesthood."
priesthood to married
The statement points prisoners.
men.
Others included Berout that Roman
There have been some Catholicism had mar- nard Henry, personnel
concessions. Former ried priests for its first director at St. Joseph's
Episcopal and Lutheran 12 centuries, with the Hospital in Chicago
clergy, who were mar- basis for it in Scripture, Heights; Robert L.
ried in those churches, and that priestly Charpentier, a
have been admitted to celibacy has never been theologian at Berkeley
the Catholic priesthood. a matter of doctrine, but Theologial Union in
It seems "somewhat a discipline that could California: Anthony
inconsistent" for the be changed.
Paciavano, a theologian
church to accept these
It has applied only to at Rompano College in
married priests, but re- the Western rite of the New Jersey, and Frank
ject those "who have church, and not its McGrath, who teaches
been Roman Catholics Eastern rite branches.
religion at Chicago City
all their lives," Bonnike
Delegations to the College.
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What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR THURSDAY, AUGUST 22, 1985
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
A sense of frustration is only
temporary. Mellow out and be a good
sport. Then, believe it or not, things
will work out!
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
If you're stubborn and won't give
in, then you will have problems today.
Showing how much you care is your
top priority,. For now.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
While you're fussing about one
delay or problem on the job, don't-'et
a worthwhile opportunity pass you b*
careerwise.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Children respond to love, not
discipline, today. Though you have a
right to be mad, you must control
your temper for results.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
A domestic showdown is possible
unless you lie low Patience and
affection will bring about the result
you desire.
VIRGO
&.
(Aug.23to Sept22)
If you put your foot in your mouth,
be the first to make up. Some benefit
-cornea tooyou now through friends
and loved ones.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
Zet
You can turn a bad situation into a
good one by remaining your sweet
and charming self, even though
you're undeepressure.

SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Cilf€
A career ebb-Cern has you stymied,
though. good news from afar should
renew your faith. Push now and there
will be repercussions.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nbv.22 to Dec.21)
Though a travel plan may run into
snags, you have other options for
pleasure today. Continue investigating investment possibilities.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
A touchy situation with a friend
about money could turn explosive
unless you turn the other cheek. In
love, you're on top of the world! •
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 114)
Though one door closes careerwise, another opens. Today you
should count your blessings instead
of dwelling on the negative
PISCES
*Or
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20).
sox
You may have to be more accommodating than , you'd like today.
However. it is a time ,when giving will
lead to benefit for you.
•
YOU BORN TODAY are idealistic
yet practical. A true individualist, you
stand out from the crowd. Still, you'll
need self-discipline to perfect your
talents Creative areas and humanitarian pursuits may especially appeal to
you. You can` be a thorough craftsman, but be careful not to expect
others to live up to the standards you
set for yourself. Once you find a
dream that is dear to you, you'll work
hard for its realization.
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Pennsylvania seashore holds sunken ships

State wants to keep underwater artifacts
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) —
Somewhere in Lake Erie, just
off the Pennsylvania shore, may
lie a ship from the War of 1812.
Across the state, researchers
know a four-masted schooner
and a paddlewheel steamboat
are resting on the bottom of the
murky Delaware River.

---Siiccess Is Too Sweet For
Man to Keep It to Himself.

t . . hatbot ah e Takes of a
e
r the
seashore of a New Jersey, it's a
state rich in underwater artifacts, archaeologists say.
The state Historical and
Museum Commission, aware of
the threats from sport divers
and salvage companies, is studying what historical treasures
lie in the state's waters and how
to preserve them.
"We have lost many of our
submerged historical resources.
Objects have been removed and
destroyed or taken into private
hands." said Larry Tise, the
commission's executive
director:
"We need a system of public
and private cooperation as soon
as possible to protect and save
our valuable undelarater
resources in Pennsylvania. for
future generations," he added.
Until five years ago only a
handful of states, including
Florida, Texas, North Carolina
and Virginia, had such programs. Now at least 20 from
California to New Hampshire
have launched some type of
preservation effort.
"I think there has been a
.(groing) interest in ... shipwrecks as a source of historical
information „about our past,"
said Gordon Watts, director of
East Carolina University's
maritimeItlAttiry program. Better detection equipment and a
fear of scavengers also have
spurred interest, he said.,
Pennsylvania began studying
what rests in its lakes and rivers
ti'vo years ago'.
•
The project, which has cost
$79,000 so far, took oh a preservation angle last fall when a
salvage company tried to pick
apart the Dean1Richmond, a
sunken, ship in Lake Erie that,
according to legend, was laden
with precious metals. State
police boats chased away the
scavengers.
"The bottoms of navigable
waterways in the commonwealth are state land. What
they are doing is taking artifacts
off commonwealth property,"
said Donna Williams, director of
the commission's Bureau for

By Abigail Van Buren
.1-1985 Os Unorersgi Press Syr1a,cale
•

DEAR ABBY: Our 38-year-old of commitment, but I know I'm the
daughter (I'll call her Florence), only girl he's seeing. When I ask.
after seven years of being divorced him about our "future," he's very
no children), recently met a man evasive.
she thinks she could love enough to
He teases me and says he enjoys
marry. He's 42, also divorced, having me around because he likes
attractive, considerate, has a gieat my laugh. I don't want to waste my
sense of humor and is a very suc- time if he's not serious-about me.
cessful businessman. Therein lies
What should I do?
the problem.
• LAUGHING GIRL
"Larry" announces the price of
everything—his Mercedes. his condo,
DEAR GIRL: Give him six
his tailor-made suits, etc. He has months to make some kind of
mentioned (more than once) his commitment.If he's still evasive,
$500,000-a-year salary as president offer to introduce him to a hyena
of his own company. Florence has and say goodbye.
told him that she likes him as a
person, but his constant talk of how
*• *
much everything costs turns her off.
He thanked her for pointing this
DEAR ABBY:I heard on the news
out to him,and justified it by saying that a 12-year-old
boy was kicked
that having come from very humble out of the
Boy Scouts because he
beginnings, he was proud of his didn't believe
in God. I really got
success. Florence understands this, upset because I
am a 12-year-old boy
but even after she told him it turns and I don't
believe in God either.
her off, he still brags about his
• My friends.don't respect me when
, money.
they find out I don't believe in God.
Larry seems quite smitten with Then they try to
convince me that I
Florence and has told her that she is am wrong. Why
can't they accept
the kind of girl he's been -searching me the way I
am? I don't go around
for all his hfe. Florence tells me telling people
not to believe in God
she's considering ending their' just because
I don't_
relationship before she becomes
I don't think the Boy Scouts have
more emotionally involved.
the right to kick people out for their
I haven't been much help to her. beliefs, do you?.
.
Have you any tine for me to pass on
TICKED IN IOWA
to her? I'd hate to see her drop this
man. They seem so right for each
DEAR TICKED: The Bill of
other.
Rights guarantees every citizen
HER MOTHER freedom of religion.That means
the freedom to_ embrace any
D1EAR MOTHER: Let your' philosophy concerning
religion
daughter make her own de- he or she so
Chooses, including
cisions. Only she knows what the right to not
believe in God.
she can live with. If Mr. WonAnd no, I don't think the Boy
derful cannot overcome his Scouts have a
right to kick a boy
compulsive bragging about the out because
he doesn't believe in
cost of everything, he can add God.
losing Florence to the list.
* * *
* * *

DEAR ABBY: I'm 29, old enough
to be serious about a guy, Whiai I
pm, but I'm not sure he's serious
about me. He's 36 and a lawyer.
We've been dating for about a year,
but our relationship doesn't seem to
be going in a serious direction.
I can't pin him down to any kind

(Is your social life in a slump? Lonely?
Get Abby's updated, revised and expanded booklet, "How to Be Popular"—for people of all ages. Send your
name and address clearly printed with
a check or money order for E2.50 and a
long,stamped(39 cents)self-addressed
envelope to: Dear Abby, Popularity,
P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif.
90038.)

Historic Preservation.
"Something of historic interest should belong to
everyone," she said.
Researchers think hundreds
of ships may lie beneath Lake
Erie. including one or two from
Oliver Perry's fleet that defend-

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

Over-salting
makes no sense
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I am 71 and
live alone. I like to go to the senior
center for company and one good
meal a day, but have had to stop
because they put so much salt in the
food. With all of the people on high
blood pressure medication, you'd
think- they'd adjust the cooking.
Should I mention my concern to the
center?
DEAR READER — Absolutely. I
am sure the people who run the senior
center will want to know they are losing customers bacause of salty food.
Salt is not good for hypertensive
patients, and perhaps others in your
group may object but have been
afraid to say so. I've found that most
dietary personnel preparing food for
older patients " are quite open to
suggestion.
DEAR DR. GOTT — We live in the
country and our water cOineg from a
well. I would like to give our kids the
protection of fluoride for their teeth.
Is there a way to do this even thqugh
we don't have fluoridated water?
DEAR READER — Check with
your dentist-about-using fluoridated
vitamins And giving your children
dental-fluoride treatments at regular
intervals.
Everybody seems to,17te on the fluoride bandwagon these days, and I
guess that's a good thing for teeth.
However, there are authorities, such
as the Safe Water Foundation (Delaware, Ohio), who are not as enthusiastic about fluoride.

ed against the British in the war
of 1812, according to kurt Carr,
a commission archaeologist.
A sunken ship "is a time capsule," said Lee Cox, an archaeologist with the
Philadelphia Maritime
Museum.
However, ships of historical

Interest probably won't be raised; it's too expensive, and difficult to keep them intact above
water once they've been
submerged for a long time. Instead, Williams said, the sltips
may be designated. as historic
landmarks and kept where
they've been — underwater.

up of cells and fluid. When a tube of
freshly drawn blood is allowed to
stand undisturbed, the cells tend to
fall by gravity; the amount of settling
can be measured. This simple test is
called the erythrocyte sedimentation
rate.
It used to be quite a common part
of laboratory analysis years ago,
before machines became popular.
The sedimentatibn rate is not routinely performed much any more; even
so, I find it useful.
Normal blood cells are tiny and
float easily; they do not tend to clump
together. Therefore, they don't settle
very rapidly. in a tube. In many
diseases, though, the blood cells tend
to become sticky with a protein
covering. When this happens, they
adhere to each other and drop like
rocks. So the sedimentation rate
becomes a very broad measure of
certain diseases, particularly in the
active stage.
The sedimentation rate is elevated
in most infections and inflammations.

It is especially high in illnesses charactnized by inflammation of the thyroidgland (thyroiditis) or the lining of
arteries (arteritis). In fact, the sedimentation rate is often used to diagnose these diseases.
As people age, their sedimentation
rates may tend to Increase. Perhaps
yours is not particularly high and
your doctor is not concerned; if so, he
certainly expressed his optimism in a
peculiar way. If you have symptoms
such as pain, fever, headache or
weight loss and your sedimentation
rate is elevated, the prudent physician would want to investigate
further. Ask your doctor -why he
ordered the test and what he proposes
to do with an abnormal result. •
If you have questions about MENOPAUSE, you can get answers in-Dr.
Gott's new Health Report on the
subject. Send 75 cents plus a selfaddressed, stampe_fLen.relope
Box 2597, Cincinnati, OH 45201. Be
sure to ask for the Health Report on
Menopause.

la

DEAR DR. GOTT — I am 74. I
recently had a sedimentation test and
my doctor said that my red blood
cells had dropped too rapidly. Then he
said I'd lived a long and happy life,
and that shOok me up. What does the
test mean?
DEAR READER — Blood is made
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ON NEW BUSH'S BEST
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Baked with Brown Sugar& Bacon
•You don't add a thing. Ready to eat.
•Thicker and Richer than"scratch" beans.
•Tender beans, baked-in flavor.
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This paperback edition of the OA UN
best-selling guide to better Reg. $4.95
health and weight control. °°1Y $195
regularly sells for $3.95. Inside pages have
valuable coupons worth $1.00 on purchases
of Bush's Best bean products. Total value
$4.95. TO get your copy send check or money
Order for $195 and 3 labels from Bush's Best
Baled Beans or Deluxe Pork & Beans to.
BUSH'S BOOK OFFER
401 Locust St 81yolukto AR 72315
•
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MONEY
BACK
ADA
GET

CASH

EVERYBODY WINS EVERYTIME

MONEY BACK
CARDS

ODDS TO
COWAN'TRUSS
PROORAM
ANY OTNSR INKS.SU
AND TOW
DNIFIRSNCSI
ml
ODDS CNART EFFECTIVE AN. 14, 19115
Cash Award
$1,11111
$1110

YOU—PICK UP YOUR FREE MONEY
BACK
CARD TODAY OR WHEN YOU
DO YOUR
NEXT SHOPPING
YOU—BRING IT WITH YOU EACH TIME
YOU SHOP AT OUR STORE

NS
$2.
$11
$S
$1

Total No. of AW1111141

1 IN 17,333

N

se

1 he 2,167
1 IN 2,167

120

1 le 1,444

NO
1,600
-

NAB of Illbriag

12

1711443

11.217
11.111
11.1

YOUR FRIENDLY AND HELPFUL
CASHIER
WILL RECORD YOUR PURCHASES
AND
YOUR VISIT
YOUR CONCERNED MANAGER
WILL
OPEN THE SEAL IN THE AWARD
SECTION
WHEN YOU HAVE COMPLETED
YOUR CARD

CAUTION: PLEASE DO NOT TAMPER WITH SEAL ON YOUR
MONEY BACK CARD. IT MUST BE OPENED BY
AUTHORIZED
PERSONNEL ONLY TO BE VALID.

JI 152
ADA

EVERY CARD WORTH
A MINIMUM OF
$1.00 IN CASH
WHEN PROPERLY PUNCHED

you make the-choice of savings during Jim Adams

7 DAYS SALE • Prices Good Beginning
Wednesday, Aug. 21, thru Tuesday,
Aug. 27, 1985. We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct printing
errors. None sold to Dealers!

We're celebrating our 50th state's entry into the
United States. Go Hawaiian,'Noy the recipes, and the
savings during our Hawaiian Days at Jim Adams this week.

Registii to win ...
10 free Dole

Pineapples in each store.
Drawing Tuesday, Aug. 27.
Mode with 73,• km.U.S. Choke 11•4

100% Pure Fresh

Ground
Beef
3 Lb.
or win

Blue Bonnet
Margarine
with coupes(ima pegs 2)mod
$15.00 oddities& perches..

*we.

Hawaiian Do s Sa
12 ct.•Chocelate Sr Vanilla•Save 204

valufresh frozen

16A •Potatoes • Savo 10'

.
4-61111-24.
CRUSTTh
LCR1SP

°mid.• 12.z.

062

12.z.• Mune

10 oz.•all Havers

Citrus Hill
Orange Juice

Totino
Pizzas

,

$1 39

2 Lb. Crinkle Cut

par(y-Pi
sr

valufresh dairy

$329

Jell-o Pudding Pops

99c

$139

$115

Onion Rings

Pilisbary

Kraft

Cheez Whiz ii.,.

5229

Knrft• 16 oz.

Velveeta Singles Cheese _5229
KA •6 oz.

99

Sliced Cheddar or Colby
Shoild's•Comotery Crock

MA•20 oz.

$1 77

Quick Frozen Strawberries

4 pk.8 oz.
Biscuits

MA • Grads'A'

3 Lb. Quarters

$2
09

67c

Largo Eggs

Over 120 unadvertised specials every week!
•

That's extra savings in addition to this 4 page sale!
Beffet cam • All flavors•6'2 ez.

Friskies Cat Food
Martha White•5 Lb.

Glad Wags Puppy Food
Kraft** 32.1.

Mayonnaise

.• •

1$...

Jif Peanut Butter
20.z.

Frosted Post Toasties
23t off label

38 oz. Wesson Oil
,•••..
Assorted Flavors• 12.s.

totet

$1 69

Duncan Hines Cookies

old.•3/4"•Mae $1.14

lash's Best• 16 Si.

2 J. 99c

Baked Beans
Chof-floy-Aram • 111 oz. lei. or Mushroom

Spaghetti Dinner

Wu*Coffee

Northern or Plate

Maxwell
House
$379

77c
93c
79c

2 lb. Dried Beans
32.i.

Gatorade
MA •3113

Fruit Cocktail

II oz.

Beefarrowl, Lasagna
Spaghetti & Meatballs
Chili Mac

Chef
Boy-Ar-Dee
15 es.

J•11-0•01 ez.

9

C

79c

Curad Bandages
ism •Savo 20'
Scope Mouthwash

$229
$189

2 oz.•deodorant• save 70'

Sure Solid
1'. es.•&sienna•Savo 20'

$189
989

Sure Roll-On
4 ez.•deodorant• save 30'

Sure Spray
Prarle Farms

99c

Gallon Fruit Drink
Gray

sis7

Chocolate Mousse Mix
J.11-0• Si.

9"
929

Cheesecake Mix
Toils'• 32 Si.

KA • U oz.

Sandwich
Bread

c
9

Glass Plus Refill
pre-pricsil• 15 oz.

16 oz.

5' off label• gallon

94c

Clorox Bleach
MA •Snap'e Seal•Sod.

MA • 111ez.

Food Storage Bags

$239
199

6 roll Charmin

Coke
6 pk. 12 oz.

atO

C

This simple
tool.
saves you,
money!
$30.00 orlditiossal purchase
for both Shoe Roosnot &
In Milli

off

everyday valsrprico
with this coupe!,
Limit one coupon per customer. Coupon expires Tuesday, Aug. 27, N85.
NV
No. 705

929

1 lb. *tarter

ISA

Blue Bonnet
Margarine

/
1
2gallon
Ice Milk

2

119c

79c

Prude Farms

Orange
Juice 1/2 gallow

Ilathreoes Ms**

Met Coke or

Bathroom
Tissue

Ajax
Detergent

Powder Bleach •61 Si.

Clorox 2
99c

89c

Spray'n Starch

Instant Potatoes
Cafe* Creamer

89c

Pine Power Liquid

Plishary •Ihnogry Jed • 16 oz.

4 MI•Smolt

Giant size•49 oz.

29c

WHh this teepee and $15
additiorsal purchase.

With this aspen sad $15
additional perches..

Limit one coupon per customer. Coupon expires .Tuesday. Aug. 27, 1985.
NV
No.710

Limit of one coupon per customer. Coupon expires Tuesday, Aug. 27, 1985.
No. 720
NV

$169

Itogeacy • 16 oz.

Banana Creme Pi. Filling

89c

01111 SWIM
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Save 10 to 30% everyday with the lowest total meat
1.6
prices In town. Jim Adams valupriced

MIS

valufrosh meats
you make the choice
3
Flnespyle

Marlisatod

Sperors

"Roast Loin of Pig'
Great on the grill or in the oven. Cut
FREE into Roast or Chops to your
order. Have you own Hawaiian
Dinner.

southern and Hawaiian tradition.
Cooked, slow over open pit. Hickory
chips for flavor and pull the meat,
don't cut it.

The most tender and flavorful cut of
pork. Great on the grill. Don't overcook, use a meat thermometer until
your interior meat temperature is
1700.

Whole Pork
Loin

Whole Bosto
Butt

Whole Pork
Tenderloin

-

Stoics
44ts. Soi
cotiat•
Ologior
%tsp.
Sporetbs Itesootorv
34 b.
/
1
4tsp. Foppor
servile, places
Prosovves
Pie•Offi•
/
1
4tsp. frorlk Wowed
5es.
loico
/
1
2(Woo
rlic.
3e1.5.&sage
on 'go
/sic*
Woes
and
ginger, svices
2tsp.
ribs
sauce,
over
mixture Turimes.
soy
juices,
t
Pour
2-3
preserves,
n
water,
shallow pon. refrigerator.
Mix
add
in
in
not
ribs
longer
do
Place
with
,
roaster
or
3-4 hours
rock in 2-2V2 hou rs, baste
let stand ribs ..place on
for
Remove
at 350°
cover. Roosthou r.
do not
every half
marinade

A

$1 19
15 lb. avg.

111111111

"Roast Tenderloin of Pig"

"Roast Shoulder Butt of Pig"

Lb.

99c

2to 31b.avg.
Lb.$2
69

Hawaiian Sale
Cook Whole them :lice, Hawaiian Style
'oakum • Lb. Avg.

Whole,Boston Butt
Pork Roast

99c
Lb.

U.S. Choice•Grain Fed "la-the beg"
$4249

Whole Rib Eye 11 lb. avg.

Lb

our *owl

Sack
Why pay
more...
for less?

Double If rotioratittle i•Vey —01\
goorootee
f&dems
you
- uncondOlonolly Adorns,
rneot-puf

We bought ot `Yrn your
rnecil sot%si‘ed \Not-) rekunck DOUBLE
gladly vq‘ie,) returne0
ore not
chose, vve Ifle meal
of
Ihe PRICE
*eats —
to us.

V

aluiresli

evorti°1
volerice
Valuplus Saviags Everyday

Realms.• Wiwi*

Pork
Spare Ribs

Reolfoot• Sliced

$149
Lb.

IN 4 Lb. Avg.

U.S. Oillit••ilroi• Fed "la-the

bog"

Whole New York Strip 111b. avg....

$289

B.S.*ski•"finis Fed"

U.S. Cloak* "Grain Fed"

Beef Cube
Steak

Beef
Short Ribs
Lb.$ 1119

$979
Al

Lb.

$159

Old Fashion Bologna

$1119
OW •

12 oz. Franks.
Roolfoot "Ileesor Valley"

$109
Pkg. II

Sliced Bacon
Reolfoot

$ 11 19
Li.

Rag Bologna
Field's • Valopocic

Lb.$1 39

Sliced Slab Bacon

Iteoloon• 15 b. amp.

U.S. Choice •"Grain Fed" Beef

Whole Pork Loin
U.S. Choice: Orals Fed "la-the-bag"• b. avg.

U.S. Cloaks "Grohs Fail"

Whole Sirloin Tip Roast

T-Bone Steak

U.S. Choice • kola Fed "he-tise-bag"

U.S. Choice•"Grata Fed"

Whole Chuck Roast 251i. avg

Boneless Chuck Steak "relapse*"

S359
.$ 1,99
Lb

Grade'A'Froshcat

M.S. Choke "Extra Leon"

U.S. Choice • Grids Fed "he-the-hog"

Whole Boneloss Sirloin 11 s.,,

..999

Boneless Stew Meat
Make your catch•fresh frozen fish

Success
Recipe for
Beef to
Cooking Steaks
"Gran Fed"
Choice

Grade 'A'•Freslecat

Fryer
Breast

Fryer Leg
Quarters

49

!
$12

Lb.

steaks
only U.S.
1. Use tender,flavorful minutes before
30 insr
room
iue
at least come
up to
steaks
Layout
2.
them,so they your steak to
cook
allows
you
temperature.This
cooking,
after
evenly.
cook
steak until flavor.
your
and
salt
3. Do not extracts moisture
as salt

Lb.

U aralepock"

Grade 'A'• Froshasi

Fryer Thighs'Aye&

Lb

75C

Grade 'A'•Flush cat

Drumsticks valupeck
Grade 'A'• Fre:hoot•Skinloss

Boneless Chicken Breast.u.2

IC
fresh ground daily from 73**
loan U.S. Choke Boa • Our
U. S. CHOICE

100%
Ground Biel
3 lb: or stio

0•011

Fresh Frozen

$4279

Lb. Whiting Fish

Ilex

Taste WW1

Lb V259

Catfish Fillets
Tinto O'Soa

Perch Fillets

Lb $229

Taste Glee• 10 oz.

Fish Portion 4 portions

7

Gorton's•25 Oz.

Lb.

Batter Dipt Portions

•

-

IA!

$I 27

pkg.

$/39
Os. w

titres Lean
Ground Beef

•

a
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• valufresh
produce

Am

you make the choice
Roll Cps
Pineapple-Bacon
hoc*,
'2 peeled
pinei
pineapple. StandRemove
of
end lengthwise strips.
and stem
rind in lengthvvse quarters and
Cut off crown
off
cut
and
chunks. Cut
Cut into
apple upright
pointed knife. pineapple into large
with
around each
eyes
core. Cut
of bacon
broiler
the
pieces
away
cut
half. Wrap
pick. Place on
bacon slices in fasten with woodenuntil browned, 5 to 8
pineapple chunk, from heat. Broil
brown and
inches
second side is
d'oeuvre
5
set
until
rock
broil
about 32 hors
minutes; turn and
Makes
minutes.
crisp, 2 to 3
servings.

sawn pieetteple

"Hawaiian Sale"

"Hawaiian Sale"

"Hawaiian Sale"

Hawaiian

Hawaiian

Hawaiian

Pineapple

Papaya

Mangoes

Ripe yellow and milky juice
make for our excellent flavor.
Low in calories. High in vitamins
A and C, potassium, and phosphours.

Eat these delicious fruits, fresh.
Mangoes have been cultivated
for 4,000 years. Low in calories
and an excellent source of Vitamins A and C, as well as minerals.

Try thin layers of fresh pineapple
sprinkled with sugar and alternated with vanilla ice cream.
Low in calories, low in sodium,
high in vitamin C.

O0.

99c

ea.

ea.

99c

Firm

17c
6 99c

Green Cabbage

Lb.

Dole
Juicy

BANANAS

Lemons

for

"Hawaiian Sale"
All American Favorites

Pirkeepplo

Crisp • Groom

Freestone Peaches
cilifornia•Jeicy

Lb.

Nectarines

Lb.

Crisp

Pears

Lb.

Rod• 138 size

89c
79c
99c

Delicious Apples .... 10 for $169

Kebobs

toosottos,
irto4114444

On
re

1 tsp.
Moo claws
lit000pplo
ros•cooll
spoil
C.1sNso vibespineapple
1
ell
tsp. volt
si1401
1/3
pineapple. Stand
'2 cop Woos Voice
Remove eyes
cut
cop
ot
otostoci
ps.
i
end
str
'4
quarters ond in
stem lengthwise
iri
tsp.
ond
place
crown
11
lengse
thwi chuns ond
rind in
k
Cut oti
rosemary
cut oti Cut into
large
and
mustard,
knite.pineapple into
hours
upright
erol
dry
pointed
SWn/
juice,
retrigerote
Cut
with
place on
lemon
core.
a d cheese.
rain
away the together oil,
pineapple ond
serve, d
bowl. MixPour over ready to
ham and
tomatoes,
salt.
When
andovernight.
alternating with
or
kabobs.
skewers,
12
Makes 10 to

Iceberg
Lettuce

79

Save 10 to 30% everyday
"valtdresh meats"
Everyday valupriced guaranteed quality meats. Not just once a month specials.
* Grade"
A
"

• U.S. Choice

* Realean

Fresh Cut Fryers

Grain Fed Beef

valufresh bakery

Fresh Pork

available at Jim Adams stores
with Deli-Bakery

fresh made
Hawaiian Pineapple
Ilararelien

Torte Cake

Surprise
Special

'299

Iloweiiew fruit filled
$1 79
Rolls 6 ph

There
'
s a Jim Adams

Paris, TN 2 locations

gore nipar ye....

* Athserel Wolk Ave.
* Weft Wald St.

Chop -uoy
Donuts

Cinnamon
Check ear store
fir details!

PigooPtsio or Cherry

99c
3
'

Hunting.... TN
Camden,TN

Covington, TN
Waverly, TN

M.rraY.ICY
Mel4fazie,
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&Facultv
Students
much we
tiow
you
with a

stiow
return
to
and
back celebrating your

you're
We're glad you, We're
appreciate
4_

to
BIG SALE

new
the
off
start

2141,100 Ct., 74•Sq

Golden Flake

Hi-Dri
Towels
st 5100
rolls

Potato
Chips
6/
1
2oz.
bag

RIGHT!
year
school
•P

Sprite, Tab, Diet Coke or

Coca
Cola

p
i
T
.
,
)
!
.
T
69c
88

Dep.

lri

11 Oz. Hot Dog or
13 OZ. Sandwich

Sal°117

KrOVer

Buns

2
8 ct.

pkgs.

-

Bet

Back lb School Special

Bic Stic
6Rain FED
64ft
.P
=

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain
Fed Beef Any Size Pkg.

Cube
Steak

99c jair,Fr i.!
lb.
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.CostCuttermitesHidden Valley Original Creamy

Ranch
Dressing

16 oz.

Creamy

Weight Watchers
Mayonnaise sz
WNW Watckers

Salad
Dressing
YOu can see the savings every time you
go Krogering. Get low Cost Cutter
prices on Krogers better quality meat,
fresh produce, your favorite brands
and much more. Kroger gives you
friendly service,tOo. When you add it all
up,that's better value. And that makes
a big difference.

4

Fresh Pack

Kroger
Pickles

32 oz.
jar

Kroger

Squeeze
Mustard

OZ.
,

52 oz.
jar

F

Coke

ggc
69c

plastic
gallon
Sealtest Homogenized Milk
Mores Cheery

Granola
Bars
Sprite, Tab,Diet Coke or

Coca Cola

boittize-s
Asserted flavors

Big 'K'
Drunks
Assorted S.4 Ovate

Kool-Aid
Koolers

69
694
79c

Boa.
pkg.

Del Monte

Pineapple
Juice

46 Oz.
tag

pl s
dep.

2 Ater

3 et.

Parkay Margarine'

Krowr
Multigrain
Bread
."

Kreger Individually Wrapped

2 $100

American
Slices

16 OIL
HMS

omen Onws

Our Dairy Best

7

Red-E-Made
Fruit Pies
"
Sovaai
w r
Cakes

Cottage
Cheese

4 $1100

Frith
Drink
JlPsIuty
Hungry Jack
Biscuits

Great For Sack To Selma
12d.
PI"

$116
9

Big Valve

Bag
Cookies
RAGE TWO 541A

eta

4 $100
4
pkgs.

MC*

Variety
' Pak

12 oz
1149

20 in
bel

994

Hawaiian
Punch

s ct.
NCI

Chunk or Crushed

Del Monte
Pineapple

24 oz
tuk

plastic
a..4-4$1011

$129
99c
99C

Sea.
MI

Fruit Os The Bottom
151
/
2 oz.

Kroger
Yogurt

2

8 or
tubs

99C
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muke-ithe-diffetelice

—

DM Onto

Pear
Halves
Del Monte

Fruit
Cocktail

"
crn

Del Mete aced fellow

Cling
Peaches

•

79C.
79c
16. 79C

Del filoote

Tomato
Catsup

32 oz.
btl

Del Mout, Whole

$109

Green
Beans

Del Moat

Tomato
Sauce

11 oz.
can

Del Monte Regular or No Salt Added

4
$100
oz

Sweet
Peas

Chef Boy Ar Dee With Meat

Spaghetti
Dinner

191
/
201
hos

151
/
2oz.
lar

$100

$159
,
*NIX E KERNEL COP

Chef ley At Die

Pizza
Sauce

2

1701.
cans

59c

t'AV:‘ is

89C

7die pag,,

Assorted Varieties Celeste
Whole Kernel, Cream Style or No Salt Added

Pizza•For•One

Del Monte Corn
5100
,,2
oz.

2 5199

cans
Assorted Banquet

Gourmet
Entrees

2
tool.
$2

19

Birdseye Frozeu

Cool
Whip

2

12 oz

$128

Good To The Last Drop Coffee

Maxwell House

329

BrIller Old fashleired Maid DlpPt liii $

Ice
Cream
01631 Paso

Assorted
Burritos

$2
49

tustast

2

Maxwell House
Coffee
;
s

Sea.
PhIL

Is Choose or Better Sauce

Birdseye
Veaet%tisez;

leL

Instant
•61.
•••
.
Pkg
.

ea
0

Sanka
Coffee

$4
83
t

t
ear

tk-Pf
4Go Krogering!
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.S.D.A.Grade
U.S.D.A. Grade "A" Holly Farms

U.S.D.A. Grade "A" Holl
Family Pak of Mixe(

Fryini

Whole
•

Fryers

Chicki

pound

pound

Limit 3
I
Any Size Package

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fell Beef
Boneless Chuck of

Pork
Steak

Should
Stea

pound

pound

$119
•

All Varieties

T
M eu
atyr
like
eyy
Wings or

50 Drumsticks

Fox Deluxe 1001
2
Pizza
pkg

Sliced Quarter

9

lb.

Boneless
Meat or Beef

Pork
Loin

lb$1149

Kroge
Wiene

,

'1.

••••

)

Fresh Ocean Perch or

Cod Fillets

Sliced

Beef Liver

lb.

794 Sliced Bacon

' PAGE FOUR A

n
$1

Nihon Hawaiian Boueless

Eckrick Regular or Beef

Smoked Sausage

1201.
pkg.

lb

$
199

Honey Ham

lb.

2'

Regular or Beef Swift
•

Sizzlean

Country Styk

lb

Circle
FarB k Sanage

PAC.'
p
•

SvgSliced
5178

BKrogerraustnicsk

„
•

_

•

•

_

sir••••••••••
-41106.

•.1.01111./....I.~.
'

ode APoOitrVi

S.D.A. Grade "A" Holly Farms
Family Pak of Mixed Parts

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef

Frying
Sirloin Tip
Chicken
Roast
pound

pound

lice Grain Fed Beef
less Chuck or

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed
Beef Any Size Pkg.

Wider,
teak

Cube

Steak c.°situ
pound
ir

pound

I

'

0

50

r $117
9

T To_
S

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain
Fed Beef, Boneless

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain
Fed Beef Boneless

Strip
Steak

London Broil
Steaks

pound

pound

$
3
9
9
s

Boneless

170

19
0

Boneless

Boneles

meatorBeef
Kroger
12 oz.

Wieners

Every cut of Kroger U.S.D.A.Choice Grain Fed
Beef you buy at Kroger is guaranteed
TENDER.FLAVORFUL and FRESH for your total
satisfaction.If you are not satisfied,Kroger
will replace your item or refund your purchase price.

%
1

9c

pkg.

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef
Total Satisfaction Guarantee

•

4250

Cost Cutter

Bacon

"352"

Count
s
ry

Sausage

p:os:

•

•Bonus Bundle.
•3 LBS. CHUCK STEAK
•3 LBS. PORK STEAK
•4 LBS. FRYER QUARTERS
•4 LBS.SMOKED SAUSAGE
(Circle B or Frontier)
•3 LBS. GROUND BEEF
Krow By-The-Piece

Nothing But 100% Pure Genuine

Stick Bologna

Ground Round
$11159

99c
Codutry Style Slab
Sliced Bacon
Kroger Stick

Brau nschweiger

(AVG. PRICE
PER LB. $1.18)

Old Village

$138

Smoked Sausage

lb.

Kiug
$199 Fiiro"belite Franks

Meg Mom
Corn Dogs

(PLEASE ALLOW.
3 TO 5 DAYS
FOR PREPERATION)

lb.

5109*

Armour
18 Oz.

69
4

17 LBS.
OF MEAT

95

$179

12it
sired Ham
PAGE FIVE A
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Pkg.

4259
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Go Krogering in the Deli-Bakery!
Wishbone Grade A 2 Piece

Chicken
Dinner

Fresh Baked

Only
includes: Potatoes & Gravy,Slaw & Roll
Breast & Wing or Leg 8. Thigh

French Bread

2 5129

Kahn s

Fresh Baked

Colby

Kaiser
Rolls

Longhorn
Cheese

6
for 89

ir Store Made

Coconut
Cake

$299
$299

Smoked
Sausage

loaves

$399

each

Perfect For Dips(Reg

Nacho
Chips

lb.

lb.
Size)

$300

2

12 or
bags

Lean 0 Tender
Pastrami, Corned Beef, Italian Beef or

Roast Beef
$399
lb.

Sugar Oatmeal Raisin
Peanut Butter or

HEALTH & BEAUTY

Choc. Chip
Cookies

Kroger Family Pride

Kroger Family Pride

Fluoride
Toothpaste

Baby
Lotion

dozen

$1149
-11

2

19

16 Ot
btls

cal

LPH
_JO
)
DEPARTMENT
ic 41 Process Only'

Color Print Film Developing

Kroger Family Pride

Nroger Family Pride
300 Cr Regular or 100 Cr Triple

Roll-On
Deodorant

Cosmetic
Puffs

Mammon! Strength

Anacin
Tablets

your
choice

Single set of prints special
12 exp. roll - $1.97 24 exp. roll - $3.87
15 exp. disc - $2.67 36 exp. roll- S5.67

SUPER SAVINGS!

sTRENsitt
r4AXIMUM
itt

2

SPECIAL

Double set of prints special
Order 2nd set of prints at time of
developing and you pay only...

%fa
25429
40 ct
btls

12 exp. $297
roll

24 exp. VI87
E'r

15 exp. $367
disc

36 exp.
roll
$667

"Guaranteed Great"
Photo Services

1

I,rriMirr

P
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inthekroger Garden
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Yellow Or'kite in NEC

Sweet
Corn S EARS S1 it
Titirf
SOHN Sin

Fresh
Mushrooms
Now Crop Louisiana

California 014enry Jumbo

Sweet
Potatoes

Freestone Peaches

Crook Nock

California 12 Size

Yellow
Squash

Jumbo
Cantaloupes each 994
Bartlett
Pears

-.gat
a. m ria

.11

inala;w6tideuser"" 29C
Onions
ed.

ACK to SCHOOL SPECIALS!
suN1said

Delidaus
ifterlifous

Florist Oualles

seemess Baum mow
!tillsptIS
b?!,i,ddas.„„.

99' $149

" • -..

.1 38c110
- 01.Busti,

7:116:t

•i4t•i•
••
-vet, - • ••,- . - •
•-,• ••
.

Igra.

v••
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4.

John Morrell Meat or Beef

Mr. Turkey Reg. or Smoked

Sliced
Bologna

Turkey
Breast

120z.
$113
pkg.

6 oz. $
11

pkg.

59

•

Thompson white

New Crop" All Purpose

Seedless
Grapes
,

58

Paula Red
Apples
3 lb.

- lb.

bag

9soi hr

Go Krogering when it's
time to get ready for...

Best Rite

Best Rite Divided

Perfect For Dips

3Subject
Notebook

4Subject
otebook

Nacho
Chips

150sheets

80sheets

of*/

99c
Home Pride

Lunch
Bags

10bags
2$300. _
Kroger 10%

2$1100 Fruit
sod.
pk".
Drinks

69t

3-pack
pkg.

Big Value Assorted

Snack
Cakes

•
S.

1

e144---7
BoVidee
sp•ghetti
Meatikila

Kroger Smooth or Crunchy

Spaghetti And Meat Balls

Peanut Butter

Chef Boy-Ar-Dee

°9
$2

1507

can

79C
PACIF FIGHT D(b):-M4

$1
100
pkgs.
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100
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41.604,
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